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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The relationship between religious commitment 
and economic behavior h~s been an important theme in the 
study of economic history and the sociology of religion 
since Max Weber. The quest for functional interdependence 
between the economic and non-economic aspec~of social 
behavior has been intensified since World War II. The 
emergence of the problem of economic development in the 
so-called ttunderdevelopedlt countries has added more practical 
and theoretical significance to this theme. 
In regard to the countries in the Far East, Max 
Weber explained in his penetrating analysis of Chinese 
religion1 that China failed to achieve a modern economy 
because of the lack of religious elements favorable to 
capitalistic development in spite of the fact that the 
combination of non-religious factors was at the crucial 
time at least as favorable to capitalistic development as 
in the Western situation. 
Karl A. Wittfogel, however, minimized the function 
of religion in the economic development of China by saying 
that the polity which is the superstructure of the economic 
lMax Weber, The Religion of China, translated and edited 
by H. H. Gerth (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1951). 
foundation is the crucial variable, and it absorbs and 
the 
2 
integrates the ecclesiastical as well asAmilitary organization. 
2 According to Wittfogel, China, like some other flat yet 
arid or semi-arid regions, requires a large-scale 
irrigation system for agriculture, and this necessitates 
the appearance of a small ruling elite which exercise·s 
despotic control over the masses of peasants in order to 
co-ordinate their efforts in large-scale hydraulic under-
takings for irrigation and flood control. In Wittfogel's 
opinion this functional need for centralized planning and 
supervision and absolute power of enforcement not only 
brought about the exploitation of the masses, but also 
the absorption and integration of the religious and the 
military organizations. 
Robert N. Bellah, on the other hand, takes the 
stand of putting stress on both polity and religion as 
key variables in the economic development of Japan. He 
systematically examined the values of pre-industrial Japan, 
3 
namely the religion of the Tokugawa period. Bellah's 
main conclusion is that strong polity and dominant political 
values in Japan were favorable to the rise of industrial 
2Karl A. Wittfogel, Oriental Despotism: A Comparative 
I~s~J.££ Total Power (New Haven: Yale university Press, 
3Robert N. Bellah, Tokugawa Reli~ion: The Values of pre-
industrial Japan (Glencoe, Ill.: T e Free Press, 1957). 
society, and that religion played an important role in the 
process of political and economic rationalization in Japan 
through maintaining and intensifying commitment to the 
central values. 
Regarding the function of Confucianism, Max Weber 
emphasizes that, in China, it reinforced the existing 
traditionalism, and has not positively helped the 
industrialization of the country. Wittfogel thought that 
Confucianism under China's udespotism\t could not play any 
positive function in checking or restraining the despotic 
governmen~unlike the church and craft and merchant guilds 
of feudalistic Mediaeval Europe and Japan, andthat it 
could not provide a basis for adaptive and progressive 
3 
social change. On the other hand, Bellah favors the view 
that, in Japan, Confucianism helped in breaking traditionalism 
and particularism by helping develop and spread the status 
ethics of the Japanese warrior, Samurai. In Bellah's 
opinion, the Samurai class cut across the general class 
linooof the Japanese society and helped to bring about 
~ social change. He emphasized that the ethic of 
warrior, under the influence of Confucianism and Buddhism, 
broadened itself beyond purely military concerns to include 
intellectual, economic and governmental interests, thus 
becoming the ethic of an entire people. 
4 
No comparable study has ever been made on Korea. Since 
her religiouscombinations are s:> mewhat similar to those or 
China and Japan in that Conrucianism has had great inrluence 
on her people, one cannot but wonder whether Korean religion 
has had any bearing on her r~.ilure to develop an industrial 
society. This dissertation attempts to investigate the key ·. 
variables related to the economy or pre-modern Korean society, 
the Yi dynasty Korea (1392-1910). Stress is placed on the later 
half or the Yi dynasty which is contemporary with Tokugawa 
Japan(l6oo-1868) and Ch~fig dynasty China (1644-1912). 
Our hypothesis is that pre-modern Korea railed to 
develop the social and cultural bases ror a modern industrial 
society lar@ely because or its weak polity and its lack or 
favorable religious elements, and because or the r ormidable 
resistance to change of the Korean ramily and class system 
with their stress upon their own integration and solidarity. 
The concepts employed in the present study require 
an operational definition. By modern industrial society, 
I mean society characterized by primacy or high importance or 
economic values in its value system. Economic values are 
values which appropriate means to attain a given goal in an 
action rrame or rererence.4 This process of 
4on an analytical level there are rour basie values in 
the value system or society in terms of their functional 
dirrerences. This value system is related to the social 
system through the medium of the motivation of the actor. 
The other t hree values are political values which mobilize 
the spi:t;"itual and material resources oft he society i'or the 
attainment oi' collective goals; integrative values Which 
institutionalize and integrate different social units, and 
appropriating the means toward a given goal is referred to 
as rationalization of means. The problem of rationaliza-
tion of means is how to achieve a given end with the 
greatest degree of efficiency and with the least use of 
energy. Any rational action requires adaptation to the 
situation, which in turn requires integration of forces 
both favorable and unfavorable toward the adaptation. 
Any adaptive action requires universalistic and not 
particularistic value orientation toward its objects. 
That is to say, regardless or what properties the object 
might possess only the properties relevant to adaptation 
alone will be considered. In this situation the important 
thing is not what the object is, but what the object does. 
Thererore, the process of rationalization is said to be 
characterized by the values of universalism and performance, 
two of the "pattern variSbles 11 of the sociological theory 
or action.5 On the empirical level the economy in an 
finally cultural values which adjust the action of the unit 
to the value system or the cultural pattern in general. In 
5 
all societies these values are believed ~Pve~e present in 
dif,ferent hierarchical order. Even in a,..society the hierarchy 
of its values is constantly changing. These analytical concepts 
are best developed in Talcott Parsons and Niel Smelser, 
Economy and Society, (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1956), 
especialry-in chapters 2 and 3, and Talcott Parsons, Robert 
Bales and Edward A. Shils, Working Paper s in the Theor~ of 
Action, (The Free Press, Glencoe, Ill.), cnapters 3 an ~ 
5The underlying assumption is that every role involves 
'tchoice n between rive pairs of alternative orientations. 
The categories ror the description and analisis of value 
orientations are called 11pattern variables. See T. Parsons 
and E. Shils, Toward ~General Theory of Action (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1953), especially pp.78-79 
and 82-83. 
industrial society is greatly concerned with production 
and efficient production. The concern of economy in both 
industrial and non-industrial societies is to provide 
goods and services for consumption. But when there are 
discrepancies between demand and supply6 of consumption 
objects the economic values are strengthened and the 
production efficiency becomes the major concern of the 
economy. 
The major concern in the industrial society is 
ttdoingtt rather than "being" and the quality of the object 
of action is more universalistic than particularistic. 
Although a typical modern industrial society, such 
as the American society, is characterized by the primacy 
of economic values, this is not a necessity. However, 
6 
in order to achieve a rational economy in a society, economic 
values should have high importance in the value system. 
Japan exemplifies this type of value system with political 
values usually at the top of its value hierarchy. 
In the process of development fromnon-industrial 
to industrial societies, one of the explicit changes is 
6The degree of discrepancies in demand and supply of 
consumption objects requires motivational elements in 
addition to the economic and physical elements. The 
motivational elements in turn are much related to their 
cultural and physical environments. 
a shift in the value s.ystem. This shift in the value 
pattern can be through a slow process of development 
within the system as in the case of Western societies, 
or a rapid change caused by the outer forces of the 
social system through polity7 as in Communist China. 
It may be safely assumed that in the societies where the 
polity and its values are strong, t;he '.· s·o · c·a?lle·d· "despotic 
countries,tt the change can more readily be superimposed 
by an external force than in the societies where the 
polity and political value are relatively weak, namely 
~democratic countries. tt Therefore, the role of polity 
in social change in the Eastern societies is signifi-
cant. 
Religion, according to Paul Tillich, is man's 
attitude and action in relation to his ultimate concern.8 
7Polity is one of the four analytical social-sub-systems. 
The function of the polity is to attain collective goal of 
a system. The other three sub-systems correspond to those 
of the value system and are called the economy, the inte-
grative (or institutional) system, and the motivational 
(or cultural) system. These analytical distinctions are 
made according to their functions .· that is how they con-
tribute to the society in solving social problems. A con-
crete act or a structural unit may belong to one of these 
sub-systems primarily but not exclusively. Any concrete 
act may be classified on two levels: on the level of 
relationship to a system and on the level of its relation-
ship to the collectivity as a sub-system within the social 
system as a whole. This is to say any act or structural 
unit has multiple functions and in analyzing it, one may 
approach it on multiple levels. 
8Paul Tillieh, S!stematic Theolo~y (Chicago:University 
of Chicago Press~ · 951), vol. 1. ee also Robert N. Bellah, 
2£• ~., PP• 6-~. 
7 
The ultimate concern consists of the concerns for ultimate 
value and for ultimate threat. The ultimate value has 
been symbolized as the "sacred" or "divine" which may be 
the ultimate goal or standard of judgment, whereas the 
ultimate threats or frustrations are those inherent in 
human life but which cannot be controlled by human beings. 
Death is the type case. Two major functions of religion 
are to supply and define the ultimate value and to provide 
means to maintain and reinforce this ultimate value. The 
ways of maintaining and reinforcing the ultimate value 
have usually been in the form of emphasizing the power of 
ultimate value over the ultimate frustration such as God 
over d3ath, etc. The mere presence or existence of the 
ultimate value is not enough for it to function. The 
'•sacredtt or the ultimate value should be known, remembered 
' 
and kept alive in the human mind by religious action~ . 
Religious action is any action directed toward the sacred 
or divine (e.g., rituals and ceremonies). Therefore, the 
and 
belief (creed and myths),~the practice (rituals and 
ceremonies) are other necessary elements of religion beside 
the concept of sacred. Religion also should have symbols 
to c .onvey.J the inexpressible religious emotion and the 
community of worshippers, the church where the sharing of the 
common belief is possible. The function of the priesthood 
8 
in religious organizations should not be minimized in 
promoting the common sharing and common goal setting. 
In the case or Korea, there was no institutionalized 
priesthood and the interpretations and the errects or the 
Confucian doctrine varied according to the dirferent 
status groups, namely yangban and chungin. 
When the concept of the "sacred" or the \tdivine" 
is very dirruse, as in map.y "'primi ti vett or '"magical" 
religions, it is difficult to classiry social acts as 
sacred or prorane. This tends to rigidiry social acts, 
because it is dirricult ror men to act difrerently rrom 
their normal behavior ror fear that any change into new 
acts might be a violation, of the religious sanctions. 
Thus, the more abstract yet comprehensible (with the aid 
of symbol) the concept or the sacred is, the more the 
change of social action is possible. This implies that 
rationalization of action is more readily possible where 
there are the delimited area or sacred, and where the 
character of sacred is more clear cut. Thus, the changing 
tendency rrom the difruse to the specific derinition or 
the concept sacred accompanied by some functional symbol 
is one of the signiricant elements in bringing about the 
rationalization of action. 
The religious elements necessary ror the develop-
ment of industrial economy may be examined through the study 
9 
of elements which influence the dynamic equilibrium of 
industrial economy. These elements which affect economic 
growth are: the propensity to save, the rate of investment, 
the function of labor, and technological progress,and 
utilization of resources. Among them the "ascetic'• 
components of the value system would influence the 
propensity to save. The functional analogue to the "callingtt 
of Protestantism would stimulate labor supply. The relation-
ship of men to the Divine reflected in such concepts as 
"God's ordained purposett and "man as a tool to attain 
God's purposen could stimulate performance. When vocational 
fulfillment is the way to answer the ttcall," the economic 
activity bears the religious motivation which is connected 
with man's ultimate value. The rates of investment and 
technical progress are related to labor supply and capital 
accumulation, thus, indirectly to religion. The level of 
rationalization is related to the degree to which a religion 
is free from magic, and the degree to which a religion has 
systematically unified the relationship between the Divine 
and the world. When frustration in the society cannot be 
successfully dealt with by the existing religious doctrine 
and institutions, the existing religion is challenged by 
new interpretation or replacement. The redefinition of 
the concept of God, the religious actions, and other religious 
institutions emerge and they in turn affect the changes in 
other social system, as has been studied by Weber and 
Tawney in relation to the Protestant rerormation and the 
rise or capitalism.9 
On the assumption that the runctional sub-systems 
or a society and its values are closely interrelated, 
especially with religion in Far Eastern societies, and 
on the assumption that a change in the economic sub-system 
requires changes in the religious and other social sub-
systems, examination is rirst made of the social structure 
of the Yi dynasty to locate the points of tension and strain 
and consequently the possible areas where change could have 
started. The lack of materials on the Yi dynasty value 
systems and institutions compelled the writer to present 
first the value systems and the concrete structural units 
or the Yi dynasty in detail by locating, translatin& and 
organizing the materials in Korean, Japanese and Chinese. 
These include legal codes, tr~velling diaries, anthologies, 
and religious ethical writings of the later Yi dynasty. 
Because in Far Eastern societies religion and 
~~ 
economy are closely related either directly or through polity, 
and because religion supplies the ultimate sanction for 
9Max Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of 
Capitalism~translated by Talcott Parsons;-London, IIlen and 
Unwin, 193v, and R. H. Tawney, Religion and the Rise or 
ca4italism, New York: Harcourt, Brace ana-Gompany, InC:, 
19 7· 
social behavior, stress is placed on the religious basis 
of the Korean ethics. The religious basis is exarrlned not 
only in terms of the interaction ·· and interrelationships 
of the concepts of the sacred, · · _,·. religious action, the 
priesthood, and the community or worship, but also in terms 
of its changes in relation to the economic ethics. Because 
an industrial society is above all characterized by the 
strong economic values which facilitate the rationalization 
of the means, the rationalization tendency of religiqus 
elements is emphasized. 
In order to classify and control the variab::e s, the 
following analytical model is utilized. However, the 
detailed application of this model in analyzing the Yi 
dynasty Korean society is both impossible and unintended 
in this study largely because of the fact that the complexity 
of role d~mension in the Yi dynasty Korean society was 
that of 
different from~the Western society from which this model 
is derived.lO 
lOsee Figure 1. 
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13 
This diagram is best explained in T. Parsons and Niel Smelser's 
Economy and Society, (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1956), 
especialr:y-in Chapters 2 and 3, and T. Parsons, R. Bales and 
E. Shils, Working Papers in the Theory of Action, (Glencoe, 
Ill.: The Free Press, 195bf,-chapters 3-and 5. 
CHAPTER II 
KOREAN SOCIAL STRUCTURE IN YI DYNASTY 
A· THE VALUE SYSTE11 
The values of a society interrelate the components 
of the social system and maintain the patterns of social 
life. The Korean value system in the Yi dynasty was 
characterized by the primacy of the ttintegrative 11 value ·~ .. 
which can be defined as the combination of pattern variables 
of p~ticularism and quality. In other words, this was 
the integrative dimension of the social system which held 
primacy over all other dimensions in Korea. The major 
goal of this dimension is the system maintenance which 
is expressed as the values of harmony and solidarity rather 
than power and wealth. 
The goal of social action was particularistic 
rather than universalistic in this central value syst·em. 
The objects were kinship group, social class based on 
lineage, and local residence grtup. The family,not the 
nation,was of primary importance in the mind of Koreans, 
and unlike the situation in Tokugawa Japan, the boundary 
of the particularistic objects was limited to the family 
level in Yi dynasty Korea. Within the family, it was the 
head of the family and not the child who was the pivot of 
the affective attitude. 
15 
The particularistic attitude toward the object 
was benevolence and it was centered around the cardinal 
principles of family relationships --the father-son 
(the parents and the offspring) and expressed as filial 
piety. It was filial piety which took primacy over 
loyalty to the extended collectivity, the state or its 
head, the king. In Yi dynasty Korea, one could not hold 
any public office during the three years of mourning for 
one's parents. It was also forbidden to deliver any 
relative to justice according to the mores of the Yi 
dynasty, and it was considered a moral obligation to 
defend and sustain one's relative even when the relative 
had committed some unlawful act . and was condemned by 
authority. Thus, the particularistic attitude which 
mainly centered around the head of the collectivity -was 
again limited to the restricted collectivity. 
In order to retain and reinforce the boundary-
maintaining activity of a social system, a successful 
integration of its sub-systems and its units was required. 
The mechanism of attaining integration and of minimizing 
potential tension in Yi dynasty Korem1 society was the 
elaborate system of formalized interpersonal relationships 
and behavior. One can see an example of this formalized 
interpersonal relationship in the Korean language. There 
are numerous forms and levels of speech in the Korean 
16 
language, and the varieties of. honorific terms and the 
levels of speech in the proper verbal interactions are 
much more numerous in Korean than in Chinese or Japanese 
languages. 
The use of an appropriate form and level of 
speech was required not only for the sake of the personal 
integrity of the actor but also for the recognition of the 
alter's social status and for bringing about smooth social 
relationships. The concept of male and elder superiority, 
blind respect for stronger outer force (usually China), 
rigid distinctions between class and ·'· specifications 
of roles and rights of different classes, high values on 
the large family are among the factors that stress the 
system-maintenance-integrative value in the system. In 
short, the prime value of the integrative system, harmony, 
was sought by conforming to formalism, and to the norms 
governing interpersonal and intergroup relationships. 
It has been said that the values revealed in Korean art, 
especially in celadon (porcelain), are an example of the 
harmony and unique aesthetic sense of the Korean craftsman-
ship. 
The primacy of maintenance value, the central 
value system of Yi dynasty Korea, naturally had some 
implications for the other three dimensions. In regard to 
the adaptation problem, any adaptive action for the purpose 
17 
of' maintaining the system was highly valued. For 
instance, any economic activity, not for the sake of 
acquisition of wealth but as the means to perform filial 
piety, was urged and considered basic to one's filial 
duty. 
Political value was strong in Yi dynasty Korea, 
but it was ordinarily subjugated to the integrative value. 
That is to say, loyalty to the head of' the particularistic 
collectivity was important only when it was for the 
purpose of attaining the equilibrium of the social system 
which was referred to as sedo (~3!tJ , the way of the 
world. At times, the political values, the goal-attainment 
values took primacy over integrative value in Yi dynasty 
history. For instance, when the existence of' the system 
itself was threatened by either internal or external 
forces such as factional strife over the royal succession 
or foreign invasions, political values prevailed over the 
integrative value. The various religio-political movements 
of' the Yi dynasty, such as Ch~ch'i Chui ~ CE~""E~i;k_ , 
the Legalist school), the Korean school of' wang Yang Ming, 
Sir-~ ~ (~~t{~ and the Economic school of Korean 
Confucianism), were nationalistically oriented and stressed 
the political value. However, it was not the personal head 
of the particularistic collectivity (the king), but the 
metaphysical base of the collectivity (the universe), which 
18 
was the object of their loyalty and concern. There was 
no religio-poli tical movement like the Japanese Sonno and 
Kokutai, the movement to strengthen the reverence £or the 
head of the collectivity, the emperor, and the symbolization 
of the state as an entity and object of the loyalty. In 
this respect, one may say that the object. of the Korean 
polity was more universalistic than particularistic com-
pared with the Japanese object of action. 
However, the object of action in Yi dynasty Korea 
was much more abstract than in Tokugawa Japan. The 
abstractness of the object of action was often correlated 
with the degree of r~.tionali ty in action by equating 
abstractness with simplicity and specificity. However, 
this common assumption needs some qualification and 
revision. The impersonal and highly abstract nature of 
the object was less concrete and leas · specific for the 
purpose of goal attainment or for adaptation. It may be 
said that the goal attainment value governs the vertical 
dimension whereas the integrative value is a horizontal 
dimension of the function of human action in terms of 
social and cultural change. Thus, the object of action 
which seems highly conducive to integrative rationality 
might not always provide for similar conduciveness or for 
're-sults·: . ·: in the economic or. political rationality. 
19 
Cultural values and political values were equally 
strong and it is difficult to decide which comes next to 
the integrative values in the value hierarchy of Yi dynasty 
Korea. These two were constantly - il:lteracting. The 
Korean cultural values involved two components, namely the 
values of learning and the aesthetic-emotional value. The 
values of learning often overshadowed the values of aesthetic 
emotion in Yi dynasty Korea. In theory, these two value 
components were only different phases of the same value. 
In Korea learning for self-cultivation was stressed rather 
than far any action. Learning was considered as the pre• 
condition to the attainment of integration of the system 
and its units. 
One's ability to control his emotion and submit it 
ent i rely to reason was considered 
and attainment of virtue. 
the measure of learning 
Sometimes learning wa s considered as a means to 
goal attainment by the society as a whole and hy i ts indivi-
dual members, ttthe peace and tranquil! ty of the world and 
the mind by learning.n But in Yi dynasty Korea the value 
of learning often held primacy over goal attainment value. 
The main emphasis of the cultural value of Yi dynasty 
Korea was on metaphysical speculation rather than in action. 
This is illustrated by the fact that all the religio-political 
20 
developments ·Here concerned with the lack of' action and 
the prevalence of' metaphysical speculation about their 
times. Yet, none of them was successf'ul enough to override 
the main stream of the cultural values provided by the 
~-ni ~ (The School of Nature and Law}, the dominant 
school of Confucianism. · The strong value of learning was 
fostered a great deal by retired officials and scholars 
who failed to attain public office. Learning was stressed 
more than goal attainment, the political values. 
Learning was considered as a kind of religious 
action as well as a secular one. There was a tendency 
to identify the rellgious end with the secular end of 
learning, that is, freeing oneself f'rom ignorance. An 
example of this tendency can be seen in the strong pursuit 
of theory rather than practice in religion. More religious 
doctrines were developed than religious institutions. 
Religious institutions were combined with educational 
institutions, and religious action,: ; religious symbols 1 and 
priesthood were secularized to the extent that one could 
not find an explicit religious nature in them. 
The tendency to identify the religious end with 
learning and means seems greater in Yi dynasty Korea than 
in the Koryo dynasty or Tokuga't-Ja Japan. In Tokugawa Japan, 
the direction of fusion of religious and secular ends seems 
21 
to be opposite to that of the Yi dynasty. For example, the 
Japanese religio-political movement stressed action rather 
than theory. Another example is that Western science was 
studied as enthusiastically in Yi dynasty Korea as it was 
in Japan. But it was largely studied and practiced by 
Chungin, the middle folks, and the prestige of the medical 
doctor, for instance, was much lower in Korea than in 
1 Japan. 
The aesthetic-emotional values were strong but 
carefully channelled into such fields as the development 
of arts, calligraphy, literature, music, dancing. However, 
they were completely subordinated to the integrative value 
and developed into a form of asceticism. Any overt displays 
of emotion1 other than through these formalized channels, 
were considered undignified for men. It was considered 
undesirable and almost immoral for women even to make their 
works of art public. Their literary works were not allowed 
to be published. Only the professional entertainers, 
kisaeng, could fully express their emotional values. 
These values were constantly interacting on one 
another and their hierarchical position changed according 
;Ls,~e~Inab,a rwakichi 1:t-lft-~-t ..L :•chosen Junin Ko ••• n&Jt~ ~- ~~~OJ ~'-f'?r-~~ ::a:..... 1-:::.. ~ l ), in Toa Keizai 
K (  ~-s;." )I .?- ·_ ) (Osaka: Toa Keiza:r-Kenkjtl Kai~32- ) vol. 7, o!lfJ(Sept. 1933}, PP• 458-482. 
to the needs of the society at different times. The 
metaphysical basis of these values is studied in the 
later chapter on religion. 
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The following study of the concrete structure . 
of the Yi dynasty is to be selective rather than exhaustive. 
It would be difficult, if not impossible, to cover the 
entire social structure of the Yi dynasty in detail. 
Only the elements considered important in examining the 
operation of the central value system in economic 
changes are studied. 
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B. CONCRETE STRUCTURAL UNITS 
1. Local Hierarchy 
Korea was divided into eight provinces, !£ ~; 
which were in turn subdivided into three hundred and twenty 
t;? 
seven townships, Be (~ }, the same number as the days o£ 
the year in the lunar calendar. This means that each 
province was divided into about forty townships. The highest 
ranking township was called ~ Wfl, followed by !!!2.,! ( tSQ , 
!!! 12 ~ ~ r~y~l_if >, ~ h2 ~ <~ ~!_ J{f >, ~ ( ~V ) , ~ (~) in that o~der. 2 The rank of a township 
was changed according to the merits and demerits of the 
local residents. When a township produced any meritorious 
subjects or filial men or princes, it was promoted to a 
higher rank; whereas it was demoted to a lower rank when it 
produced a traitor or unfilial man. Although the rank had 
no special relationship to the administrative aspect of the 
township government, the change of its name on such a 
particularistic basis caused much confusion in the structure 
the 
of,... government. Joint responsibility and - -., · manifestation 
of particularism can be observed in many aspects of the 
Korean social system. 
1~ constitutional changes of 1894-1895, kapo kaehyok ( 'f) ~jc_1f ) divided Korea into thirteen provinces. 
2 All the townships were .c:alled kun ( lb\5 ) by the con-
stitutional changes of 1894-1895.--- I 
Each township was sub-divided into twenty to thirty 
cantons, myon (~). The size of a~ varied from 50 to 
2,000 households.3 Below the district there were villages, 
tongni ( ~~ ~), whi.ch comprised households of anywhere 
from several to eight hundred households.4 This tongni 
could be called the basic territorial unit of rural Korea. 
The tongni was, unlike the myon, a purely self-governing 
village unit with high social solidarity. The headman, 
tong-chang ( t~ ~ ) also called _either i-ohang ( 'Jl~ ) 
or kwon-nong ( ~ . ) , was appointed either by the head 
or the canton, myon-ohang.; .· <-00--i-z_ ) , or elected by the 
residents o'£ the tongni. Although there were some instances 
o'£ the people's nominating village elders as headmen, in 
many oases they were elected by the committees composed o'£ 
village elders who were o'£ prominent local families. The 
election became final after kunsu ~I~ ) , the head of the 
township issued the official appointment notice to him. 
There was no limit of tenure. As long as the !2.!!.8.-ohang 
did not commit any mistakes, he could stay inthis position 
indefinitely. In some villages a rotation system among 
3chosen Sotoku fu, Kankoku Tochi Nosan Chosa Hokoku, 
Keiki do, Chusei do, ~kai ~ no bu (The Investigation 
Reportof' Korean Lind and Agricultural Production, Section 
of Kyonggi, Ch'ung Ch'~ng and Hwanghae provinces) (Keijo: 
1919), PP• 316-317. · 
4Kang Chi-w~n, KUndae Choson Chongch'i Sa (The History 
of Modern Korean Politics) (Seoul: Taehak saenghwal Sa, 1950), 
P• 143• . 
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village members was practiced. The length of their service 
varied according t~ each village. Except when there was a 
rotation system the headman of the village was paid by the 
village for his service.5 Since the social status of the 
tong-chang was not too high many yangban people of the 
yangban class were not very enthusiastic about holding the 
position. 
The role of ~-chang was to act as a grand jury 
in small scale civil law suits involving unfilial or 
adulterous conduct or gambling, brawling or drunkenness. 
He was also in charge of the allocation and collection of 
taxes, registry of births, marriages, and deaths in the 
family record, the assistance of police action: , and the 
facilitation of village meetings. 
The village usually owned some property, mainly 
in the form of land. Common sources of these properties 
were legacies without beneficiaries or the property of 
military draft dodgers who had deserted the vil1age.6 The 
land called yokki1n chon ( .-{.1(_ ~ \fl ) 7 was owned by tongni 
5For the detailed account of ton~ni headman's remuneration 
see Yamamichi, Joichi, Chosen Hanto (Korean Peninsula) 
(Keijo: Nikkan Shobo, 1911), vo1. 2, PP• 22-30. 
'6Kanshu Chosa Hokoku Sho - (The Report of the Custom Survey, 
in Japanese), (Keijo: Cnosen Sotoku Fu), 1912, P• 85. 
7Tongni was the unit of tax allocation. Therefore, when a 
household moved away from the tongni, they had to leave some 
land which can produce his share of kunp 'o. The ownership 
of this land then is transferred to tongnl and was called 
yokkun chon. It was a system to avoid over-burdening of the 
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and was the source of kunp ~ o ( ~.,- ), a military exemption 
tax. The activities of the tongni also included repairing 
roads or bridges or financing communal ceremonies of spirit 
worship. 8 
Within the village the families were organized into 
neighborhood groups of five families each, like the Japanese 
gonin SUffii (~~' modeled after the old system of the 
~ dynasty in China. These groups were organized by the 
order of the government and were called ~ t•on& (j[_W~ ). 
The head of~ t 1 ong called t•ongju (~ wa~ the head of 
the most prominent family among them. It was composed of 
five contiguous families regardless of the size or wealth 
of the family. According to the 2!! t•ong provision9 its 
members should. be helped at t~es of need such as marriage, 
death, and sickness. It was the responsibility of the oka 
t 1 ong to notify the local government through their village 
head of any illegal action within the group. The appearance 
of a stranger in the neighbourhood _. had to be reported 
immediately to the proper officials. Oka t'ong was, thus, 
remaining residents. Ch5ng Yak-yong, Mongm.in Simso (A 
Guide to Governing the People) (Keijo: Chosen Kenkjfi Kai, 
1911), Ch'onjong chi cho (Article on Poll Registration), 
Bk. II, Vo!. 26, 'Pi):" 5'7=64• 
8Imali1Ura Tomo, Chosen Fiizoku Shu (Compilation of Korean 
customs) (Keijo: Shido-kan, !9141; P• 62. . 
9Provisions for this system were passed in 1675 when the 
country was in war and the number of homeless wanderers in-
creased so that census taking and checks against espionage 
were greatly needed. Kang c • . w., .2E,• .ill•, P• 1.54• 
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an organization of mutual inspection, cooperative securit~ 
and neighbourhood cooperation. Through .2!! t • ong dl.tring 
war or any other social disorder, the central government 
could control each family by making the 2!! t•ong directly 
responsible to itself. But as soon as the local government 
regained its function the existence of ~ t•ons became 
insignificant. 
The myon (j]), a cantonJwas the territorial unit 
just above the tongni. It is a geographical unit with 
definite official boundaries. There were p 1 ungho~ (~~ }, 
yakchong ( ~~..IE:- ), kwonnong (~ }J} to assist myon chang 
<\iJ ~), the head of the canton to perform his duties. No 
one who had been sentenced to penal servitude or punishment 
due to delay in paying taxes could serve in any of' these 
capacities or act as an elector. The ~ chang was elected 
by the people in one of the following ways: a} election 
from the candidates selected by and from the yangban class 
inhabitants; b) election by yangban and sangmin consultation; 
c) appointment .by sury~ng (~~ ), magistrates, from the 
several candidates recommanded by tong chang < t~~), the 
-
village head; d) rotation system (in this case, the with-
drawing ~-chang designated his successor}; and e) election 
10 by the inhabitants' vote. candidates here were to be 
nominated by tons chang• It is interesting to observe here 
lOElectoral unit was always the household and not an 
individual. 
2 8 
that aJ.though there was deliberation to elect the ''bestn 
man f'or their canton the criteria of' "best" man appear 
.to be particularistic indeed. The major criteria of' best 
man were age and lineage. It is more a ''being oriented3 
' J.J. 
rather than an "action oriented" judgment • 
. , ... 
The myon chang and his assistants were responsible 
f'or tax coJ.lection, the conveyance and maintenance of' law 
and order, and f'or keeping a registration of' births, 
marriages, and deaths. They had the right to settle smaJ.J. 
scale disputes by f' logging, t • aeh.zong ( 't ifiJ ) • The 
at least - · . , 
myon chang ·had to be~thirty years of' age, ana was eJ.ected 
f'or one year, in the f'irst month of' the year, by the house-
holders. The of'f'ice was honorary and was under the direction 
of' the head of' the township or prei'ecture, up ( tJ> • 
.. 
Ptunghon was a kind of' oJ.erk who kept the books and issued 
notices. P•ung means customs and ~ nieans J.aw and its 
impJ.ioation is to maintain customs and order in the canton. 
Sometimes the head, myon ch~,was called p'unghon.J.2 
Yakchong was a bail.if'f' who received pay and perf'ormed the 
11see Fl.orence K1uckhobn,· 11Dominant and Variant Val.ue 
Orientation," in Cl.yde Kl.uckhobn and H. A· Murray, Personal.! tz 
in Nature; Societz and Culture, (New York: A· A· Knopf, 
~54), pt. II, Seo.-rv, PP• 342-361. 
l.2.After l.B95 it was eal.l.ed sogi c:t-"k.J>. See Kang, ~· 
~, 147-148. 
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ordinary duties of a servant or messenger.~3 These three 
of'f'icers were a~~ e~e.cted f'or one year and oou~d be re-
e~eeted on good conduct. Besides the~e was a commun~ 
usher, myon-ehuin ( \J6 ~ who was irremovab~e except 
f'or cause, and then on~y upon app~ieation to the Prefect. 
He received a salary, and was charged With the duty ot: 
forwarding despatches and documents to the town and 
villages ·--i-n.;.' prefect-ore. J.4 
The amount of' remuneration :for the myon chang 
depended upon the number of households in the mt<Sn. 
It was in tb.e f'orm of' rice,~-.:· 1.;·,· '-~·· from 5 to 16 ba1es,ayearly. 
Since the myon was an economica~~l independent and se~t:­
sustaining unit, its expenses including the headman's 
emolument were entirely provided by the inb.abi tants. 
They experienced no external interference in their 
financial j affa"il'"s... 
l3Ibldem. 
14Yamamiehi Joichi, .2R.• ~., vol. 2, P• 4• 
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2. Central Gove~nment 
The st~ucture of the central:government in the Yi 
dynasty was a fusion of the system of the Ttang (618-907) 
and Mipg (1368-1643) periods of China, and that of Koryo 
(935-1391). An absolute monarchy was the fo~m of gove~nment 
of Ko~ea. The king had, in theol-y, absolute powe~, and had 
limitless authority ove~ men, things, and institutions. 
He had a eabinet, Uichong ~ (~.~~}, headed by thl.-ee 
ministers, namely xong ~ cho~~ <~ ~ K >, the ~ounsello~ 
of the middle, ~iii chong (jEt::.:~~), counsello~ of the 
left, ~ & chong.(*~~), the couns~llor of the right~ 
-. 
They were equivalent to the p~ime minister, senior and 
junior ministe~s of the State ~espectively. These t~ee 
. /-;:--.. 
were known collectively as ~~ kon& ( .=-. L\ ) , !,.!!! ehongsimg 
( .:=.. ~ ~ ) , !,!E! tae shin ( .:::Sk.J?i.. ) • Th~y had senior and 
Junior chief secretaries, cb.•~!:!!, sons· { t-~> and senio~ 
and junior assistant secretS.Z.les ch•am eh•an ·~ ~ }. 
They were also assisted by· tw1:> sain-(~), . collegiSns, 
and other minor functionaries. According to the code re-
vised and published in 1785 b·y- :. ; King Chongjong (JE .. /~), 
there were six Boards: Yi ~2. (~ t), Civil Office; 
!!2. oho <} t ) , Revenue Of'fic.e; .. Pyong ~ho ~ ~ ) , War O!'.fice; 
E:xons ~ < ~ ~>, Punisbmer.lt O!f'tice; !!. cho <~ ~ >, 
Ceremonies. Of'fice;:i<bng ~ c:z:-t}, Work 01'fice. · . 
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The names and duties of' each of the six boards 
were as follows: 
1) Yi oho, Board of Ci1ril Offices and Posts. 
This board was responsible for choosing, hiring, promoting, 
demoting, and firing officials~~ It examined and put in 
order the periodic reports whi,~h the governors of the 
provinces sent concerning the~~ subordinates, and acted 
on. the promotion ol:" demotion o:f.' officers twice a year in 
January and June. 
2) Ho cho, Board o:f ~nanee. This board took the 
--
census, dis.tributed taxes or contributions among the various 
provinces and districts, watched 0ver expenses and receipts, 
saw that the registers of each. province were kept in order~ 
prevented unjust exactions, tetok the necessary measures to 
insure a supply of provisions in y~ara o:f scarcity, etc~ 
It was also responsible for ec>ining money, but this latter 
point was passed over in silex1ce in the code because the 
treaties with China did not rc~cognize the :right of the 
Korean government to coin mont~y. 
3) P:y:ong cho, Board ojr War~ This ministry chose 
the military officers and the guards and guides of the ~ng. 
It was responsibl.e :for everything pertaining to troops, 
recruiting, arms and munitions, the guards f~r the gates 
of the capital, and the senti~els :for the royal palace. 
Postal. service (call.ed yok ~) throughout the country was 
under this jurisdiction. 
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4) Ye eho, Board o:f Cermonies~ The board was to 
--
conserve the kingdom• s customs and usages and to see that 
sacrifices, rites, and ceremonies took place according to 
the ruJ.es, without any innovation or change. Examination 
of scholars, ,public education, and laws of etiquette in 
receptions, banquets,and other official circumstances were 
all within its j~isdiction. 
5) Hy0ng cho, Board o:f Punishment. This board· was 
. responsible :for everything relating to the observance o:f 
criminal laws, organization and surveillance of law courts, 
etc. 
6) Kong ~' Board of Public Works~ This board was 
responsible for the upkeep o:f palaces, public buildings, 
and roads, whether public or private, :for public lands, 
including market places. They were also responsible :for 
preparing the ceremonial grounds :for such events as kingts 
marriage and coronation. 
The above six boards each had a president, p t an±so 
(~~),.a vice-president, ch'amptan <t ¥tJ ), a counc,illor, 
ch•amui <.t-~), and a varyfng ~umber o:f se~ior and 
j~ior secretari.~s, ch5'ngrang (.}f:. ~,) and chwarang 
~:ii:-~). The Boards o:f Revenue, Pu.ni~bment, and War each 
employed specialists in ari.tbmetic, law,and military 
a:f:fairs respectively. Each o:f the six boards origi.naJ..ly 
contained three sa (~ ), or sections, some of which, in the 
' .. ~~- ............... ~ 
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Boards o:r Revenue and WaF~ were subsequently changed· to 
E!Ea (~) ~ bureaus, o:r sae~ ( -®>, departments .. ~ 
-
In addition 6 two new departments were organized 
at the time o:r the opening o:r Korea to general :foreign 
intercourse in 1882-84. These were the Home Office, 
Naemu ~ ( "?8 ~r) and the Foreign O:C.fice, ..Q!. .! ~ 
( frl-~P~. J$ The organizational structures o.f the 
home and the :foreign o.f:f~ces were similar, and consisted 
o:f a president, ~~; <~Jf>; two vice-presidents, 
hyop-U2.!! et& ~Jf~; one councill~r, ch•amui (~~; 
and a large number o:f clerks, chusa <i:f>· . 
r 
The Korean judiciary was not separate .from the 
executive branch. Usually such administrative o.f.ficers 
as provincial governors and local magistrates16 discharged 
judicial :functions in their executive capacities. The 
district officers were judges in all cases which came before 
the civil courts. When an a:f.fair could not be settled 
amicably by the village elders, and the parties insisted 
on going to court, they appeared before the local o:f:ficers 
who, in ordinary cases, delivered judgments which could not 
be appealed. r:r a matter was an important one, recourse 
15rts o.f:ficial title was the 1~oard .for General Control o:f 
Diplomatic and Commercial Matterslt (Jt~~3C....~~ f~-fjjf~) • 
. l6They were phs~ (7ff{JC; ~ (lffJ ) , moksa ( 1k{t) 1 .• 
Kunsu ( iffL yongam (~~}· See Imamura Tomo, 2E.•-cit., 
P• 92. - · . -
mdght be had to the governor of the province, then to the 
Board of Punishment, and finally to the King. 
All civil, criminal, and administrative law stiitS · 
were under the auspices of the inspector, kamch 1al sa 
( 'f[_~)J and of J.ocal. officers. However, only a---:-pecial. 
tt>ibrmal. called ~ ~ pu ( ,f-.7/f .) !I a correctional 
. -
tribunal., had the right to judge publ.ic offici.al.s and to 
determine acts of rebel.lion and l.ese-m.ajesty. The members 
of this tribunal., namely a first deputy director, l2. t ansa ( ~Jf ) , a deputy, chis a <~J), one or two asso~i.ate 
·deputies, ~-chi. sa ( ffijW* )_,and secretaries,. tosa. 
~ ~~J were directly appointed by the King. 
The penal code of the X! dynasty was much infl.aenced 
by the penal. code of the Ming dynasty of China. Prison 
administration was rather poor. There was no separation of 
the executive and judicial functions. The vil~age head, iD 
addi.t~on to his executive duties, acted as judge, and law 
enforcement officers, as sti.eh, did not exist; they were 
merely assistants to the village head. Prison administration 
often aimed not at the punishment of crim.inal.s in the 
interest of public safety, but at prosecution f~ private 
ends. It often happened that innocent·peopl.e were tbrew.n 
into jail t~e and again simpl.y far political or personal 
vengeance. 
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The most common forms of punishment were beating, 
imprisonment, and confinement in the stoeksa The penal 
code was full of directions for administering floggings 
which were often so severe as to render the victim a 
cripple for life, if he did not die during the flogging. 
Major o.f.fences were :for the most part regarded as punish-
able by death, mostly by hanging, in the form of strangu-
lation, although women convicted of major cr~es were often 
executed by poison. The death penalty was not confined 
to wilful murder but extended even to thievery within the 
Imperial Palace or temple. Treason, manslaughter, and 
desecration of graves were the offences most commonly 
17 
visited with capital punishment. 
Political criminals were very severely punished. 
Few people dared to. voice their criticism of the administra-
tion in power. Blind conformity to tradition was partly 
the result of maltreatment of political criminals and 
lack of a concept of ·~;;~ · private rightcl and individualism. 
There was little or no conception of private rights 
under the Yi dynasty. Civil laws guaranteeing private 
rights did not exist. Public officials were accustomed to 
pay only scant respect to the private rights of the people. 
17For the details of' punishment of' Yi dynasty see Hanamura 
'Miki.and Naito Kichinosuke, Kotei Taimei ritsu Chokkai (Re-
vised Ming Criminal Law Annotation) (Keijo: chosen Sotok-f'u, 
Chusu-in, 1936) and Riche Hoten-ko. (A.Study of' Yi Dynasty 
Legal Codes), (Keijo: Chosen SotOKU~fu Chttsu-in), 1936. 
_-. --~- '~ 
~.' . 
In short, there was no independent development of 
the judicial system or lega~ profession in Yi dynasty Korea. 
Most of the legal codes were penal codes borrowed from China. 
The lack of development of.the civil code and its enfor~tng 
agency was not conducive to bringing about any positive 
force far change. The penal codes served only the purpose 
of maintaining traditional autho!'ities, rules, systems, ott 
values. The absence of civil codes other than family codes 
was a negative factar ~ the development of social 
c.ontractual relationsh1.ps or ,· communication systemsbetween 
social sub-systems. In fact, communication even among 
f'amily members was hampered by the barriers of sex, age, 
and generation. The lack of development of a communication 
· system cutting across the entire social system clogged the 
. 18 
chances of any sudden significant social change .• 
i~or the study of the Korean legal and administrative 
system of Yi dynasty see Asami Rintarot Chosen Hosei-sbi-ke 
(A Draft History of Korean Le~islationJ, (Toqo: Gansho-do 
Shoten, 1922), and Laurent Cremazy, La. Code Penal de la 
Coree (Seoul: The Seoul Press, 1904)-;- - - -
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3• Sach' ang ( .:f±.t->, Granary Establishment 
An organization which aided the local government 
in the self'-governing process was tl:e granary establishment 
called sach 1 ang- { 7f;e..i'). The system of cooperative 
grain excha~e through sach•ang was called hwangok c.{[_~); 
l~ter in 1895 it was called sahwan <»). A granary 
was, as a rule, established in each myon, and the grain 
advance issued to any householder in the spring was pro-
portionate to the amount of grain tax, l!:yol ( ~tl, paid 
by him. (Or the inhabitants were ranked in five classes, 
ho <Y>, as upper < ..t:-), middle <t>, lower cr:), 
paupers (~),and destitute (~~), each class receiving 
.~ . 
as a rule one-half of the amount received by the class 
immediately above it.) This granary system was the product 
.. 
of experience gained during the Japanese invasion at the 
close of the 16th century. These loans were to be returned 
af'ter the autumn harvest in equal amounts, together with 
a certain percentage, usually one-tenth, to cover loss by 
mould or the depredation of rats. Repayment was made 
through the ajon (~), the clerk of' the magistrate. 
. . 
While the householder was obliged to pay up in :Cull, the 
clerks were allowed to de.fer passing the grain so retuz-ned 
into the granaries. Due to the ·abuse of this system by 
the officers, it was remodelled by crder no. 3 o:t' the 
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Finance Department, dated 20th of July 1895, passing the 
control of granary from the local authorities to the 
peopl.e.19 Communal granaries, ~ ch'ang C.?ft:-t) were 
to be erected with due regard to facilities for distri-
bution, at the cost of each canton, partly as store-
houses to draw upon in bad seasons, partly for charitable 
purposes. The villagers elected five trustworthy persons, 
as a committee, to oversee the operations of the granary. 
The granary was under the direct charge of a headman, 
!!.! .8\(, (~~), and a granary keeper, komgyo ('*~. 
To the former the local authorities issued a headmants seal, 
and the books and keys were in the joint custody of both 
persons, the keeper being responsible far the care of all 
movables. The headman· and keeper were paid such. salary as 
was agreed upon in public meeting. 
Grain was issued a) in bad years (as years of flood, 
tempest, drought, plague, and the like) to poor persons, as 
loans repayable either by the end of the year or within a 
term of years; b) in ordinary years, as an advance in spring 
,· 
to be repaid in autumn. The people themselves weighed in 
or out, as the case may be, the alllC>unts of grain. The old 
system of charging interest was abolished in 1895, but in 
l9For the details of the regulation, see Sun~ ~h1ng won (Court of Transmission or Department of the Pa ace , Onooo 
(Court Gazette), (Seoul., July 20, 1895). . 
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o~der to cover the salaries of the granary officers, th~ 
depredation ot: vermin, and incidental expenses, fct.r every 
picul., !2,! (~), advanced, t:ive s'ifu.g ( 4j-), or bushels, 
' 
were to be returned. The granaries we~e used for the sat:e 
storage ot: private rice, either by .o:f.ficials or by o~dinary 
citizens. In every village, a guardian,.~~ ( 1~) 
- ,. 
was appointed, whose duty was to .furnish the headman with 
the ward list, pai ~ &!:£ ( "#F~~h, and the grain 
applications, ch'ong ~chang ( ~-*~ ). If any 
- -
person in his ward should abscond without repaying his 
advance, the amount o:f defalcation was to be borne pro 
ratl by the canton acco~ding to the list. Granaries were 
kept in repair at the expense ot: the canton. The p~efect, 
the head o.f fu?.,(later called ~ ( ~r >) deputb:d one ot: its 
officers, kwa11i c~.i_) to supervise- proceedings in each 
canton and to receive necessary reports from the finance 
' department of' the canton. The prefect or the governor 
encouraged any honest expressions of' opinion as to the best 
methods of' managing the granaries. 
4• Hyangyak and Kze 
Some non-territorial units which aided the local 
government in the se1f-governing process were hzanghoe 
~ ~~ local councils, hyangzak ( ~i~ ~9 ~ ~ locaJ. 
constitutions and &!, ( ~) ~ guild system. Hyanghoe was 
introduced to Korea by Confucian scholars. The first 
hyanghoe was opened in 1556 ~.D. centering around a hzanggyo 
( ~~), a local Confucian school .in Yean (~*>· It 
was opened by Yi Ttoe-ge, then governor of Kyongsang 
province.20 It was originally developed as voluntary 
council for moral self-cultivation centering around the 
local schools. However, gradual1y it was merged with the 
local self-governing system and became the council to promote 
morals in the local communities. The basic precepts of 
hzangyak were Confucian precepts: ch'in (~), the relation-
ship of parents and children; iii ( ~), the righteous 
relationship between master and. servants; ~ ( J~ ) , the 
distinctions in the relationship between husband and wife; 
so CJf>, tbe proper relationship between old and young; and 
sin <%), the rel.ationship of good faith between friends. 
These relationships were defined at great length and divided 
20rt was originated in Sung Dynasty, China, and later was 
adopted by Chu Hsi school. of Confucianism. This system o:f 
b.zanghoe was firml.y establ.ished i::r;!,_~ea by Yi YuJ..-gok, the 
magishPate in charge of Ch~ngju ~~}) city, in 1571• See 
Chong Yak-yong, ~· cit., Bk. Ir4 Vo!. 21. 
into many different categories. Many examples o£ justice 
or injustice were written up and circulated. The local 
. 21 
zangban administered the hyangzak. This made it possible 
for yangbans in the local community to have prestige and 
power independent fioom that o£ central authority. Yangbans, 
£or the first time, had some unofficial functions in the 
local communities by founding local schools and s~ines, 
called s~won (~)! where was also the headquarters of 
hyangyak. The Ryangyak provided some "lawn £or local 
22 
communities and became the vehicle of a local autonomy. 
The bUJ?den o£ this. council leadership rested on the 
same local leaders who were either the local government 
officers or the f'ol."ce backing them. Thes·e people were £rom 
zangban class and Conruoian scholars. The local councils 
were empowered to pass resolutions on matters connected 
with education, registration o£ households or lands, 
sanitation, roads and bridges, communal grain exchange~ 
agricultural improvements, common woods and dikes, payment 
of taxes, relief in f'amine or other calamity, adjustment 
21Tominaga, Bunkiehi, "Oji no Chosen ni okeru jicb.i no 
Roga Kyoyaku no ippann (A Study o£ the Ottigin of Hbfgzak 
in Old Korea), a pamphlet published by Chosen Soto u, 
1923, p. 12 •. -
22yu Rong-yoJ., 1'Choson Hyangyak t1i Songnip" (The Establish-
ment of_ Korean Hyangyak) in Chindan Hak ~~ vol. 9, July 1938, 
pp. 86-J.44. - . . . . 
of the corvee, savings associations, and by-laws. In each 
the president o:f the local council not only had a cast~g 
vote in an equal division o:f votes, but also the power to 
veto. Often these powers could be misused and this invited 
cor.ruption. There was some struggle between the sehool 
group and the council group among the Conf'ucian scholars 
which were cal.led2hyang~yo I!~ a ( '" ~t{~ ~ and hyangzak 
.1?2.! respectively. 3 At any rate, this was a means by which 
Confucianism permeated into the amal.lest social unit of 
Korea. 
The parallel organization was developed in the 
:form of cooperatives called ~ ( ~). Kye, under the 
,. . 
spirits of hyangyo and hyanghoe provided more concrete 
material props such as services, goods, and money. There 
were various ~ which operated under siniilar principles 
:for different purposes. They were voluntary associations 
entered into :far the purpose o:f mutual. advantages. They 
were usually :formed at social gatherings of leisure class 
people where the promotion of good will or :fri.endsbip was 
the prime and alleged purpose. Although the names of ~ 
differed considerably according to the different localities 
23Far the details of hi~o operations, see Matsuda KO, 
3 Li Cho Jidai no xyoyakU 1okunaga Hunbi, Chosen Soran 
(Korean Management), (Keijo: Chosen Sotoku=fu 19b7, 
P• 65- _ 
they may be classified into the following catego~ies: 
.1) Credit cooperatives which pooled the savings 
of the members and invested or l.ent them for their mutual. 
advantages l.ike modern credit union or mutual. insurance 
companies. This was the most coWI'lon form of' ~· 
2) Sezavice cooperatives which coul.d be funeral. &!.' 
.. 
marriage!!!~ cattle !z!, tong~ (village cooperatives)~ 
reforesting .!sl!• or f'amll.y lli• This service oriented ~ 
. types 
coul.d again be cl.assif'ied into tw~: one, which helped 
individual. members or their families, and the other, which 
hel.ped a coWI'lon interest or community interest. For 
example, funeral. or marriage ~ provided a].]. the funeral. 
or marriage equipment in addition to payment for necessary 
expenses to the members of ~, when they faced these 
occasions. The fund was derived either from contributions 
by members or from the interest on their capital.. Replacing 
J.ost cattle or paying household taxes was aJ.so done through 
.!l!.• The toAS ~, or vi:tlage Bl!,, often bought a strip 
of common J.and with the, capital. of the ~· This str-ip 
was owned in common by the members and provided funds for 
reforesting mountains, repairing dikes, roads and bridges. 
Communal. spirit worship ceremonies were financed by these 
1sz:!• Family .!z!, or kinship ~were coope!'atives which 
p!'ovided poorer family members with some means of' self-
support, and for the upkeep of' ancestral tombs. Capital 
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was usually supplied by the relatively we11-to-do .t'ami1ies 
within the kinehip. 
The same principle o.t' kye was al.s o used .t'or 
undesirable ends such as gambling or some other means 
o.t' exploiting people. However, the economic contribution 
o.t' !£l! in general was immeasurable in a society where the 
monetary system and t; .t'inance organization were undeveloped. 
Moreover, tbe social impact o.t' .~ .b.t' all. .t'orms cannot be 
underestimated. It contributed greatly to social solidarity 
n 
by .t'urnishing non-kinship primary groups. It couJ.d be a 
convenient means .t'or changing .t'rom ttstatuslt to ltcontractlt 
. '" 
or to borrow Durkeim' s concepts, .t'rom "Mechanical 
solidarity to ~organic solidarity.w 
The "super structure" o.t' the local government was 
.. 
relativeJ.y well integrated with. tb.e self-contained village 
communities. Tb.e level. o.t' integration was higher than in 
China. Korea b.ad advantages over China in her reJ.ativeJ.y 
compact geographic environment, and over Japan where there 
were strong J.ocal governments controJ.led by J.andlords, or 
hansb.u ( *"!:..). There was a considerable amo'tlll.t o.t' self'-
.. 
gove:rnm.ent in the villages and the structure o.t' government 
was quite systematic and ~ational~ for the goal attainment 
process. The dif.t'erantiated roles o.t' o.t'ficial.s in the 
.t'ormaJ. structure of the local government reflected the 
existence o.t' a division o.t' labor and, consequentJ.y, the 
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contractual relationship. However, in practice there was 
merely status dU'.ferentiation, rather than role di:f:f'erent:la-
tion. The system o.f electing village heads, ratber than 
appointing them showed an emphasis on performance rather 
than on status. The contractual relationship can also be 
·observed in the grain exchange, in the ~ (o:r;o guild system), 
and in the hyangzak (or local constitutions). However there 
' 
was a lack o.f collective goal-setting mechanisms; .for 
example the civil code was undeveloped: only the .family eode 
was developed.. The absence o.f the legal profession resul.ted 
in the .failure to interpret the legal code by universalistic 
standards. As the men who interpreted the law were always 
o.f the yangban class, they generally interpreted it to the 
advantage o:f their own class. 
The government o.f.fieials were elected, but on the 
basis o:f their lineage, age, and sex, rather than on the 
basis o:f their achieve.ments. The o.f.fice holders in the local 
government were, in general, .from one group, the elder males 
o.f the yangban class; and thus the interest o.f the yangban 
class became that o.f the local government. There were no 
other elements such as civil law or the interests o.f 
separate power groups to cheek the balance o:f the yangban 
class and to help in setting a collective goal .for the total 
society. 
,_ 
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Particulari~ was manifested in greater de~ee 
in various phases of administration such as selecting 
higher officials, granting tax exemptions or in 
allocating military duties. These~were baaed on one's 
status rather than on one's aecomplishment. The mani-
festation of particularism will be seen fUrther in the 
discussion of the family, e1ass system, and educational 
system. 
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5. The Family 
The composition of the family in the Yi Dynasty 
showed great variations. Three main types were distinguish-
able: pun ka ~~, branch; pon=ka or chong•ka (~/~~, 
stem; and tae•kajok (~~~), joint family. The pon-!! 
consisted of the eldest son in his generation and his wife 
or wives, and children. Sometimes unmarried brothers or 
sisters of the household head stayed with them. The pun-ka 
family consisted of the family head who was not the oldest 
among his siblings, and his wife ar wives and children. 
His parents and their unmarried children were often included. 
The ~-kajok consisted of parents, their unmarried 
children, their married sons and sons • wives and chilch:>en·, 
and often children of fourth or fifth generations. 
The chong-ka was more of a reduced joint family. 
When married sons, except the eldest one and his immediate 
family, broke away from the joint family, the stem family 
remained and this was called the chong-ka. It was also 
formed when the only son o:f the f~ily IJ18l:tried and brought 
bis bride home to live with his parents. 
The joint family was the eomm.on form of Korean 
family in the Yi dynasty ;·because· , the yangban 
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l. 
class was relatively 1arge. Undoubtealy the a~icultural 
economy of Korea necessitated 1arge ~amdlies. In the 
period of the Koryo dynasty which preceded the Yi dynasty, 
~eudal. nobles became very powerful. and possessed large 
amount o~ lands and servants or slaves. The government 
not only urged farmers to live in conjugal famdlies 
but a1so disrupted the joint noble families for the 
purpose of weakening them and breaking their possible 
2 
opposition to the new imperial order. Tax collection 
was another reason for the government to discourage the 
joint fami1y because the unit of tax payment was the house-
bold regardl.ess of its size. In spite of the government's 
ef~orts it was almost inconceivable ~or the newly wed 
coupl.e, especially the eldest son and his famil.y to break 
the 1ong cherished custom and live away ~rom his parents. 
Tb.e joint famil.y was therefore the common :f'orm or Korean 
famil.y during the Yi dynasty. 
According to the census taken during 18.39-1864, the 
average ~amily size was only four. 3 However, the accuracy 
!study o~ Chinese :f'amil.y indicates that the l.arge family 
was the characteristic of the gentry cl.ass and not of the 
peasant class. See Marion J. Levy i'he Family Revolution ~ 
Moder:n. Ohina (Cambridge: Harvard University, 1949). 
2 - . -
Kim Tu-hon, Chason Kajok Chedo ~ngu (Study on the·Fami1y 
System in Korea (Seoul.: uryu Mririhwa sa, 1949), P• 427. 
3Ten different' censuses were taken during this period and 
four was the average of these censuses. See ~· PP•434-436• 
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of this census is highly doubtful. The census was taken 
mainly for the purpose of' taxation and military draf't, 
and often young men of draf't age and inf'ants were left 
unreported. Needless to say, the means and technique 
of' census taking at this time were f'ar f'rom complete. 
It was also at this time that local government urged 
•' 
large f'amilies to divide themselves into small families. 
The fact that the census showed a much higher ratio of 
female to male population also shows that its accuracy 
is doubtful. According to Sejong sillok (the authentic 
record of King Sejong•s regime, 1419-1450) and Kyongsang 
_9.2 Cb.iri .£h!_ (Geographical study of' Kyongsang Province), 
the average f'amily size of diff'erent towns ranged from six 
to sixteen persons.4 Even in 1934, 63/'o of Korean households 
were so called ~ kajok and their size was anywhere from 
six to twenty one.5 
Olf.'ten the pun ka was established near the family 
of' orientation of' the family head and most of' the activities 
other than the basic daily routines were done jointly and 
cooperatively with the stem or joint family. Thus, if' 
0 tae kazokW was not the typical Korean family from a 
~longsang do is one of the most agriculturally rich 
prov nces and~e size of the family should be larger .than 
the average. 
5Kim, T., OJ!• .2.!!•, P• 4.?P• 
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st~uct~a1 sense, it was from the functional point of 
view. 
Tb.e extended natUI"e of tb.e Yi dynasty Ko~ean 
family system was also ~eflected in its kinship te~mino1ogy. 
The kinship te~minology of cousins, uncles.and mo~e distant 
relatives was elaborately developed. All kinship ~elation­
ships could be measured by the common te~m "ch' on, t.r inches. 
Fo~ instance, tb.e man and wife have no ch'on; parents 
and cbil~en, one ch'on; between Siblings, two ch 1 on; 
p~ents• siblings and ego, three ch.ton; first cousins, 
Pour eh•0n and so on. This is the unique Korean 
classificato~y system of ~e1atives. 6 The mode of p~ope!' 
inter-personal relationship w~s decided according. to 
the number of ego's ch'on with a1te~. The number of 
years of mourning for the dead member o:r the f'amily was 
also dete~mined by the numbers o:r ch'on in combination 
with sex and the side of the f'amily line (that is, maternal 
or pate!'nal} to which the dead belonged.7 
6The direc~ line of f'amily members, that is, f'ather, 
grandfather, son and grandson did not call each othe~ by 
cb.•on. The term ch'on was used onl:y f'or the collate~al 
line of the family,.that is, uncles, cousins, etc., as well 
as fo~ measuring the distance between the ~elatives. 
7see Fig~e 2. 
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It may be necessary here to distinguish the 
concept· of household, sedae (~) from that of family, 
kajok (~~) although these two terms were used inter-
changeably. The census unit in Korea has been the house-
hold rathe:t- than the family. Yet people used the term 
family for both concepts without discrimination. All 
transactions between the government and the people were 
done through the head of the household rather than through 
an individual. A household was not necessarily a unit 
based exclusively on the blood relationship of its members. 
But the subordinate relati0nship of its members to its 
head, the duties and privileges of members in connection 
with production and consumption, and the moral and legal 
obligation of the members to its head were not different 
from those of a family. The household registration, 
that is, the census record included all the servants and 
slaves as well as relatives who l.ived permanentl.y in the 
house, and it was the household (especially in the wealthy 
class) rather than the family which was the basic unit 
. 8 
of Korean society. The type and the size of the family 
were closely correlated with its social status. The 
household of nobles or wealthy families withmany lan~ldings 
had many workers as servants and slaves and the size of 
8see infra., P• 75 of Social Class System for the 
different household registration regul~tions applicable 
to lower class family from that of upper class. 
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the househo~d was much ~arger than the commoner•s. 
Genera~~y speaking, since Confucian ethics required the 
common habitation of many generations under the 
same roof, the ~arge fami~y or ~ kazek was much va~ued 
in Korea. 
The Korean fami~y was main~y patriarcha~, 
patri~inea~ and patri~oca~. However, the materna~ ~ineage 
was a~so emphasized in Korea much more than in China or 
Japan. Chi~dren were c~assified by their mother's Socia~ 
status when their parents were from different socia~ 
c~asses.9 This was especia~~y tx-ue in the case of ' 
i~~egitimate sons. 
It shou~d be noted here that ~ike the Hindu caste 
. 10 
system, hypergamy was gener~ly practiced in Korea. 
Tb.a t is to say, a man of higher cl.as s gPoup cou:Ld marry 
a woman of the l.ower group, but not vice versa. A woman 
who married a man from a c~ass l.ower than of her own was 
9The term tongsaeng ( ~i ) , sibling means ttsame lpirthtt 
and implies the importance of the matril.inea~_aspect of the 
system. Since the Si~~a dynasty the matri~inea~ trend has 
been apparent especi~l.~in dea~ing with sl.ave c~asses. 
King Ch' ~ng chong (~ - ) passed a l.aw in ~039 to carry 
through-this custom. IJf~he Yi dynasty this was rigidified 
and app~ied to a~~ c~asses. See Kim, T., ~· cit., PP• 
365-369 and 37~-375 for the detai~ed account or-this 
matriline a~ custom:. See Koryo ~~ op.. cit., Vo~. 85, 
chik:Wan 39, hyengpo_p_ ~ 2, noye-~. 
~Optor the study o:f hypergamy and h:ypogli\m~, see Kings~ey 
Davis, ttinter-marriage in Caste Societies in American 
Antbr~ol.ogist, Vo~. 43, no. 2, pt. ~~ PP• 376-395, (3uly ept., 1941.). 
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J;leduced to the status o:f her husband. Even the parents 
and the :family of the bride lost theiJ;l prestige through. 
such a marriage. 
The perpetuation o:f the :family system was sought 
through primogeniture. The customs and ru1es of adoption 
and concubinage (especially among commoners and poorer 
classes) were the institutionalized means to make this 
perpetuation possible. ~doption was o:f the closest male 
kin, a bearer o:f the same surname. When there was any 
daughter in the :family, the adoption o:f a ~on-in-law, the 
so called terit ~, was possible. This terit sawi 
custom was practiced more among samgmin, the commoners, or 
p_oor people, and seldom was practiced by the yangban, or 
upper class people. In this ease the son-.in-law changed 
his surname to that o:f his wi:fe and had to live with her 
:family. ·Thus, the sanctioning of a matrilineal and · 
matrilocal shift in its struetuz.e provided some :flexibility 
in the Korean :family system. Concubinage was an institution 
as old as Korean history. Among commoners the son 9:f a 
concubine often became the heir o:f the :family when there 
was no other male sibling, and thus. the mother· o:f the heir 
might also elevate her social status which had usually been 
l.ower than that o:f her husband. However, in the Yi dynasty 
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1.1 yangban, upper class, unl.ike the situation in China 
or in Japan, the sons of concubines had no rights what-
ever and could not be heirs even when there was no other 
son. In China, under the ~ ;J:,~w an tfillegitimate son" 
could be the heir men no other male sibl.ing existed. 
Great s~ess was laid upon the importance of the maternal. 
lineage as well .as that of the paternal one. A man With 
many sons by his concubine often adopted a son from his 
kin, even from a distant kin, to be his legal heir • The 
process of inheritance and adoption often brought famil.y 
tension and disequil.ibrium. O.oncubinage made the probl.em 
1.2 
mnch more complex, beside aiding in making possibl.e a 
channel. of l.ong term social mobility, especially for the 
women. 
The pivotal role within the household.of Yi dynasty 
Korea was that of its head. As in any other feudalistic 
society, the power of the household head or famil.y head was 
11rn T1aejong 1.5, 1415 A.D., a law discriminating against 
the chilGlre:a of~ ceneu~ines or a~~on-lawf'ul wife was passed. 
It was call.ed So ol. kilmgo ~ (~ # 1;m ~); see Yi 
Sang-Baek, 11Pro'5'lem P"Wtaining to herr-causes of dis~riminato:ray 
treatment of ill.egitimate Children, n Some Studies in the 
Ori.gins of Korean Social Customs, Korean cultural ~rm, 
Vol. 2, Iii korean,.· (SeoUl: The Et'yu Munhwa Sa, 1954.) ,pp.171-204. 
Sons of. concubines and non-l.egal. wives were considered 
social. outcasts. They were not all.owed to take national 
examinations no!" have any portion in an inheritance. See 
infra.,ppe91-95for furthe!" information on the status of 
illegiti.mate sons. 
12The p!"obl.em of concubinage is discussed i.n detail. in the 
fol.l.owing pages on rol.e of women. See infra., PP• 62-63. 
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enhanced in Korea as the f~~y system was strengthened. 
From the Koryo period on, the State provided some pub~ic 
~aws to protect the rights and duties of the family head, 
and also passed legislation to control unethical behavior· 
within the family so that the fam.iJ:y head could fu.li'i~J. 
··13 
his r-esponsibilities. ·All official order-s were conveyed 
to . the household head, and any tJ;tansaction of tbe State 
with any member of a househo~d sueh as a law suit could 
. : 14 
only be carried out through the family head. Thus, the 
f~ly head had absolute power within the household. He 
not only had the right to divoPce his own wife, but also 
. ~5 
to divorce his sons from their- wives. 
The f~ly head promoted and maintained harmony 
within the family, and maintained the continuity of the 
family. Ancestor worship,. custody of family p~operty, 
and the care o:f :family members were his major duties~ He 
.
13 Chong, In -Ji., KJ:9t9 !!,! (History of Koryo). Tokyo: 
Kuk:usho Kanko-kai,. ·. • Hohon cho, Tae ak cho, B:yonfo~ 1 
.. (Famil;r and Marriage Clause, Criiii!iial Law;J.r;-fasCic e8; 
vol. 8~ and Kum ~ eho Hyongpop 2 (Prohibition Clause. 
Criminal Law;-n.:;-rasciele39, vol7 85. 
J..4Kim, T. H., .2£.• cit., P• 404. 
15yi Tae-Yong, The Divorce System~ Korea (in Korean), 
Seoul: Institute for Women•s Problems, 1957, P• 28. . 
L • •:· :..: ...... r-- ·';> 
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was not only to p~ovide food and shelte~ for the fwmily• 
but also lto rproperlj) educate and dis cipl.ine his of.t'sp~ing. 
He was to be a moral p~eceptor of the fami1y and at J.east 
maintain the family prestige or p~efe~ably to promote it. 
One of his important duties was that of continuing the 
family lineage with a son, even by adoption, if necessary. 
This duty extended even into the marriage of his offsprings. 
Only after ma~rying off b.is daughters o~ welcoming his 
daughters-in-law, were his minimum obligations to his 
children. thought to be met. · The family head had to bear 
in mind that the institution of mar~iage functions as 
an alliance mechanism. He was not to :rail to maintain the 
family status by marrying away his daughters to those of 
lower class than themselves. When he was able to marry. 
his daughters into higher classes, he could raise his 
fSmily status to certain degree. This was a l.everage for 
vertical mobil.ity of the cl.ass status. 
In the Yi dynasty, there was no system of retire-
ment of the famil.y head as l.ong as he l.ived~ al.though in 
reality the son took over his duties when b±s father became 
too ol.d or too sick to perform them. Absolute obedience 
to the head was required :f'rom its members. Nevertheless, 
it was affection and trust upon which the solidarity of the 
Korean family was built rather than authority and 
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. 16 
obedience. · In other words, the basj_c motj_vation for 
abiding by the ethical order was to be love and trust 
rather than tear and obligation. Tolerance and gene:t"osi ty 
among its members were emphasized in family etiquette, 
kare ('~) •1 7 It may be noted here that family ethics 
" " 
on inter-personal relationships were unilateral.. In 
other words, Korean f~ily ethics based on the Confucian 
principles of five basic human relations stressed what 
the young should do for.the old, and women for men, but 
not vice versa. There is an enormous l.iterature of folk 
tales, novels, biographies and true stories on filial 
piety, or tales of loyal wives but little on the deeds 
of loving fathers or good husbands. 
The· role of women as a whole was one of complete 
submission to the family head. The doctrine of Punyo 
samjong (the three submissions of women) was at its height 
in the Yi dynasty. In other words,·a woman was to be 
obedient to her .rather before marriage, to her husband 
afte!" marriage, and to her son after the death o:f her husband. 
16sin Suk. -ohu, a known literati of Se jong e:rai~18-1450) 
emph~sized this in his family precepts, ~ .tun ~ ~11} ) • See 
his Pohan~ae-l!P: (.Anthology of Pohanjae), Item · o:f Chosen 
Shiryo So an 1I83l, KeijO: 1937, vol. 13, 4th Kahun, koga 
(~~)~)& .. . . . . 
· 
17Ku chun, Ka.rte uijtJ. .~amiJ.y Etiquette), vol.. 8, Chap ui 
(Miscellaneous Eiquet e,~1~) cited by.Kim, T. H.,~·-
cit., P• 404. · · 
-· 
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The Wi.f'e' s relation to the husband was not :very. dif'f'erent 
.from that of' the f'ather-son or the sovereign-subject. The 
expected role of the wife can easily be observed in the 
divorce laws of' the Yi dynasty.18 There were seven 
conditions under which women could be ~sent home,w namely 
Ch'il Chtul (-\:::..11\ meaning seven outs)., and three conditions 
~ 
under which a woman could not be returned to her :f.'amily 
o:f orientation, namely ~ pul eh•u1 ( =::..'f-~). The seven 
conditions were: 1) w'hen she was uni'iiial to her parents-
~-J.aw or grandparents-in-law; 2) when she could not give 
birth to a son; 3) when. she committed adultery or any other 
act disloyal to h~r husband; 4) when she was jealous of' 
other women, usually the concubines; 5) when she had an 
-
incurable disease such as leprosy or epilepsy; 6) when 
she was garrulous; or 7) when she co~tted thef't. Except 
f'or a case of' thef't which was a crime on the social level, 
all six 3 eviJ.s 1' were in relation to the i'amily system • 
.,. 
The value of' harmony is revealed in the emphasis on filial 
piety to parents-in-law, prohibition of' jealous feeling 
among women, and condemning talkativeness for fear that 
family relationship might be strained. Another value which 
l8chong Kwang Hyon, Hanguk Ch 1injok Sangsok Pop Kanglrl. 
(The Lecture on Karean family I~heritance Law, in Korean}, 
S~pul: Wisong Manhwa Sa, 1955, P• 198~ See also Niida, Noboru, 
Chukoku no Noson Kazoku (Chinese Rural Family-, in Japanese), 
Tokyo: T'Oitio DaigakU Shuppan Kai, 1954.,- •. 317. 
.- . ..-. 
6o 
is revealed here as one o~ the most important roles o~ 
women is the eontinuat:lon o~ the .fam:lly system by giving 
birth to a son or sons. The :fact that aduJ.tery and 
:lncu:rable d:lsea~e were grotmds ~or divorce can be inter-
··! 
;:, 
preted as showin'g the desire to keep a "pure blood 1:lne" 
. .. 
and heal thy o:f:fsprings as we1~ as the desire to keep harmony 
and so~idarity within the family. This interpretation 
also applies to four conditions under which a husband 
coul.d be divorced by h:ls w:l~e. These were: 1) when the 
husband forced h:ls wife to commit adu~tery with a man; 
2) when the husband sold his wi~e to be the wife of' another 
" 
man; 3) when the. husband committed an incestuous act with 
his mother-in-larw, or 4) when the husband struck the parents 
.. 
9r grandparents of his wife. Sam pu eh1 ul,. three conditions 
under which a prohibition of divorce could be e~.fective 
were: 1) when the wife had observed three years o:f mourning 
period ~or her parents-in-law; 2) when it was by her 
.. 
marriage into th.~ :family that the :family which had prev:lous-
' 
1y been poor had become weaJ.thy; and 3) when there was no 
place ~or the woman to return to when divorced. According 
to the !!_ cho Sil.lok ( ~~, an authentic record of 
Yi dynasty) records many eases of' divorce were prevented 
_, 
' . i 
19 by the above provisions. Even when she committed adultery 
or had a disease, the wife was illlillune to divorce, if she 
had observed three ye~s of mourning for the parents-in-law. 
This shows that harmony and solidarity were the supreme 
values of the Korean f'amil.y system. A wife was to be 
obedient to the family head regardless of' whether he was 
al.ive or dead; when alive, by acts of fil.ial. piety, and 
when he was dead, by the observance of ancestor worship. 
Ancesto:r worshi'p was a ritual. of filial piety, and brought 
about family sol.idari ty by helping the continuity of 
. . 
family moral.s ana the revitalizing of' f'amil.y sentiment. 
As the second p:rovision of' Sam pul. ch•ul. implies, Ko:reans 
recognized the significance of the wif'e's· role in the 
f'amil.y' s prosper:ity or decline. She had to manage the 
entire household routine andsupervise all the servants 
or sl.aves in addition to her duty to educate and prepare 
her daughters for their future roles. Thus, the :family 
p!"osperity depended lal"gel.y upon the quality of tb.e 
daughter-in-law and especially the oldes.t daughter-in-law. 
Although the wti'e had to be compl.etel.y submissive to her 
husband, her duties were enormous, and the role was 
lCJ:Fujida To~o, Li Cho jltst roku, Chosen ~-in-ko (The 
Study of' Korean Mi.ir!"iage sys em based on the autnentic 
record of'. Yi d'3Xlasty, 1ri Japanese), Tokyo: Daido Shokan, 
1.94J., PP• 293-306. . 
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important enough, to be the key .role ~or the harmony and 
economic pr9sperity o~ the ~amily. 
A woman rs prestige and rights increased when her 
f'irst son was bo.rn and as he got older. As the older 
generation died out and her husband became the family head, 
her influence was also ful.l.y established. She worked with 
her husband as a unit and handled all the work within the 
household. The duties of wife always exceeded the rights 
or powers she po,ssessed. Her frustration was often pro-
jected in the form of rejection of her daughters-in-law. 
The greatest virtue of women was endurance of difficul. ty 
and self-sacrifice for the harmony of the family system. 
The successful life of a daughter-in-law was said to have 
~equi:red her ttto close her ears, mouth and eyes f'or three 
years respectively,n that is,nine years of' completely 
·• 
submissive life. Thus, the role of' woman was the spot of' 
~xtreme tension in the Korean family system in the Yi 
dynasty. 
Concubinage was allowed ~or the purpose o~ pro-
ducing male offspring. Among the commoners concubines 
lived in the st:l.m.e house with the legal wife. It was re-
garded as . a noble gesture by the wife to suggest that her 
husband take anotb3r woman when she herself was barren. 
She was respected by the peopl.e f'or this generous suggestion. 
However, concubinage brought great tension into the family 
and especially to the role of a wife. Although the wife 
held a position superior to that of the concubine in theory, 
when the concubine was strongly suppol:'ted by the family 
head and had a dominant. disposition she could easily over-
shadow the wife. This undefined women's inter-personal 
relationship as well. as their role and status was productive 
of much tension in the family system. 
The roles of children in the family differ according 
~o sex, age and generation. The olcitest son of the legal. 
wife or the first wife had the highest prestige among the 
siblings, and he .in turn underwent severe discipline in order 
to be fitted into his future role as household head. He 
He not only had to be able and responsible, but also 
virtuous, so as to maintain harmony within: t.he family. 
He had to set a moral example to.h!s siblings. Although 
younger male siblings underwent similar discipline, it 
was in far lesser degxsee, for their roles as branch :ramil.y 
heads were much less complex than that of the head of the 
stem fami1'1• 
Fil.ial piety can hardly be overempha~ized as the 
duty of all ehil.dren. There was a J.egal clause providing 
20 
for official commendation of such act. Various rewards 
20~ty0ngguk T~~ (~]"ii1<:...~), Ye:!jn c;f.L ~· ) , 3, 
Cb.angenye cho ~ {~) (Promotion ct, Code of Etiquette 
3l f;l:noted .~Kim, • H.,~ • .ill•, P• J.40. 
for filial acts included receiving a national citation, 
a new official position or title, and exemption from 
tax payment and mill tary draft. Sometimes, monuments or 
temples were erected to commend unusual merit and filial 
piety. 
According to Oryun Haengsil ~ (The Handbook of 
Five Ethical ~inciples), the son should serve his parents 
even at the risk of his life, when misfortune strikes the 
parents. The s.on should be obedient to his parents, 
especially to his father. He was to be engaged in 
productive activity as a means to support his parents. 
He was not to hesitate to work even at a mean occupation, 
if it were for his parents. Some of the extreme eases of 
filial piety were to feed his own flesh from his thigh to 
21 . 
a father dying of sickness and hunger; or a widow selling 
her two daughters and her self in order to provide the 
. 22 funeral fee for b.er parents-in-law. It was a legitimate 
reason to be absent from work to attend the funeral or· 
worship.of parents or ancestor. Even a criminal serving 
'his sentence term coul.d 'be probated for the care of old 
23 
aged parents, when there was no male s~bling to support them. 
21Hulbert, H·~ The Passins ~Korea, New York: Doubleday 
Co•, 1906, P•- 37~ 
22The Document of" slave contract of An Iong-J!, in ~ ~ 1, 
(1801), December 25, a private documen~c tea in Kim, T.R., 
~· cit., p. 4J.O. . . ~~Chtu ~1! (~~~),Legal provision on filial piety, ehap~II, PP• 12,S~i36. Chosen sotoku :fu, 1939· 
When the ~aftee was the only son of a sick old man over 
70 years of age, or when he was the only son of a parent 
90 years old who was not sick, the son was exempted from 
24 
the draft. 
The role of a girl in her family of orientation 
was only a temporary one. As soon as she ·was old enough 
to work, a girl was to help the mother perform her complex 
role. It was an invaluable period of apprenticeship for 
b.er future role. The task of educating a girl was never 
taken J.ightly because she was in a sense the diplomat or 
missionary of her family of orientation. All girl.s had to 
master the "three principles of conduct·, 1J the cB.Pe of 
.. 
pB.J.I'ents (in-laws), the rearing of a family and the house-
keeping skills, and ltthe f'ive basic rul.es of conduct .... 
. , 
The "'Book on Interesting and Proper Things,"' a mass of' 
"· 
anecdotes il.lustztative of the virtues, and the 1'Female 
.. 
Physician t s Remedy Book1' which mainly dealt with prenatal 
care, parturition and infant care were to be studied by 
the girl in her family of orientation. Any Yangban class 
women who were unfamiliar with the contents of' these books 
were looked down upon with great contempt; the same thing 
was true with Sangmin women, although in lesser degree. 
, 2ltsee Exempti.on Clause, Military Code, Kyongguk Taejon, 
vol~ .1+• 
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Housekeeping tasks included sewing, cooking, and 
embroidering and preparation of food for the different 
rituals such as ancestor worship, weddings, funerals, 
and the first and six.ty-f'irst birthday parties.. Usually 
all these h.ad to be learned by the girls bet'ore they were 
married. 
In short, the role structuPe of' the Korean family 
system was based upon onets age, sex~and generatione Even 
one's political or economic role wa.s determined by sex, age, 
and generation rather than capability. The oldest male of' 
the eldest lineage had the supreme power of' control within 
the f'amil.y. In the Korean family system, non ... economic 
variables had precedence over economic variabl~s, unlike 
the popular belief' of' Marx and his followers. 
Family solidarity took absolute precedence over 
any other solidarity relationship in Korean society. The 
importance of' family solidarity in the Yi dynasty Korea 
can hardly be overemphasized. Both the intensity and 
ex.tensi ty of' family solidarity in Kore.a were much greater 
than in either China or Japan. In Tokuga~~ Japan the 
re~ationship of' a retainer and his feudal lord took precedence 
over that of' f'amily, 25 but this· was not the case in Ko:r!ea. 
25Ruth Benedict, The Cbr}santhemum and the Sword (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Co., 19&:6 , pp. 13 6-ll.jJ) and l99-205,. 
~7 
Soma of the K~ean kinship termino~ogy ref~eet the strong 
va~ues of incest taboo. Un~ike Japanese or Chinese, Korean 
use the term ajumeni (brother 1 s wife), ajuboni (husband's 
brother), c:n- ajossi (sisterts husband) which are the 
variations of unc~e and aunt. They refer to each other 
as though they belong to different generations. This can 
be interpreted as a measure for minimizing possible incestuous 
acts, especially when the Korean hcmsehold often includes 
al~' these kinship relations. This reflected also the 
incest taboo's miilimization of the possible rivalry between 
siblings of the same sex. The physical structure of the 
Korean house promoted the segregation of the sexes and 
· 26 the 
reenforced this measure. Unlike~'Japanese, Kat"eans were 
not a~lowed to marry their cousins or those who hold the 
same surnames as themselves. The strength and the content 
of :family solidarity relationshipswere much greater than 
ei tber in Japan or in China. 
As to the structure o:f the economic· role allocation 
among the family, there was some differences according to 
the social class. In the yangban family there was some 
2~here w-er:.e separate quarters for men and women in even 
poor families. No women except the maid and kisaen~ (entertainer) had access to the menls quarter calle sarang. 
Anpang,women!s quarter was isolated-from the sarang and was 
protected by-law and even .from legal search. It was a kind 
of sanctuary in the house. See Wagner, Ellasue, Korea: ·The 
Old and the New (New York: F. H. Reve and Co., 1931), p.~. 
-~--
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division o~ ~abor between the fami~y head and his wife. 
The fami~y head was responsib~e ~or the production or at 
~east supervision of production, while the ~ady of the 
househo~d managed the household consumption. There was 
li tt~e division of labo1:' in the peasant fam.i~y and in the 
sangmin fami~y. .As has already been mentioned, one's 
economic role was determined by his sex, age, and generation 
rather than his or her abi~ity. One's power increased in 
paral~e~ with his or her age whereas responsibi~ty 
decreased after one•s middle age. Although there were 
various tensions in Korean family role structure due to 
the disequi~ibrium between required duties and avai~able 
means to ful~ill these duties, the problem was not a 
serious one. In the long run, one gets old and duties 
and power attain a balance. 
The highly structured and extended nature of the 
Yi dynasty Korean f~ly system could not be very 
-
sus ceptib~e to any change. For instance, the means of 
continuing the ~amily system by primogeniture, unlike 
the system o~ making individual wills in Western societies, 
ignored any particular relationship or situational needs 
o~ the particular ~amily and le~t little room for any 
. change. A complete and complex system o~ -~-"'> ... sanctions 
governing both positi.ve and negative relationships among 
the fam1l:,v members was necessary t·o m.aintaint_:_··; the 
standards of performanceL, of the family members and the 
family sol.idarity. Thus, the fam.il.y system was the major 
institution which supported and promoted social solidarity. 
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6. Class System 
During the Koryo d'Yllasty there were periods wb.en 
either mi~it~y officers or Buddhist monks monopolized 
the administrative power of the country. However, there 
was no sharp class distinction in the society beside the 
distinction between slaves and commoners. It was only 
after the period of the Yi dynasty that the yangban 
class became· strong, and class consciousness as a whole 
developed. 
The Korean social· class system has been described 
by numerous classifications, because the class structure 
itself had multi-dimensions unlike what the traditional 
studies of social stratification had assumed. Therefore, 
one should bear in mind in reading the following pages 
that the four classes mentioned here are only an analytical 
classification. 
There was an official classification of status in 
the Yi period reflected in the h<:>p~ye ( ~~, name tag 
system. It corresponds roughly to the ~allowing four 
classes: yangban, the nobles; ehungin, the middlefolks; 
sangmin~ the commoners; and ch1 onmin; slaves and serf's. 
Yangban and chungin were th.e controlling class, and:,·' .. ·: .. 
sangmin and ch•onmin the controlled ones. These .four 
classes overlapped each other, especially in the case o.f 
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cb.ungin (and ajons). The class structure was ver-y closely 
related to the political structure, in general, and t~e 
basis upon which one's class was determined in particular 
was lineage, occupation, and possessions (either land or 
ski11). 
a. Yangban 
The Yi dynasty continued to use the officialdom 
which it.:: inherited from the Kol'yo dyn~sty. It was 
divided into two pan (~1£), companies, east and west; 
.. -
the former comprising the civi1 and the latter the military 
1 
officers of the xaealm. The expxaession yangban, the two 
companies, came to be used as a convenient texam to designate 
of:CiciaJ.s at large in the Koryo dynasty. However, in the 
Yi dynasty the term yangban began to be used to denote 
nobles. The :reason was i;hat o:C:ficers who had done ~he 
state good se~vice were granted land and the revenues 
.fioom this land wouJ.d provide their descendants tbl'"ougb. a 
definite number o:r generations with certain incomes. 
This kind o:f pension was known as serok (~), hereditary 
emoluments. Thus, the term yangban, oxaiginally a courtesy 
title :Cor the o:Cficers, came to denote also the o:f:Cicersts 
sons and grandsons who received. these hereditary emoluments. 
lithe term company of east and west originated· in their 
position at the morning review o:f o:C:ficials in the palaces 
in the Koryo dynasty (718-1391 A.D.). 
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It gradually was extended to include all persons whose 
. 
ancestors within three generations had held of~ices. 
Thus, yang ban was a hereditary class based upon "status 11 
.. 
rather tban wealth or achievements. This class was the 
2 
stPonghold o~ political value in the society. 
When a new political regime was established, there 
was a large degree of class mobility. Usually the zangbans 
were the supporters o~ the founder of the dynasty. They 
were the ones· who had helped him to g_ain the throne and, as 
a recompense, had obtained honors and public offices which 
were accompanied by some wealth. When !! Song-2· (t 3>, 
the first king of Yi dynasty took over the regime, ~e per-
secuted aJ.l the nobles of Koryo who were X?-ot cooperative 
with him. He also executed the entire royal family of the 
previous ki.Dg, Kcmg Yang wang ( "D::flt ). Thus, 
-
particularism and the requirement of absolute obeoience 
to the polity sometimes provioed mobility for the class 
members and flerlbility b.t 'tne ·~s system. 
The people of the East pan, the civil o~ficers,had 
· much more prestige and dignity than those of the West pan, 
the military officers. Even among the people of the East 
2see Gh'oe Nam-son~ !2!.! trong (The Uttltural History of 
Kor~a, in Korean) (Kyongsong: Sam.jung dang, 1943),. P• 188~ 
AJ_so Imamura Tomo,. ChOsen Fiizok:u-sb.u (Compilation of Korean 
customs) (Keij0: Shido-kan, 1914), PP• 1.9•20. And Yu Hong-yol, 
Hanguk mrmhwa sa (The History of Korean· Culture) (Seoul.: 
Yangmun sa, 19;; (7th ed.), PP• 149-154• 
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pan, the families of those who acquired some signal 
reputation in such matters as knowledge and filial piety 
were much more influential than the others and filled 
the chief offices of the government. Princes and their 
descendants had impressive honorary titles as long as 
they belonged to the royal :ramily, but they never had 
any important positions in the government. To this 
extent, achievements were counted rather than status in 
the selection of government officials. But, it should 
more 
be noted that some:-. achievements were"highly valued.; than others. 
These people were referred to as YDPim (~~), men or 
knowledge and high ·moral reputation; sinjok ( ~~ ) , 
family of high official far many generations; kaksin 
( ~ ~), the highest cabine.t minister; or ll.umb0'1 ( ~ ~ ) , 
.. 
those who rendered special service to the nation. 
It was after the Yi dynasty took over that the 
so-pan ( ~*>, the c~mpany of the West which consisted 
of military officers, fell into disrepute. The policy of 
the new rulers was to discourage the military spirit, 
to weaken its power and to_ conform more closely to the 
Chinese ideal of the subservience of the military to the 
civil officers. From the mid7eenturies of the Yi 
dynasty, military ofi'icers were never appointed to the 
post of minister, nor were they allowed to marry any 
civil officers' daughters. 3 
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Yangban kept their genealogical tables, chopkpo 
~~~~ accounts of ( """~) which carried the "'distinguished ancestors-:',, ·:·;' 
as well as detailed records qf the entire membership of 
~ . . 
the family. These· genealogical records had been kept 
among the nobles during the Koryo d'Yllasty, and they 
became rather popular :f'I>om the beginning of the Yi 
dynasty. In China, this record keeping was very pop~ar 
dwing the Sung and Ming periods. This had had great 
impact on discrimination against the non-yangban classes • 5 
.3nuring the Ko:x:ayo Dynasty, there was rio status difference 
between eiv:!Jl and military officers. At the time of King 
Son chong (lif~£) a compuJ.sory military system was 
establishe~ an~'all those over 20 years of age who were not 
preparing .f'or national examinations were subject to ·military 
duties. With the establishment of this system military 
o.f'.f'icers began to gain power. At the end of the Koryo 
period military officers became uncontrollable and o.f'ten 
caused social upheaval.· These events made the governments 
of the Yi Dynasty despise and suppress military officers and 
subjugate them to the civil officers. Thus, the mili ta.ry 
policy of' the Yi governments was primarily oriented to the 
internal administration rather than to the national defense 
point o.f' view. However, history indicates that the threat 
came as much f'rom without as f'rom within. See Kang, Chi Won, 
~· cit., p. 105; and Tsuneya Mori.f'uku, Chosen Kaika•shi 
(History of Korean Civilization) (Tokyo: HakUbun-kan,-r900), 
p. 326; Imamura, Tomo, ~· cit., P• 20. . 
4see Kim T. H.,~·~-., PP• 70-99 f'or the detailed 
information on chOkpo, genealogical record. 
5see Makino Tatsumi,.Sbina ni okeru kazoku seido (Chinese 
Family System) in vol. l3 ot: TO'! Shicho (Current Oz:oiental 
Thought) ed. ~wanomi Koza ( vo s. 1rokjo: Iwanami(~ Shoten, 
19 - 19 ), P• 25. . 
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It was primarily designed for the purpose of maintaining 
the family as a system and of providing for continuation 
of the system with the emphasis on pure lineage. This 
was a '~orfu of "pattern-maintainingD type of action in that 
it served .~·-.t:o ·,~_::., maint;.ain/.~:,· .. :.· .. -... ,·~. .. :'.:.-:c.·.:: ·.:': the 
distinctiveness of the system within its boundaries 
against its enviraonment. 6 Nevertheless, this ehokpo 
became a 
All those who possessed chokpo had special privileges. 
Another way of distinguishing the yangban fPom 
the sangmin was registration. Yangbans were required to 
.... 
make two copies of household registration (called hojok 
tUngbon ( Y*Jitf- ) i:\>;~- every three years and to keep 
.one at the househo1d while submitting another to the 
office. The contents of' the registration form were: the 
genealogy of the head of the house, offspring~ siblings, 
nieces and their families; the origin, birthplace, name~ 
age of slaves and those of' their spouses. This registration 
record was the identification card for the privileged class 
people, and it was also their exemption permit from mili ta:ry 
draft and tax payment (except the land tax). This meant 
6Talcott Parsons» Social :System, (Glencoe, Ill.~ The Free 
Press, 1951), PP• 482-483, ana Talcott Parsons and Edward 
Shils, nva111es, Motives and System of' Action"' in Toward· a 
General.Tbeory of Action (Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University 
Press, 1951}. -
that even their slaves were exempted from military draft. 
As to the sangmin, a census was taken to mobilize draftees 
and to establish a tax collecting mechanism. Each house-
hold was classified into nine sub-classes, kiip (~), 
according to the number of possible draftees. One of 
the important o'tlties of the household head was to submit 
accurate census reports to the government. The violators 
of these requirements were severely punished. This system 
of household regis~ation was accompanied by two other 
census mechanisms, namely hoptye ( ~, the name tag 
system, and okat • ong cL~~ ) , the five-:ramily neighbour= 
hood system. 7 
7s.ee sun;:z·' PP·2~-ie7for the Okatto~ system. 
Since · 5 to the time of the Sino:: apanese War (1894-1895) 
each adul.t male was required to carry w1 th him a smal.l. ::. :>>.>' 
·:. ~· tag on which his name, together with the year of his 
birth and his. rank were written. This tag was "sually a 
piece of wood, et:t~er ~ mok ~ ~ (~~~:>f. ) or ~ 
mok ~ ~ ( 7\.Jf.. ~ ~CIT ~former by the ommoners 
.
and ~l.ilter by the s1ij:Ves or serfs~. However, high 
go.:lernment officers carried a ~ ( ) or kakp•ae ( J~ ), a tag made of horn ano-eEinsa (~d:}j ~en ~o won 
Doc o. s of Literature at the national exanunation·. (kWago, 
had the priYilege of carrying name tags made of 
hwan .·yang mok (¥1iii~~), boxwood. These were called 
op rye or k'ii[ty~ l,nyoD)e who failed to carry one was 
considered an outlaw. Ka~tye, the horn name tag for the 
officials served also as e night pass after the curfew 
hour. Every two or three years, or more specifically, every 
year when kwago, the national examination was held, all 
these hop'ye or ka~'te were to be renewed. Each one of 
these name~ags ha t e stamp of the mayor of Seoul. or of 
local country prefects and the,~lication of this stamp 
requiz»ed the fee of five yop ( ) • It was a kind of poll. tax. 
See Chong In-Ji, K0rfo sa ( story of Koryo) (Tokyo: Kokusho K~ko~k~~9 9 , VOl.. 79, ChikWon 33, Sikhwa 2, 
holm cho ~~ ,,~~, j~), P•.428, for the census -
provisions. 
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The :y:angban status was obtained either by birth, 
marriage, or adoption. Adoption was of mare than one kind. 
Beside the common form of adoption of a male as the he~ 
of the family, some rich individuals used their. money to 
buy titles of nobility from some powerful families. They 
bought the right to be inscribed on the genealogical 
table, eho!Po, as descendants of yangban, and ~rom that 
time on a11 the members of the family had to recognize 
them as relatives before the government and the public 
and sustain and protect them as such in all circumstances. 
This practice was against the law but later was passed 
into the mores, and both the ministers and the king himsel:r 
became obliged to tolerate it. 
From early chi1dhood yangban class boys had to 
prepare themselves far the national ~xamination, hoping 
to get some government post as a means to attain status, 
powerJ and the economic means bf liv.tng. They were not pre-
pared to earn their living in any other way. They were 
too proua to be engaged in even honest trade, agriculture, 
or manual 1 abor to earn their li ve1ihood • They endured 
poverty or often overburdened themselves with debts 
while waiting for some minor post to turn up. They were 
afraid that any manual work might result in for.feiting' 
their nobility and make them incapable of performing the 
functions o.f government officers. When they :-,..: desperate, 
became 
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they stooped to all sorts or baseness to obtain a government 
office. There was a kind or blackmarket of offices. A 
regular price schedule was established for the different 
of.fices from provincial governorships to a minor 
magistrate's position.. ·Once they lost positions as public 
officers, there was no other work available and they de-
pended almost entirely upon other rich relatives. There-
fore, an individual 1 s obtaining an of.fice was the concern 
of the entire family (extended) rather than that of an 
individual alone :r:.r:;,.r..~~; economic reasons as well as. those 
of pl?estige. 
The yangban had both social and legal privileges 
· the 
which were derived from those ofAreudal lords through 
their lineage. ·First of all, they were exempted rrom 
military duty and tax payment. 
. . 
The yangban could serve a criminal sentence by 
proxy, usually by their servants· or slaves. The status 
or yangbans or their homes was inviolable. Except when 
a yangban committed one of the ~ten evils" such as vicious 
robbery, murder, or violation of law by bribery, any 
corporal punishment they had to suffer could be enforced 
8 
on their slaves. u.A:n:y slaves who betrayed their masters 
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we:r-e to be exiled to an isolated isl.s.nd, tt ttany commoner, 
in case or his beating ~c.z· a yangban even with due cause, 
shou1d be imprisoned :for three yeax-s and should su:f:fer 
corporal punishment o:f one hundred lashes.tt9 
. 
Yangbans monopolized administrative positions in 
the government. The national. examination system which 
was introduced in 789 A•D· t'rom China was the means o:f 
selecting governmental. of:ficial.s. In the beginning o:f 
the Yi dynasty the examination system was restored to its 
. . 
high l.evel o:f democratic and universalistic pr~ctice. 
It was the symbol o:f democratic principl.es and a constant 
:r-ein:foreement o:f the value of knowledge. However, by 
the middle o:f the seventeenth century, nepotism had 
become common and it was almost impossible :for non-yangbans 
to pass the munkwa of the national examinations and 
ill.egitimate children o:f yangbans were barred :r:t-om taking 
examinations other than the chapkwa •10 Thus , the yangban 
class monopolized the highe:r- public o:ffiees. All the above 
the privileges of the yangban were at the expense o:f" commoners 
9 Ibid. 
See also Ko Chae-kuk, 3 Yangban Chedo-ron~ (The Study of 
yangban system), Ha¥8 tung .. (Seoul.: UJ.lyu Mrmwha Sa), no. 13, 
June, 1950, PP• 62- • 
·1~or the details of national examination system see in:fra. 
PP• 121 -2 , and Yi mangyu,choson Kyoyllk Sa (History of Korean Education) (Seoul: uryu munhwa sa, 1947);-vol. l, pp.264-276. 
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rather than the slaves, for slaves were not subjected to 
mdlitary services or public works. 
There were numerous .f'ormalities in connection 
with such matters as the yangbans' housing and clothing. 
In the sixteenth oent~y, class distinction in clothing 
was enforced. Not only the ~angbans' style of headdress, 
or robes and shoes, but also the color, fabric and the 
method of wrapping or buttoning their clothes were 
the ll differentiated .from"sangmin. 
As to the obligations of the zangban, they had 
to keep their high moral standing and dignity. Not only 
the proper languages and behavior were required on all 
occasions., but also the proper performance of majority, 
marriage, funeral, and other rites. These rites had to 
be performed according to the Confucian family code, 
mainly the Chusui, code. 
When a yangban obtained :J~-::Y; post, he was obliged 
to provide for the sa.pport of all his reJ.atives, even the 
12 
most distant ones. Even non-relatives, munkaek_, would 
llFol' detailed description see: Cornelius Osgood, The 
Koreans and· Their Culture, (New York: Ronald Press, !95'1), 
PP• 137-'Ilj:O";. oppert, Ernest, ':A Forbidden Lana ••• (London: 
Sampson Low, Marston, Searle ~a .Rivi.ngton-;-I'ff8o},_pp.l25-1.30; 
William El.liot Griffis, Corea: The Hermit Nation, (New York: · 
Charles Seribner 1 s Sons, !894),--zrtli ed., p.213; Wilkinson, w.H., 
The Corean Government: Constitutional Change, J"uli g894 to . 
oetobe:r 1895 (Shanghai: Statistical Department. of t e -
Inspeetopate General of Customs, 1897), PP• 24-26 •. 
· 12The munkaek, as his name indicates, was a guest who had 
access to. the outer chambers of the yangban house. Outer 
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e:x;peet theiJ:t host;; yangban to feed theni ·until they got their 
own post. 
the Becau~&:J of the privileges and immunities ot'Ayangbans 
and especially those o£ high ranking government officials, 
the Pt"imary goal of alJ. yangbans was to obtain some 
official position. The desperate desire to attain the 
goal led to the rise o£ the black market system for 
obtaining public office. This black market for pubJ.ic 
office not onJ.y caused deterioration in the quaJ.ity of 
public office, but also undermined the national examination 
system and other objective criteria for judging the 
qualifications of public officials. Thus, the goal of 
pubJ.ic office became corroded with private motives of 
maximum self-~atifieation rather than sustained by motives 
of service for the people or performance of official. 
duties. 
Once a man was in office, he had to tax the peopJ.e 
.:,.·:,,,the.-
heavily in O:t'der to COVer the price . ofA Off'ice he had paid 
and to provide some security for his future during his short 
chambers of the yangban•s house were the guest l:'ooms and 
living J?oom foX' miiies. .But this name was particularly 
applied to poor and unemployed literatti who passed their 
days in the houses of the higheJ? government officials until 
they managed to obtain some dignity or office. 
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tenure o~ that of~ice. This caused hardship and pove~ty 
among the people and concentration of power and wealth 
among the office~s and their ~amily. 
The descendants o~~Yingbans who went into the 
countryside to ; .. :_: engage(;, in agricuJ.ture were ~or 
generations called hyansban <~Bpl)}E). ,Although they 
regarded themselves as yangbans, the local people thought 
of them as lower than the zangban class. Moreove~, the 
city yangbans regarded them as t '·o ;ean (..±:£i)E), peasant 
class which was even lower than the hzangban. Of'ten city 
yangbans selected their second wives ~rom this class, 
when they we~e widowed. They were cons~dered »earnest 
good farmersm without too much power or prestige. 
b. Ohungin ( tf'A- ) , middle ~olk's ,and Ajon, Clerk~,· 
. - \ 
Between the yangban and sangmin, a pro~essional 
namely the sUP~~ and ajpn, 
class. o:f government clerks_, ;:A·':, have ~f ::- een cf!"'as1!i~ied 
w1 th sangmin by various historians. R~~ever, since their 
. . ':; the 
. social ~unction was so similar to that of~chun~in, and 
. t e 
their status was somewhat higher than that o~Asangmin, 
. chungin and ajon are classified together in this study~ 
1) ~hungin ('f.,<.__) 
The term chungin originated in their ecological 
location, and it m~ans the people who live in the middle 
of the city.13 The chungin class was very small in its 
13For the ecology o~ Seoul, see figure 3· 
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number and was localized in the capital city alone. 
Nevertheless, they played a significant role in the 
development of Korean society and culture. 
Chungin served the king and ministers with their 
technical knowledge. They were an endogamous status gpoup 
and handed their skills down only to their own offspring. 
Their skills and scholarly attainment were not less than 
that of yangbans. Howeve!", until 1887, upward mobility 
for this class was almost impossible.J.4 
They had to pass special examinations called 
chapkBta to obtain the chungin's title as interpreters, 
doctors, astrologers, etc. There were eight distinct 
professional groups which composed the chungin and they 
were expected to stay at theil' profession permanently. 
The professions according to their hierarchical posi tiona 
were as follows: 
l-4trhere were some exceptions especially during the Imjin 
rebellion but most of them became military officers rather 
than the civil officers. It was apparently the result of 
the lack of man power for milita!"y officers and the great 
need :ror them. See Pak Chi -won, Yan~ban chon (Stories of 
Yangban)~ (Seoul: Choson Kumyung Cho ap Yonhaphoe, 1947} and 
Ku Cha-kilm, Han'uk p tyongmin munhak sa (Risto!"y. of Korean 
Folk literature (Seoul: MUileho sa); '!9"55, P• 5. 
In the beginning of the Yi dynasty Chungin could be 
promoted to some offices according to their merits, but 
after the middle of the Yi period, this was never done 
according to Kang, ~· cit., P• 114. 
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i. Yokkwan, interpreter (~t) 
There were :four sub-divisions, namely interpreters 
of' Chinese (ohtong hak~J~, Manchu (han haktM>, Mongo~ 
(mong hak ~, and Japanese (Oe ha~). These inter-
preters interpreted their specialized languages and 
translated their professional documents and literature. 
This was the most important post among the ehungin 
occupations. 
ii. KolllYU! Kwan ( ;ft ~~~ ) 
They were attached to the bureat:t of' CI"i.me. They 
pointed out to the judges who were :from the y$llgban el.ass 
the exact nature oi' the penaltie.s specified by law i.n any 
given case, according to the conclusions of' the pi"oceedings. 
While the interpreters were active internationally, law 
c1er~ p1ayed a significant role and enjoyed ~restige 
similar to that of interpreters within the country. 
Since the legal codes oi' the Yi period were largely com-
posed of' those of' the Chinese Ming dynasty, the k5mzn! 
kwan had to be i'amili.ar with the Chinese law and legal 
system as well as Chinese characters. 
iii. Kwansang ~, ( ~~ } , Astrologer 
This oi'i'ice chose npropi.tious" days :for dii'i'erent 
court and national activities as well as directions and 
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1ocations of royal burial sites using the Eastern astro~ 
1ogieal calendar. ·This office served the king only. 
They were trained in astronomy, geography and astrology. 
iv • .:Q! kwan ( lf'lf), Medica1 doctor 
' 
There were two kinds of doctor: one served the 
people and the other served the· roya1 famil.y in the pal.aee. 
v. !!_ ~ <~t~), Accountant 
' 
The accountant was the cl.erk of the Ministry of 
Finance who was responsibl.e for receipts and expend:L:tnm.es • 
He a1so estimated the costs of various pub1ic wot"kS, and 
sometimes supervised their e~eeution~ 
vi. Saja kwan (~~t), Copyist or transcripter 
His duty was to keep archives and to draw up the 
official reports which the govet"nment sent to Peking. 
vii. Tohwa~ (~~),Artist 
Drawer of maps or pl.ans and portraits of the king. 
Twice annua1l.y his work was appraised and the Tohwa.!.! 
coul.d be promoted to military t"ank seven. 
viii. Komnu kwan (~~t ) , Cl.ock keeper 
' 
Director and supervisor of the government clock, 
the on1y one in the country. The cl.ock was a hydraul.ie 
machine which measured time by letting dt"ops of water fall 
at equal intet"vals. 
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The inte~preters, eapecia11y the interpreters of 
Chinese, possessed tb.e most prestige among the chungin 
c1ass. Due to the 3suzerainty~ re1ationship of Korea 
with China, the~e were tribut~y missions at regul.ar 
interva1s from. Korea to China. Tbe interpreters p1ayed 
a great role in promoting good re1ations with China, 
thus making it possible to import Chinese eul.ture. Most 
of the Chinese rare books and important 'literature~~• were 
brought back by these interpreters. 
Since the interpreters were all very ab1e scholars 
themselves, they made close contacts with distinguished 
Chinese scho1ars to exchange views and so they introduced 
their thoughts as wel1 as their writings, :whenever they 
visited Peking. Wel1 know.n WOP.ka such as Choch•on rok 
(~ j(.~ by Kim San-hon and Taeyong chonso (~-i:-~ 
. --
by Hong Tae-yong were some of tb.e interpreters' works 
pub1ished in Peking with the enthusiastic support and aid 
of Chinese scha1ars.15 Mueh of the valuab1e 1iterature 
15For a detailed account of Chinese culture and Korean 
scho1ars during_ the Yi d:ynastyt\ see Fujitsuka Rin, ~i 
cho no gakujin to Kanryo bunka · in Ch~sen Shina Bunka no 
Kenm (Koroean S oholars of Yi dynasty and Kanryii CUlture 
in T e Stud~of Chinese and Korean Culture} (Keijo: 
Kei~Teiko ITaigakU, HObUn.gakkai Ronsan, vo1. II, no. 
1, 929, PP• 283-332. - -
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which now serves as the souree materials or Yi culture 
are the collections or correspondence or these interpreters 
with some distinguished Chinese scholars, their traveling 
diaries, or anthologies written about their visits to 
Peking.16 
It is interesting to note that the interpreters 
and the law clerks were at the top or the hierarchy within 
the Chungin class. The interpreters provided the means and 
not the contents or communications whereas the law clerks 
-
provided the contents. However, these two groups were both 
related to the communication system or the society. 
As to the runction or the komyu1 kwan, the law 
clerks, they were purely technicians interpreting the law 
and having no power or law enrorcement. Moreover, due to 
the lack or civil law other than family codes, the law 
clerks handled only the criminal codes. The ramily codes 
were enforced either by the ramily heads or local 
magistrates. This means that there was no generalized 
. J.6some or these are: Wandan, Ki~hiCh~ng-hi (1iGN" 4 } 
Ch•usa ~ Haerill chtondok <*rii:R~ Collection of. 
corre sp ond~noe ~ , . Sacht odan cliip . ( ~~ i ~~."V:.,~ls •, 
Hoein sbi v~ >-o . verses, Sok Hoein s i (~ ~~~} 26 
verses. Bee nab Iwakichi, "'Chasen Junin"ko" n Towa. Keizai 
Kenkyfi. (The Study or Asian Economy}, vol. VII, no. 41. Sept. 
1933, PP• 458-482 and vol. XVIII, no. 2, 1933, PP• J.~J.-202. 
culture and history are: Han Cbi-yun, Haedon oksa " \: . } Three most vaJ.uabJ.e source materials for Yi dynas~~ 
70 vo1s. and 15 vo1s. !i Krmgik, Yonn:yo-sll !&.ii¥T~ '· '~), 
34 plus 19 vola.; and 0 Silk-kw5n, Kongsa""'"Cn•waiyo, 2 vo • 9-
These are the work of the chungin. 
~ega~ profession which cou~d generate and carry out social 
change by enacting and enforcing new ~aws ~eading to 
universa~istie goa~s for the society. Since the crimina~ 
codes were on~y the regulatory force f~ the maintenance 
of the system and co~d not exert any positive force 
toward goa~ attainment_,:.'_--~:.,,. _;;;,<·, ~ Yi dynasty Korea ~acked 
the positive force of a ~ega~ system for motivating and 
effecting socia~ change. This ref~ects the genera~ value 
system of the entire socia~ system, which is characterized 
by the p:t'imacy of the integrative v~ue and the strong 
emphasis oJl so~ida.rity. 
The astrologer in the chungin class, who assisted 
the King and the ministers in po~icy making, rep:t'esented 
the traditional, non-rationa~ power in the system. This 
can be inte:r-preted as the institutionalization of 
anon~ational,~ traditional power. The yangbans and 
consequently a~~ offi eials believed in Confucianism, and 
they did not participate in magical rites or superstitious 
practices on the ground that these were on~y for the 
ignorant masses and fox- women. Since Con.fucianism did not 
have the realm of Wnon-rational~ or 3 sacred 3 and did not 
provide mechanisms .for ~l decision-making, the officials 
seemed to have utilized astpo~ogy by sanctioning it as 
pseudo-science. Thus, the policy makers, the ~ng and the 
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ministers?cotild rationa~ize their predictions and the 
po~icies which were based on these predictions~ yet 
o~~icia~s cou~d ~imit the potentia~ power o~ contro~ o~ 
these astrologers. In the meantime~ all other priests 
such as the Buddhist monks and shamans, were classi~ied 
as members o~ the slave and ser~ class. Their power o~ 
social control or change was there~ore minimized and the 
centralization o~ the power in tbe yangbans and govern= 
ment o~~icials was enhanced. .There£ore, in spite o~ the 
· Oon~ucian value syst.em which is characterized by the 
ttrat:tonal actions'' and by "pr:tncipal, • borrowing Beckert s 
term, 17 it could ~ot weake~ the 3 presoriptive" aspects 
o~ the value system of Yi dynasty Korea enough to bring 
17m a society characterized by a U'prescriptivett value 
system the social norms are unoodified yet comprehensive. 
Everyone is oommi tted to vast ranges of' specific norms ~or 
aimcrst all situations in lif'e, thus, leading to min:tmi-
zation o~ flexibility in the system and motivations. Most 
of' these norm$ are thoroughly integrated with a religious 
system which provides ul.timate sanctions f'or all in.fractions. 
In a society characterized by a "principa18 value 
system there must be ~lexibi~ity of' norms governing economic. 
political~and social life. In this system specific norms 
may be determined in considerable part by short-term 
exigencies in the action situation or by the functional 
requirement of' the relevant social suh-systems. See Howard 
Becker and Alvin Boskof'f' (eds), Modern Sociological Theory 
in Continuity and Cha~e (New. York: Dryden Press, 1957) ~ 
and a!so Rober'i"N. Be ah, nRel.igious Aspects of' Mode:r-ni-
zation in Turkey and Japant 8 American Journal £!Sociology, 
vol. LXIV, no. 1, July 195ts, PP• 1-ag. 
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about the modernization of Korea. This stands in contrast 
. 18 
to what Bellah found to be the situation in Tokugawa Japan. 
This class of chungin came from two different sources. 
One was the group of soja (illegitimate children, that is, 
all those who were born of other than the legal·,:wives) and 
of 
the other from the he!'editaroy chungin class. Beoo..ts>sA the 
lack of source materials it is difficult to determine the 
origin of the heredltary chungin. It seems, however, safe 
to assume, in view of the discrimination in examination 
system and the l.ow prestige which chapkwa held, that they 
were both from the class of educated commoners and the 
class of degenerated yangbans. Many chungin came from 
.... ·> ~ c· •.:: .... o:r ·::::· 
the soja group b~cauae,.,the legal discrimination against 
them in taking the national exwninations. The chungins 
were not even eligible foro candidacy for the sokwa <i~'~ 
minor test). This test had to be passed in order to obtain 
the degree of chinsa (~, the equi.valent of Doctor) or 
saengwon ( -i,_l , Licentiate}. Ollly those who passed this 
test were eligible for the taekwa (~~~ major test~ 
examinations, the examinations for public offices. The 
chungins were only allowed to take chapkwa (~~h 
18Robert Bellah, .21?.• ill• 
miscellaneous tests).19 Therefore, many learned sojas, 
who were raised in the home o:r yangbans where tutorial 
or other educational opportunities and private libraries 
were available became prominent chungins by passing the 
ehapkwa ( *~. Some scholars like Inaba Iwakich 
claimed that soja was the source of chungin and classi-
20 fied these two groups together. 
The marginality of both sojas and chungins should 
be noticed here. Especially in the case of sojas, their 
fathers were from the yangban class and their mothers 
from either the sangmin, the commoners or the chtonmin, 
the slaves or serfs. The:lr status would have been the 
same as that o:r the:lr mothers, but when they became chrmgin, 
their social status became very much "'uncrystallized," 
that is they were low in status consistency, borrowing 
21 Lenski's terms. 
l9chapkwa was again divided into courses of medicine, 
languages, law, astronomy, geography, astrology and military 
science. See Imamura Torno, .21?.• cit., PP• -117-118. 
20 . . . 
Inaba Iwakich, ~· ~it. 
2~erhard E. Lenski and Werner s. Lendecker pointed out 
that the vertical structure o:r human group has long been 
described as a single hierarchy in which each member occupies 
a single position. However, it normally involves the co-
existence of a number of parallel vertical hierarchies which 
usually are imperfectly co:rorelated with one another. Thus, 
they pointed out the importance of the non-vertical dimension 
of' social status. See ~tatus Crystalization: A non-vertical 
Dimension of Social Statusn in American Sociological Review, 
Vol. 19, no. 4, August 1954, PP• 405•413• 
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It might be expected that this chungin c~ass and 
particularly the soja group would prefer a change in the 
social system and the distribution of power within it. 
This hypothesis has been set forth by several studies 
such as that of L. P. Edw~~of four great revolutions, 
G. Lenski and his associates in their analysis of Detroit 
samples, the follow up and expansion of this study by 
Irwin w. Goffman,and a suceinet formulation with respect 
to status discrepancies in E~ c. Hughes study.22 
Interestirigly enough it was the soja group which 
supported the Sirhak movement in the Eeonomie School of 
Confucianism in Korea in the middle of the Eighteenth 
century and advocated social reform. 23 What, then, were 
the factors which might have caused the failure of this 
movement? Was there enough in•group solidarity among 
22
see L. P. Edwards, The Natural Histor~ of Revolutions, 
(Chicago: University of-cElcago Press, 19 7Tf G. Lenski, 
_Ql!_. cit.; Irwin w. Gof:f'm.an, 't'Status Consistency and Pre-
re:r:oence :f'or Change in Power Distribution" in American 
Sociological Review, Vol. 22, no. 3, 1957, PP• 275=28~; 
and E. c. Hi.l.ghes, '*Dilemmas and Contradictions of S. ta tus, tt 
American Journal of Sociology,·Vol. 50, no. 3, March 1944, 
PP• 353-359. -- . 
23The problem of soja was at its height in the royal 
family where there were numerous concubines and their off-
spring. Korean history since 1600 has been referred to as 
a history of :factional strife. The factional strife may 
partly be accounted for the system of concubinage and its 
resultant factors. 
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the chungin class to undertake the ro1e of a change agent? 
Was there any avenue of communication in bringing about 
change which cou1d be reached by the ohungin class when 
their clients were 1imited to the King and the ministers? 
All these questions together with the ana1ysis of the 
Economic School~ Sirhak E.!_! of Confucianism which is 
unique in its Korean origin,wi11 be discussed in the coming 
chapter. 
2} AJon <1~Jnt\> 
The key position in the 1oca1 government in Korea 
during the Yi dynasty was he1d by the ajon. Ajon was 
the sub-c1ass of ohungin. Ajon held less prestige but 
more power than the other chungin and performed a similar 
function to that o:f ohungin. 
Unlike the other terms :for of:fioials in Korea, 
the term ajon was said to be o:f pure Korean origin and 
not a Chinese importation. The literal meaning o:f the 
term ajon is "before the yamen~ and it was somewhat 
descriptive o:f their roles. All governmental o:f:ficers, 
high or low, were originally called ajon, but later only 
the lower rankihg clerical workers o:f the government were 
referred to as ajon. Although, in official documents, 
this group o:f clerks was referred to as ~ ~ since 
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680 A.D., the usage o:f the term a jon had become so popula:r-
and so well entrenched among the people that this name 
pe:r-petuated itself while a1most all other terms :for 
orricials were those of Chinese origin. 
There were various names for these clerks. The 
clerks o:f central government were called k:yong ajon 
( t,{~l, which means ajon ·of capital, and those of 
the local-g~vernment were called hya.ng ajon (~~) 
or sowon <-:rf)!>. Local ajons were also called hyang ri 
( ~~), kari ( ~), sowon <f"J.), sori ( ~h~), imyOk: 
( jl4~ )~ iso <:t-f-~, ·or sori Cj-j() • 
. The ajon J.ater became a heredi tar'Y class of low 
governmental clerks who always served in the J.ocalit'Y o:f 
their origin and who had substantial local standing through 
the pre:fect~es. It was officers o:f this class who were 
intimately acquainted with the people and their circum-
stances. For good or for il.J. they were the substantial 
workers in the local-government and they made it possible 
for J.ocal-government to function. The prefects were selected 
from non-J.ooal yangbans at the central government, and 
they had, when newly installed, to depend entirely upon the 
ajon class :for local in:formation. 24 Like the central. 
24The o:f:fice·of prefect had been someWhat hereditary and 
was occupied by some prominent local :families :for generations. 
As the easte-like spirit developed in this pre:fectureship it 
.was changed into a system o:f recruiting.prefects :from non-local 
government, each prerecture had six sub~sections of the 
government. These were the sections of the interior, 
finance, ceremonies, war, 1aw and industpies. These six 
sections were administered by an ajon o~ ajons. The 
number or ajons varied anywhexae from six to rirty accord-
ing to the size and wea1th of the community. The ajon 
co11e cted taxes or a11 kinds and carried out the orders · 
of the king, which came through the prefect or the orde~s 
of prefects. The ajon handled deeds, mortgages and a11 
other documents such as househo1d registers or officia1 
records of the prefectura1 headquarters. In fact, the 
entire revenue of the district passed through the hands 
or the ajon~. 
Ajons usua1ly stayed in their jobs for 1ife. 
They formed a ··_:~ ·,~r·, ,:-·. •· 11 tt1e gui1d in each prefecture 
regard1ess of the number of ajons. in the 1oca1ities. Any 
ajon'a son cou1d fo11ow ~n his father's footsteps if he 
so desired. In theory, an ajon was to be promoted to higher 
dignities or ranks after a certain 1ength of ltgood._ service 
at his position, but in reality this system was not put 
into practice.25 There was no upward mobi1ity of ajo~s. 
g!-oups and by direct appointment f'rom the capital. Mo:tte-
over, their tenure in one 1oca1ity was a three year te:ttm. 
This was a close imitation of the Chinese system. 
25see Ch'oe Nam-son, ~· ~., P• 190. 
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However, ajons had ~lmost unli~ted power (although it was 
onl:y the pe:f'lecteg ones o:f thei.P boss, the prefect), and 
economically they led::": rather com:fortable lives. 
Usually they were the most read and the best in-
formed men in the locality. They were skilled in the use 
o:f the Chinese ch~acters and also were ardent students 
o:f Chinese philosophy. When ~,:,:~ Chinese language and 
literature were introduced into Korea in the seventh and 
eighth centuries, it was these o:f:ficials who :first culti• 
vated the new and fashionabl.e art. At that time the ajon 
formed the great bul.k of'. the o:ff'icial cl.ass which performed 
most of the administrative work. They were not the highest 
officials but the clerks who read and ~ote. Since it 
was very di:fficul.t to read Chinese texts B~cauaethe absence 
o:f verbal. and nominal. endings, a certain s chol.ar named 
Sol ch' ong U\l~) invented a system whereby these endings 
. 
were interpolated in the Chinese text and the reading 
became comparativel.y easy. This system was call.ed ~ 
(~~~ or aj~n•s reading. This indicates that the ajons 
were the first to become famil.iar with Chinese as the 
official. l.anguage. But later the leisure class of yangban 
had more time to devote to l.earning Chinese characters 
without help of idu. Thus idu became the sole possession 
- -
of the ajon cl.ass. Until the end of' the Yi period, the 
ajon used the l.anguage :form o:f idu which became the official 
language or the !'ecords and reports. Idu had such endings 
as sol•che, olka, sinji, iogo and many others. This ~ 
system is the oldest literary relic or Korea and is of 
great value in determining the history of the Korean 
vernacular. Tb.e two major roles of ajon seem to be 
contradictory. The ajan, on the one hand, had to obey 
and carry out the orders of his superior, such as collect-
ing taxes and enforcing laws, but on ihe other hand, be 
and his family had to live among the loc.al inhabi tents 
which required good relationship with the people. In order 
to meet the expectations of two different interest groups 
an ajon had to be tactful in his. actiolli:. 
Ajons were blamed for their wrong doings much more 
than they were praised for their contributions to society. 
In fact, the ajons were often accused of being at the 
bottom of Korean official corruption and of dooming the 
Yi dynasty. However, the contributions of the aj5n class 
the · 
in continuing~self'-governm.ent system cannot be ignored. 
The ajon ~·r91$>~/~:;{,- convenient seapegoats.ror higher officials 
and served the function of' a safety valve for the local 
government system. The fact that the ajon was a fixture 
in the community and his family were deeply rooted there 
served as a check upon the ajons. The wrong doings of 
an ajon not only affected his own reputation and welfare, 
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but aJ.so the reputation and the welfare of' his famiJ.y. They 
needed the. good wiJ.J. of' the J.ocal people. The bettePment 
of the local. community was as important to the ajons as 
to the J.ocal. peopl.e themsel.ves. Since there are no studies 
made of' ajons by ajons themsel.ves, it is necessary to be 
sensitive to the likelihood of bias in reports critical. of' 
ajons. 
There were some similarities between the st~uctures 
and functions associated with the rol.es of the chungin and 
the ajon. Both of' these rol.es required some technical. 
efficiency. In these cl.asses, power or influence however 
strong it might be, was not enough to mainta~ a Po1e 
unl.ess the official possessed some technical. competency. 
Neither of these rol.es had formal power or any specific and 
unique system goals of their own. The yangban cl.ass was 
their reference group, and the goals of the yangban and 
the goals of t.~family system were also those of the 
chungin and ajon. The ajon, in real.ity, had a considerabl.e 
amount of power, even though that power was only a reflection 
o:t' that of their superiors. The ajen were known to be 
very clannish and had a strong in-group sol.idarity. How-
ever, the chungin seem to have had 11ttle power in practice 
or even in theory. Nor did they have ~he Rconsciousness 
,, .,. 
o:r the kind.tt, The ajons were administrators, while the 
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ehungins were the policy makers. The ajon had a bilateral 
relationship within the multi-direction of communication 
hierarchies and occupied the key position in the vertical 
line of communication system especially in the local 
government. But the chungin had only a unilateral 
relationship with the King and the ministers, and had no 
access to the formal channels of communication with other 
parts of the society. Even the informal channels of 
communication were limited to their mothers, foreign 
friends, etc. In other words, the ajon had more channels 
of communication than the ehungin and were in a·better 
position to exert influence or make change effective. 
26 However, if the hypothesis of Lenski et al is valid, 
it would seem that 'Chungins would be more likely to 
prefer change than the ajons from the structural point 
of view. Uthough the chungin occupied ~a·., higher status 
in society according to the common value system, the 
nstatus consistencyw of the chungin was the lowest of all 
the classes includi~g the ajons and hum.bl.e people. The 
chungin, therefore, had the motivation for change without 
the means, while the ajon had the means without the 
motivation. 
26Lenski, .2E.• cit. (See ·footnote 21', supra. P• , 92). 
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c. Sangmin, ( tlr ~}, the commoners 
In a broader sense, the term Sangmin referred 
to all those who were non-yangbans or non-governmental 
officials and their relatives. Since there has long 
been a sh~p dichotomy in Korean society into yangban 
and sangmin, this latter term was some times used to 
include even.the slaves and other low-born people. 
However, in a narrower sense, sangmin meant commoners 
who were free and honest people who paid taxes and 
rendered services, military or otherwise to the nation. 
In order to distinguish them from unfree slaves and low-
born people, the sansm:in sometimes weroe referroed to as 
yangmin cJ-~>, good people. 
Within the sangmin class there was an occupational 
stratification based upon Confucian philosophy. The 
hierarchy of prestige ranged as follows in its descending 
. 27 
order! f~er; artisan~and merchant. 
As has alroeady been indicated, it was this sangmin 
class at whose· expense·the yangban enjoyed~ privileges. 
The sangmin alone were subjected to tax payment, military 
. 
27The criterion of the occupational hierarochy was based 
on the Confucian philosophy that the supreme virtue of a 
man is to perfect himself by obtaining poise and harmony 
of his soul and not by becoming the tool even of a god. 
(See Confucian Analect, Bk ii, of the Confucian A:naleet, 
~he Cninese classics with a Translation Critical and 
EXegetical Notes Prolegomena and Copious Indexes,~anslated 
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duties. and other public work services. They had no 
privileges whatsoevel"' and no politicaJ. in:f'luence. Thel"'e 
was little chance of upward mobility for this class. It 
was almost impossible for. the sangmi~ to become higher 
governmental officers. Only those sangmin who were good 
students of Confucian classics could attain even the lower 
ranking clerical offices of the local government, such as 
hyangri or isok When they were suecessful.in the national 
examinations. The highest l"'ank ever obtained by sangmin 
in the Yi dynasty was chinsa ( -iit_-::1::: 1 Doctol"' of Lettel"'s) 
which was not an official position but only an academic 
degree. 28 
various occupational groups .among the sangmin 
Wlin*~.'. strongly banded together in the form or a guiJ.d as a 
means of def'end:ilng themselves troiJi the ex.pJ.oitation of 
the 7angbans and as a means of assuring their living. 
The oldest and most powerfuJ. guiJ.d was that of the peddlers. 
by James Legge (7 vols.; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1895)t 
p. 161, c~ 12. 
The more the chance of impairing one's virtue is in-
voJ.ved in oceupationaJ. activities, the J.ess prestige that 
occupation hoJ.ds. 
Z8As it was in the ease of the chun~in, the sangmin, too, 
had received more generous treatmenturing the rebellion 
or after ·various uprisings which caused~ the decrease of 
manpower. Yet the highest position ever obtained by a 
san9 in pubJ.ic office was said to be that of P'um sam(Jl 
Cg.~ :tr.. , the third rank of offices). . --
Conformable to the Chinese system, each substantive or ~ 
titular post carried with,Jt a certain o.f.ficiaJ. r~k, ptum. (tstz.). 
Of these ranks, ptumgye <~~;~, there were nine, each consisting 
of two classes, ehBDg (~), or senior, and chong (~, junior. 
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othe~ guilds such as coffin makers, roofers, masons, porters, 
etc. possessed either by written right or by prescription, 
a monopoly in their trade. They regularly paid fixed dues 
to the royal treasury to assure their members of a monopoly 
of trade. Various guilds will be discussed later in this 
study. 
d. Ch'onmin ( Ji% &.J; the low born people including 
the slaves) · 
This class included both free and unfree peeples 
of humble status. 
Among the free peoples there were siingryo <1Tt{g), 
Buddhist monks and nuns; munyo (~~, f~ale Shamans; 
zongin <4-~J, buffoons; cha~in ct,.(>, traveling dancezos, 
singers, eir~us players; kozoijang (. fJ't1!t), basket 
weavezo; b:yejang <ltlf.>, bark peelers and leather shoe 
makers; and paekchong ( {IT), slaughterers and butchers. 
They were sometimes r_efe~red . to as the sac b.' on ( ~) • 
Buddhist monks ha'd·~ been included in this social 
class only since the Yi family took over the country as 
its rulers. It was the Yi ruler's purpose to zoesist and 
suppress the former regime undezo which Buddhism was the 
national religion. Buddhist monks and nuns were forbidden 
to enter Seoul, the capital city in the Yi dynasty. Only 
the edicts of 1895 promulgated through the influence of 
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Japanese Buddhist missionaries eliminated this p~ohibition. 
Occupational specialization among the basket weavers~ 
the shoemakers and the slaughterers disappeared in the 
early part o:f the Yi dynasty41 The slaughterers combined 
these three branches o:f occupation and they were simply 
referred to as paekchons <t7Jr)~ the slaughterers. They 
were allowed to live only outside o:f the villages near 
the slaughter houses and marry among themselves. They 
were often the spouses of :female Shamans called mudans 
or munyo, and o:f female entertainers. This class was 
regarded as the lowest stratum~ even below the slave class. 
They developed a dialect of their own and were required 
to address other classes by honorific terms. Their entire 
mode o:f living was so different from that of all other 
classes of people that one could easily distinguish 
them .from the others. To cite a :few examples: they were 
not allowed to wear top coats, silk garments, or the 
mangnn, a hat to cover their top-knot hairdos. They were 
allowed to wear the topknots, the adult male hairdo, only 
29 
after the birth o:f a son, etc. 
29paekchongs were allowed to wear special,. kinds o:f hats 
called p 'y8ngyangja or r ty(Sngk'y(Sngja ( ~:e.) ;y-:t:f, a-- ) 
only. The ceremonies o -marriage and .burili were di:f:ferent 
from others because they were forbidden to use a carriage 
:for the bride or a horse for the groom. The co:f:fins of 
paekch~ngs could not be carried in a carriage. They were not 
allowed . to wear any mourning clothes but the hat even in 
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Paekchongs enjoyed a monopoly in their occupations. 
Anyone else who slaughtered not only had to pay a fine but 
als.o was degraded into the paekchong class. Thus, it was 
lef't for the p~ekchongs to do all the killings. Public 
executioners were also chosen from this class. There 
were four major national sacrif'ieial ceremonies and 
.. i 
numerous o~er local and familiar ceremonies. All these 
rituals required much slaughtering. Therefore, the 
paekchongs enjoyed a relatively well-to-do lif'e economically 
speaking. 30 O'!f'ten the poor yangbans went to the paekehongs 
to borrow money. Paekch~ngs rendered free services to 
the government on the occasions of' national ceremonies and, 
in turn, they were exempt from tax payment. The result 
was that the paekchongs were not recorded in the census 
report, hGjok ( JZ~, means registration of' household). 
They were also exempt from military duties. 
The Buddhist interdiction against taking lif'e, 
and the greater need f'or ploughing beasts, which are 
indispensable in any non-industrialized agrarian economy, 
coupled with a lack of' such animals, seem to be the basis 
ease of' . .._ ';.•.' death of' their parents. During these three 
years of' the mourning period f'or his parents the paekchon§ 
could not slaughter •. See Imamura Tatsuru~ '"chosen Paekchong 
Ko, 3 (The Study of' Korean Paekchong Class), in Geibun, vol. 
IX, no. 4, pp. 1-27. See also Chosen Chusatsu Kempei, 
Chosen Shakai !2 (The Study of' Korean Society) (Keij~, 1912). 
30some seventy to ninety heads of' oxen, sheep and pigs 
were slaughtered at the national ceremonies which were held 
at each season and at the end of' the year. 
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for the low reg~d in which the paekchons class was held. 
Among the unfi"ee people~ there were both public 
and private slaves called kongchton (~~} and noye 
(~). 
There were seven kinds of public slaves. They 
were kisaeng (~~~ female entertainers~ geisha; ~ 
( l's)J, co~t maidens; ijok (~, male slaves in the 
gover~ent offices; yokchol ~~, slaves in the courier 
station; noerzong <1f~~, slaves of the sheriff; kWanbi 
( '[~, court slaves, and escaped convicts. About thirty 
to forty kongcht on (~~) were attached to the various 
offices of ministries and prefectures where they performed 
lowly domestic routines. Public slaves were not allowed 
to be traded or to become gift objects. They were allowed 
to mar:t'y commoners and were paid according to their work. 
Their offsp:t'ing could become ajon, local administrative 
clerks, by having their merit tested at the local primaries 
of the national examinations. However, some young and 
beautifUl girls of the public slave class were not allowed 
to marry, and had to be the mistresses of their masters. 
These girls were called kwangi ( tt~>, "official 
prostitutes." Although these women were treated fairly 
. . 
by their masters, it was considered much wo:t'se for women 
to become public slaves than private onese Women slaves 
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of a prefecture we:re at the mercy of aJ.l. those who bel.onged 
to the office. Since women valued chastity very highly in 
Korea, they considered public slavery worse than death.3l 
One became a public slave as the result of his o:r 
her family's "unlaw.fu1.1' act. In case o.f unsuccessful 
. 
revo~t against authority, or i.f one became a prisoner o.f 
war, one's whole family and sometimes even onets relatives 
were .f.orced· into ser·vitude. 
There we:re three types o.f private sl.aves: chOJ.lae 
!?1:. ( 1f. ~), maedUk & ( r ~), and chojon :!?.!. 
( -~· Oblillae bi We!'a those slaves who were bought 
during the last .five generations o:f the owner. Maeduk E!_ 
were the slaves who we:re bought at the market price by 
the owner. Slaves who came .from onets wifets .family at 
the time o.f his marriage were called chojon bi. 
Moat o:f the private slaves were those who sold 
themselves . or were sold by their parents into sJ.avery in 
order to subsist. A man who urgently needed some ready 
money .fo:r the .funerals o.f his parents o:r .for the support 
o.f his aged parents often sold himsel..f or his children. 
3~wangi J.odged outside o.f the :residences o:f the o.f.ficial.s 
but were under the orders o.f the o.f.ficials and at the 
service o.f their guests. These girls were recruited .from 
.femal.e rel.atives o.f "traitors,, or other serious criminal.s, 
as w·ell as .f:rom women guilty o.f adultery. 
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In-these cases one could release himself upon returning 
the amount received by the cont~act. Private slaves 
were completely subject to their masters. Even the 
matter of life or death was dependent upon one's masterts 
will, provided that the master obtained the permission 
of the Board of Punishment or of the provincial authorities 
i:f he was living outside o:f Seoul. These private slaves 
were subjected to trade and inheritance. In fact, they 
were considered one of the most important ~itemsW of 
:family prope~ty. Only men o:f the higher class were a~lowed 
to o~ slaves. It was only at the end of the Yi dynasty, 
more exactly since the beginning of the 19th century 
that the chuogin and sangmin were allowed to hold slaves. 
Although the marriage o:f private slaves among 
themselves was :free, their offspring, especially girls 
were subject to slavery :for generations to come and they 
were called ssijong, meaning slave seeds. These nobis, 
private slave girls were allowed to select their own 
spouses. After the marriage, the couple lived in a little 
room near the gate quarter and the husband was allowed to 
occupy it with his wife :free o:f cost. He owed nothing to 
his master and he could not depend upon the master o:f his 
wife except. :for living quarters. Their daughters were 
owned·by the master, but the sons became :free on reaching 
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the~ majority. If' there were several daughters, the 
eldest took the mother's place upon her death. ~e 
Master could select another daughter if' the eldest 
daughter died bef'ore her mother. However, the master 
had no right to select a second time if' the eldest 
daughter died after the death .of' the moth~. Thus, the 
rights of' owners over their slaves were limited by law 
and private slaves enj-a,yed certain civil rights. The-y 
could bring a legal ·action against another slave in 
order t0 obtain damages or to recover debts. However~ 
slaves in general were subjected to heavier penalti~s 
in case of' criminal of'f'ences. For instance, when a slave 
married a woman f'rom among the commoners he was subjected 
32 to heavier penalties than in the case of' commoners. 
Due to th~ f'ztequent legal tztansactions conceztning 
slaves (inheritance, trade, gif't giving and so f'orth), 
a separate of'f'ice called changye ~ ( ~fJo) was 
established in the government in J.467. The transactions 
of' the slave trades wezte clearly settled and recorded in 
this of'f'ice. This of'f'ice was not f'or the protection of' 
slaves but f'or the protection of' the slave owners. Cases 
.32-see Imamura Tomo, Ch~sen· Fuzoku shu (The Compilation 
of' Korean customs),. (Keijo: Shindo kan, 1914), pp. 297-298. 
See. also Hlo~op Taejon (Criminal Code), Articles 604-611, 
Kwanghi 10 19) • 
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of desertion or criminal offense by slaves were handled 
33 at this office. 
Unlike slaves in the Western world Korean slaves 
were always native Koreans. They were relatively well 
treated by their masters. In tact, being a slave was 
often considered preferable to being a poor villager. 
It was not uncommon for a poor commoner to take refuge 
.from his fate by marrying a slave girl.. 
Several slave liberation movements were launched 
at the end of the Silla dynasty and continued during the 
Koryo period ( 987 A.D.). Another movement took place in 
. . . -
1650 at the end of the Japanese invasion. In fact, at 
·the end of the Japanese Hideyoshi invasion of 1592, so 
many of the male popul.ation of Korea had been killed that 
when peace was restored a law was passed forbidding the 
slavery of maJ.es and allowing only slavery among females. 
In 1238 the hereditary slavery system was abol.isbed and 
slavery was J.imited to only one generation. The slave 
trade was prohibited in 1245 A.D., but not until 1886 did 
the abolition of slavery become fina1.34 
33AJ.l administrative work for slaves was under the 
authority of the Board of Crime until 1467. It was later re-
subjected to the Board of Crime. 
34see Ch'oe Nam-son, Kosa t•ong (Cultural History of Korea), 
(Keijo: Sanchu do, 194~T;:P. 192. 
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The socia~ c~asses o~ the Yi dynasty have so ~ar 
been studied in their static ~orms and treated as though 
they were isolated ~rom one another. However, in real~ty, 
these classes constantly interacted and, as a result, the 
ro~es and prestiges attached thereto were constantly 
changing even in the relatively "static1• society o~ Yi.; 
dynasty Korea. 
Studies o~ the above ~our classes suggest that 
status in Yi dynasty K~ea was determined by relative 
position in three major vertica~ hierarchies: the lineage 
hierarchy; the occupational hierarchy, and the Rpossessions 3 
hierarchy. By possessions is meant any object which is 
trans~erable and control1able.by its possessor.35 The 
educational hierarchy is not included in the major 
determinants ~1st because educational opportunities were 
limited to ma~es o~ the yangban and o~ some sangmin 
lineages. However, among the upper ~ineage hierarchies, 
education was an important ~actor in status determination. 
As has been noted, Yi dynasty Korean society had 
a value system close to the ltparticu~arism-qua~i ty"" idea~ 
type. This means the primacy o~ qua~ities or per~ormances 
35For detailed de~initions o~ the term "possessi~ns" see 
T. Parsons, "A Revised Analytical Approach to the Theory 
o~ Social Str.ati~ieationw in Class, Status and Power: A 
Reader in Socia~ Strati~ieation, edited by Reinhard Bendix 
and Seymo'Ur Martin Llpset (Glencoe, Il~.: The Free Press, 
1953), P• 95• 
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which have integrative functions for the system. ~though 
the goal of the society was to attain solidB.Pity, there 
was no universalistic means to attain it, nor had it the 
specific basis of positive evaluation of the qualities 
or performances conducive to the:i;;:f integrative goal of 
the society. 
In this general value system o:t' Yi society, the 
lineage hierarchy (that is Uquality~) was of prime 
importance in determining one's status.- Discrimination 
against the sons of concubines and remarried women, as 
has been mentioned, was an extreme case of lineage stress 
in a particularistic way and such discrimination was 
peculiar to Korea. It was found neither in Japan nor 
China. The Korean class system was characterized by a 
hereditary occupation, like the Indian caste system, 
and the division of society was roughly a functional 
division of labor on a hereditary basis. Their lineage 
status governed their occupations. T~e possession of 
either land or skill had relatively less importance. 
The three hierarchies of lineage, occupation,and possessions 
themselves had to be weighed in terms of their relative 
importance in determining one's status characteristics.36 
36This point has often been neglected in studies of 
social stratification of the American society. Some o:t' 
them are: Warner, w. L. and Lunt, P. s., The Social Life 
o:t' a Modern-community_ (New Haven: Yale University PreiS; 
L94Y); w. t. Warner and Associates, Democracy in Jonesville 
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The~e was an official classification system of the 
ent~e Yi dynasty population, the-so-called hoptye chedo 
(the name tag system) that could be used as a common 
scale fo~ all three hie~~chies in order to decide the 
relative positions of diffe~ent hierarchies. { :::., ._. .. ~-· ·: ~· Fig'l.l.l'e 
4 is an attempt to show the relative positions of three 
sub-hierarchies of the class system of Yi dynasty Korea 
to each other. 
The five different kinds of name tags requ±Ped 
by the hoptye system were: A p~ye (~*~' an ivory tag) 
fo~ an official ~ank of the third degree and above, 
~ p tye ( ~ )i-~ a horn tag for o.f't'icial ranks between 
the .fourth and ninth degrees, Hwangyang mok p 1ye ( -~:f.Jtft- a box-~ood tag) t'~r chins a (~-) and 
saengwon ( 4:~ ) , .!!£ ~-pang ~ ( 1J"#~ ~ small 
wooden tag) for sangmin, the commoners, and ~~ok•pang 
E.!..'l! (~~~~' a large wooden tag) for ch• onmin, the 
humble people and slaves.37 
(New York: Harper and Brothe~s, 1945}; and G. E. Lenski, 
~· cit. They treated all the indmces ot' status. 
Cliaracteristics as though each had equal importance in 
determining one's status. 
37For the details of hop 'le ( ~>j:,) system see supra. 
PP• ,. , , t'n. 7 and , t'n. 2 • 
'tf ¥~> 
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The hoptye chedo was not applied to the members 
o:f royal family. In theory, the king and his :family 
had an absolute power• However, in reality, the royal 
family had not·much power. The real power was in the 
hands o:f the yanban6s, overshadowing the powers o:f its 
royal :family. There:fore, the royal :family may sa:fely be 
classified as yangbans according to their :functions. 
Since the pattern of social mobility was either 
downward, :from the yangban to the ch•onmin, or upward, 
.from the sangmin to the yan~a:n, there were large yangba.J; 
and cht onm.in classes and small .chungin and sangmin clas$s. 
The five ~i.fferent kinds of name tag required by 
the hoptye system _were: ! ptye(~ ~, an ivory tag) for 
an official rank of the third degree and the above, 
kak.ptye( $j. ~ ) , a horn tag for of:ficial ranks 
between the fourth and nineth degrees, hwansYang ~ok ptye 
( 1( ~ _;f__ *f , a box-wood tag) 
FIGURE -4 SOCIAL STRATIFICATION OF YI DYNASTY 
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for chins a <Zft. ± ) and saengwon( ':£ ~ ) , ..!!!E mok-pang ~ 
(J~,~~~ 1 a small wooden tag) for sangmin, the commoner~ 
and ~ mok-pang ~( .,k* "7oJf-it , a large wooden tag) for 
ehtonmin, the humble people and slaves. 
Quite contrary to the belief of Marx and his 
followers~oners position and function in the producing 
o:r economic goods w:er~. not the basio criteria of ~he 
social strati:fication in Yi dynasty Korea. Nor was Weber•s 
belief that the-possession of economic goods and opportunities 
h~ much influence in determining a manrs status. in society 
applicable to Yi dynasty Korea. A manr_s poll tical power 
and his social honor or_,pr_estig..e, .which completed Webert s 
list of the three basic' criteria of stratif'ic'-a'.tion o:r a 
society, were applicable to Yi dynasty Korea only within 
limits. In Yi dynasty Korea, a manrs status was decided 
largely by his lineage ~nd.occupation ratl:ier than by his 
possessions of economic goods or skill. Thus, the Korean 
social class system did not f'it into either the classical 
economic deterministts theory or the Weberian theory of 
class. 
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7• Religio-Educational Organization 
The educational organizations of Yi dynasty Korea 
could not be separated from their religious functions. 
AJ..l the educational organizations in the Yi dynasty were 
Confucian schools and were largely developed by the 
Songni ~~ the dominant school of Yi Conf'ucianism and 
the chief proponent of the doctrines of Chu Hsi. Confucian 
sages of both China and Korea were enshrined in most of 
these schools. They were Confucian chapels and schools 
at the same time. The religio-educational organizations 
were also fused into the political system and were inter-
dependent of one another. 
The structure of the religio-educational system 
was related to the polity through the national examination 
system, Kwago (~~). 
The public schools o:f the Yi dynasty were the 
sahak (UP~ Four schools) equivalent to colleges located 
in tb.e capital and hyanggyo (~flf/~:,' local schools) 
'equivalent to high schools located in almost every pre-
fecture and forty townships 1 namely, chu, I!!!, kun, and 
hyon. The National Confucian Academy, Songg~ ~ 
( ~~~ ) was in Seoul, the capital. and headed the 
entire rel.igio-educational organization. 
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A private institution called sodang (ar called 
KUlpang), the hall of learning, was located in almost 
every village of whatever size throughout the country. 
These were equivalent to the elementary schools. The 
other private institution was the sowon (~) which 
was more religiously oriented than the sodang. This 
sowon was a microcosm of the religio-politico-educational 
organization of the Yi dynasty as a whole. Institutionalized 
education was limited only to males and was never f~ 
females in Yi dynasty Korea. 
The sodang <t ~), the elementary school.;:- W<as·:~ 
established and operated by the teacher, a family, a 
group of parents or the village without governmental aid 
or permission. Boys of four years of age and older studied 
the 
at sodang until they were ready to go to the higher level 
hyangyo, sahak,. or sowon at the age of fourteen .::o.il. fifteen. 
However, it was not uncommon to find older men up to 
twenty-five and over in the sodang. The curricula were 
exclusively Confucian in content and written in Chinese 
characters •1 The methods used were mainly reading, 
lTh~.~st common texts used in the sodangs were Ch•onja 
mun (~~-) (The Thousand Character Classics), Tongmo~ 
S8iisttp ( l-1t?f?) (The First Book for Enlightening C ldran), 
T' onggam ~ -4.&.) (The History) t Sohak (t~'1 ).(tl_Primary 
Learning), Sas~T-1 ) (Four Books J, $a yong :a.«'~) 
(Tbree Classics), Sa i ( ~) (The His~ry}, ; e literature 
of T•ang and Sun~ of c ina and the T{}\law. Some s<Sdangs 
a~fo~sed ch'unc. tu ( #.), Li-chi ~-~lJ), and chin-ssu-lu ( ~1:~ ') (Collection of Writings by' !"Our Srmg pfillosopheFS). 
See Yi min-gyu, .2E.• ~·, Vol. 1, P• 250. 
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memorizing, ~iting~and some composition. The curriculum 
was arranged according to the seasons, for example, poetry 
in the summer, and history and classics in the autumn and 
winter. The curriculum was adjusted to the individual 
pupil's ability and speed. .There was no uni~orm standard 
o~ quali~ication ~or the teacher 1 ~unjang ( ~1~~ ), and 
none ~or the chopchang ( ·~} 1 the assistant instructor 
who was selected from the more able pupils. -Some teachers 
were unable to read even the elementary books of Chinese 
classics. 2 
Hyanggyo ( ~i.f~, the secondary schools, were 
established with ... lands granted by the central government 
and supported by ' ~ ., municipal and public contributions. 
They were established in almost every township and administered 
by the local scholars. All hyanggyos were built around the 
Confucian. chapels where the Co~ucian sages o~ China and 
Korea were enshrined and local magistrates held their 
regular sacrificial services. ·Although the number o~ the 
staff varied according to the size of the community, their 
qualification was standardized. All the teachers of hyanggyos 
were required to have the degree of Chinsa or Saengwon. 
The reward and promotion system of the staff was established 
according to their merits. 
The curriculum and the method of' teaching was 
similar to that of' the sodaAS except in its levels. 
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The hyanggyo also had to perf'orm social and moral 
£unctions in the community. First of' all, Samgang 
Haengsilto (;_§~~r't-Jjii , the Three Cardinal Principles 
of' Moral Conduct) was translated into the Korean alphabet 
by the staf'f's of' the hyanggyo and these provided some 
means of' education for women at home. The promotion of' 
moral conduct in the community was ·one of' their programs 
and it was institutionalized in the form of' public 
citation ceremonies of' f'ilial and virtuous men. Such 
3 
ceremonies were called hyangs a rye ( ~f~ ~) • 
Twice a year in March and September, community leaders 
held a ceremony in honor of' the virtuous men of' the 
community. The public citation of' virtuous men, and read-
ings of' the golden rules of' ethical conduct were accompanied 
by f'easts, music and sports, namely archery. Due to the 
physical destruction of' hyanggyo during the H~deyoshi 
(Japanese) and the Manchu invasions in the 17th century 
and the rise of' the sowon, the hYanggyo lost its importance 
and became less prominent in the later periods of' Yi dynasty. 
3Ibid. pp. 242-247 and Pak Sang-man, (Hanguk Kyo~ sa) (History of' Korean Education) (Seoul: Chungang Kyo Y8ngu 
so, 1956), vol. 1, P• 159. 
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The successive mass persecution o~ scholars under the rule 
o~ Yonsan gun ( ~ ~$ , 1495-1505) was the beginning o:f 
hyanggyots decline.4 
Sahak, the ~our colleges were situated in the 
capital and they were very similar in their structure to 
hyanggyos. However, two o~ the teaching st~:f were selected 
:from civil of'~icials who had passed the major test of' the 
National examinations, taekwa ( jc.~). The qualif'ications 
o~ the sta~~ were based not only on their knowledge but also 
on their integrity. The school inspectors called cheju 
( ~) were installed among the ~our colleges who 
standardized and enf'orced the rules and curricula. They 
also had private conferences with able students and tried 
to open their :future official careers at the Central 
Government. Thus, cheju played a role in bridging the 
religio-educational organizations with the political 
organizations. There were monthly qualifying examinations 
:for the candidaey o:f sokwa ( }~' ~ ) , the minor test. 
Unlike hyanggyo, there were no Confucian chapels in Sahak. 
There were dormitories in sahak as in Songgxunkwan. 
The students who studied in hyanggyo and sahak 
or in any private institutions o~ learning were eligible 
f'or the candidacy of' sokwa ( ,J'-~.), the minor test upon 
_Jt~~mass persecutions o:f scholars were ealled sahwa 
(-:;z;_ ) and there were muo ( na-:t, 1498), Ka~cha ~, 
1501)' Kimyo ( a~r, 1519/and UJ:mi ( ZJ EJ' 1 49) sab.wa. 
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passing their qualifying examinations for candidacy at 
the local schools.5 The regular sokwa examinations we~e 
scheduled once eve~y three years and those who passed 
the examinations we~e g?anted the de~ee of saengwon 
(~.)!_,Licentiate) and Chinsa (~, Doctor). There 
were about fifteen kinds of special exwminations f~ the 
above two degrees held and these examinations were on 
various occasions of national celebrations. 6 All those 
who passed the minor tests or the equivalents thereof 
had priority for entrance to the Confucian Academy, 
Songgyun Kwan ( J~;tgJi~ ) , which topped the religio"'" 
educational system of Yi dy.nasty Korea. 
Songgzun Kwan, the prime religio-educational 
institution in Yi dynasty Ko~ea~was established in the 
capital in 1392 A.D. by T1 aejo (~}, the first King of 
the Yi dynasty. It was also the la~gest and most important 
Confucian chapel in the country. Eighteen Confucian sages 
of Ko~ea together with seventy two Chinese sages were 
ensPrined in Songgyun Kwan chapel. A library, a dormitory, 
and classrooms were the major buildings beside the numerous 
administrative and subsidiary ones. Among the twenty-two 
staff members, there was considerable division of their 
5These qualifying tests were called chtosi ( '=f17~. 
6see Yi Man-gyu, .2.E.• cit. PP• 292-302. 
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functions. The function of Songgyun ~ was reflected in 
the distribution of its staff: a preside.nt, two officials 
of ceremonial services, two officials of music, professors 
of' various levels, art teacher, librarian, curator, 
accountant and various clerical workers. There was 
division of labor 1n teaching doctrines, administering 
the ceremonies, etc. It was the highly organized and 
secularized religious organization. The curriculum was 
not much different from that of Sahak or hyanggyo• They 
were Chinese Confucian classics, history, literature> and 
Korean history of a higher level. Since their manifested 
goal was to produce ''good and able officials, tt the 
emphasis was placed more on composition, narration, prose, 
recording, and discourse than on reading and memorizing. 
The calligraphy of various styles and the levels such as 
legible, free and running hands were explored. The 
regulations of this institution reflected their disciplinary 
efforts in both learning theory (that is, knowledge getting) 
and in practice (that is, the moral actions). Some examples 
were: requirement of the monthly religious services, 
exclusion from the institution of those who violated the 
five cardinal principles of conduct (oryun, L{~). The 
emphasis was placed on virtue over knowledge, thus strongly 
supporting the central value system. 
Howeve~~ the entire program or this institution 
was within the .framework o£ Songni ~, the chief 
promulgators of metaphysics ~athe~ than action. Among 
the eighteen Ko~ean sages enshrined all but two we~e 
the fo~erunne~s of Songni ~.7 Any readings o~ non-
Con£ucian orientated works such as Buddhist classics and 
Taoist canons were forbidden, and the ent~e structure of 
·songgyun ~ was geared toward $ongni ~ philosophy. 
The numbe~ or students enrolled in Songgzun Kwan 
was originally two hund~ed but was decreased to one 
hundred and twenty-six and finally to one hundred during 
the reign of King Kojong (~~, 1864-1906). 8 Theoretically 
the major test (tae Kwa,~~) o£ the National examinations 
was open to the holders or Ohinsa.and Saengwon and those 
who passed the qualirying examinations for the candidacy~ 
7:sixteen Korean sages of the Yi d-yn~si:i,:r ~sbrined in 
Songgzun Kwan were~_Kim Kwang P'il (~~?R'~ ,1459-1504), 
c. hon6.. Ny5-cfii ang_ (~1 fiSt~~:e ilt50-1504J, Oho "'kwqng- jo (;la!t ?Jt.:t:8-), Yi tb-Jok j ~ ~, 1-1553), Yi Hwang C.:t- ~, 1501-1570), Kim I -hu ( ~ 1510-1560), Yi I 
(~.-ElL 1536-1584), Song Hwi (~ .,• , 535::-15~), Kim . O~g43ong (~~~, 1548-1631), c Hon (~J , 1544-? ) 
Kim Chip (k;~' 1574-165.6), Song Si-Yol <%. &~ , l606~6S9), 
Song Chun-Gi1 ~~~~' 1606-1672), Pak Se-Chtae'\*~1lt~ 
1631-1695). Yi "i1an-gyu, .21?..• ·cit ... vol. 1, pp .. 159-160 and 
Yang Key P. and Grego~y Henderson, An Out1ine of the History 
E.f_ Korean Confucianism (mimeographe<U, p. 27. - -
8The number was decreased into 126 under the rule of 
Yongjo (1725-1776). 
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nameJ.y Ch t oshi ( ;fiU~i\J). However, the students o:f 
Songgzun ~ after their one year residence had priority 
in the candidacy o:f the major test.9 There was no time 
J.imit o:f one's study at SongSJUil Kwan. Young students 
o:f good standing as well. as those who reached the age 
o:f :fifty were recommended :for some o:f:fices.10 
Thus, Songgyu.n Kwan suppJ.ied o:f:ficiaJ.s to the 
central. government, and reinforced and maintained its 
power and the structure by eliminating the possibJ.e 
opposition against the philosophical. base o:f the government. 
Beside the above mentioned institutions there 
was~H~won which combined aJ.J. levels o:f education and the 
religious :functions in one. It was :founded in 1543 by 
Chu Se-bong { ~-\:lt~ ) , and was modelled after the 
Chinese schools established by Chu Hsi. The :first Sowon 
was originated as the Confucian shrine centering around 
the tomb o:f a Korean sage Abn Yu ( ~ ~) •11 Like:~?;dang, the 
9According to the National eode, Ky5ne§uk Taejon ua man 
With 300 points" which required about 3~ days residency at 
Son!~ Kwan was eJ.igible f'CE the ~jor test. ~e tzongguk 
Tae_on, Y"6JBA, Saengdo Cho (~~~~,-~~, ~ 1 ). 
There were major and minor tests f'or ci!v·!t and mii tary. 
of':fices. The sons of' concubines, commoners and sJ.aves were 
not aJ.lowed to take even the minor test o:f civil. o:ff'ice.~ 
Ey~~~ TaejOn and sok taejOn, YejOn, Cfue-~ (~~''no:'~, 
Ib • 
llyi, Man-gyu, ~· cit., voJ.. 1, PP• 258-264. 
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s~won was a private institution established and·operated 
by local scholars and was .free .from government control. 
Sowon enshrined Gonfucian sages and scholars especially 
the 
those of local origin. The instructioili~~ in s5wC5n w~;s·.) 
" 
centered around the philosopbyand the conduct of those who 
the 
were enshrined there and in Whose honor sowon wa~ established. 
1\ 
It was equivalent to the private college of the local 
community. It had a library of its· own and about twenty 
s oholar s gathered in it .from nearby communi ties. The 
entire str-ucture was highly info!tmal where there was no 
sharp division of roles between teacher and student; nor 
was there any formal curriculum. The young scholars 
listened while the older ones talked. The discussion 
among the elder scholars was the major part of tb.e teach• 
ing program. The reading and writing of classics.was 
h th~ _ 1 1 b 1 The~ ~ eld ·in"sowon but on an n.forma as s.,.. Sowon was limited 
to men and it had no place for women. The sowon played 
an important role in the community like hyanggyo. First 
of all it provided a community cente!t fo!t local scholars. 
the 
Gonfucian festivals of~local sages on the birthdays of 
the patron sages were held by sowon and provided the majo!t 
.,. 
village activities of some religious nature. 
The sowon system provided a unique institution for 
the literati who were out of office. The retired officials, 
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scholars of opposition political factions or the minor 
philosophical schools, thus, had an institution where they 
could cultivate their knowledge and conduct, release their 
secular frustration and tensions, and influence younger 
scholars. 
Due to its leas formalized structure and the 
significance of its. functions many able scholars were 
attracted to it and the religious, educational, social 
and political functions o:f the community 1lm'B almost 
monopolized by the local sowons. Some sowon due to -=~;;;;, 
their prosperity and the significance o:f their :function/ 
were at times granted by the government tax free lands and 
12 
slaves not subject to government control. Many hyanggzos 
and even the Songgyun Kwan were af:fected by the rise of 
sowon and both the teachers and the scholars of higher 
quality drifted to sowon. The seriousness of its impact 
could be seen through the various ef:forts made by the 
government to curb its power. For example, King Inj o 
<1~~) required the newly established sowons to receive 
permission from.Yejo <ft:f}, the Board o:f Ceremonies in 
1654· Even King Yongjo who is considered one of the most 
l2Klng Myongjong 
Buddhist temple to 
of An ·yu ( .£:W. 
P• 24. ~ 
( 1:1~ ~ } in 1550 granted land and a 
the first established sowC>n in honor 
Yang K. P. and G. Henderson, .2E.• .ill• 
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l~beral kings of the Yi dynasty ordered the destruction 
of JOO sowons in 1741.13 
Since sowons were centered around the nsages3 or 
the political heads of different factions, these structures 
·, · .. · ,, · .. were most conducive to change and were utilized only 
for the political factional strife rather than for the 
national interest as a whole. 
Beside the independent religio-educational 
organizations there were government subsidiary training 
programs for the professionals, namely Chungin. This 
program had no prestige in society compared to other religio-
educational organizations. Since specialized subjects 
were taught, students had to be equipped with a certain 
amount o:r basic training: • It was a very limited program. 
Thus, the religio=educational organizations of 
the Yi dynasty were completely subordinated to Con:fucianism 
and especially to the philosophy of Songni E.!.!• The private 
schools which had more freedom fromSongni ~and govern-
ment control had little means to in:fluence the government 
policy. The national examination.was the means of 
ostracizing the non-con:formists o:f the major religio-political 
· 
13~t o:r 650 sowons during the reign of King Ch~ngjo (~~, 1777-1800) 270 became sponsored by the royal family. 
Ibid., P• 25. ·. 
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power. Discrimination against the usage of onmun (now 
referred to as hang~), a highly efficient Korean phonetic 
alphabet, exclusion of females from the formal organizations, 
discrimination based on ·c::·.~s: '- ;~: lineage, sex, and occupation 
especially at the higher educational institutions, etc. 
provided a particularistic rather than universalistic 
organization. There was no room for dynamic elements 
in the curricula, in the teaching method, in the 
administration, or in the teacher's value system. There 
were no forces for such changes in the educational system 
as would effect changes.in the society. The educational 
system only reinforced the existing traditions. 
There was no division between religious and 
educational functions in the system. The priesthood was 
highly secularized and their qualifications had no minimum 
standard. This meant that religion in Yi dynasty Korea 
could not be a checking power over the secular organizations. 
In the elementary schools, _s..;:.o_d_an __ gs where there was ma:x:imum ). 
freedom in interpreting Confucian doctrine and which had 
the 
tremendous impact on the socialization process ofAyounger 
generations, the teachers were often unable to interpret 
or even to understand the meaning(! of Confucian doctrine. 
The highly organized religio-educational organization was 
subordinated to the polity. which, in turn, was governed 
and controlled by a segment o:f the Yi society, namely 
the yanban o:f:fioials. Thus, the highly universalistic 
organization in its :formal struc ture could not, in reality, 
. -
be universalistic, nor dynamic. 
\ ------:--., ~:~,-~ 
r::: 
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8. Economic and Commercia1 organizations 
Natura1 resources were exploited very 1itt1e 
in Yi dynasty Korea. Wood, coa1, water, and wind were 
not deve1oped very much as sources of power for in-
dustria1 enterprises. The rich veins of anthracite 
coal, mainly along Taedong river in Pyongyang area were 
left untouched.1 On1y the land was relatively well 
used and yet it was estimated that nearly 60 percent 
of the total arable J.and was J.eft uncu1ti vated in 
1910.2 The only mining done in Yi dynasty Korea was 
of iron, gold, and silver. These metals were used for 
__ :: ~anu.facturing agrticulturaJ. tools, househoJ.d utensiJ.s, 
armor, and works of art. Beginning in 1896 gold was 
largely mined by the Westerners.3 Korea, being a 
mountainous country, had abundant .forests, but they were 
1The veins of the anthracite coal was about 32 miles in 
length and 7-1/2 miles in width. See Bank of Chosen, 
Economic History of Chosen (Seoul, 1920), P• 88. 
2 . Ibid., P• 79• OnJ.y 23 percent of the total land was 
arable. 
3other mineral resources were copper, iron, zinc, 
tungsten, graphite, etc. For the mining and related 
indus tries of the Yi d"YD.aM.y!Hs:¥Yi~Pul~tma~n Yi Cho Sahoe Kyongje Sa Yongu ( ~'"T _ ,~~} ~-
~ FJP The Study of Socio-Eco o c H tor:y o Yr'~asty Xorea~ (Seoul: Taesong cb:Ulpan sa, 1948), PP. !2'4-128. 
-~----~_\,_-- / - .. • .. ~;.: 
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l.e.ft une:x:ploited. 
Yi Korea, like Ching China and Tokugawa Japan, 
was primarily agricultuval and land was considered the 
prime source o:r wealth. The land under the ownership 
o:r the King was distributed according to the kwajon 
(~-g:}') system by the :first king o:r the Yi d-ynasty. 4 
Some o:r the private l.ands were kwajon (~W), lands 
.. 
distributed to the off'icials according to their ranks; 
kongsinjon ( j:7J§:_.1FJ ) , lands granted to meritorious 
retainers; and hakjon ( Jf:. W ) , lands granted to 
songgyunkwan, the Con:rucian academy. The publ~lands 
C:T ~ v ( tfJ) ( ~ 1£1 ) were kungjon ( -~ P'<l' ) and chokchun sed by the 
royal :family; tunjon ( DW ) , lands :ror military expenses; 
and chinjon ( ~$ ) , wonjon ( f~Ifl ) used by public 
transportation system. Artisans, merchants and other 
lower class people were not allowed to possess land. 
Kwajon and kongsinjon were handed down to their o.f:rspring 
and although in theory there was national ownership o:r land, 
in practice the land was privately owned by the privileged 
classes. Although lands were owned on possessed by the 
yangban class, they were mostly cultivated by the tenant 
:farmers or the slaves. 
4rn 1467, kwajon system was replaced by chikchon (~~) 
system which granted the lands to only those who were in 
o:ff'ice. 
The main source of the national treasury was, 
as in Ching China, obtained through tax collection. 
The taxes were paid according to the amount of production 
and such a land tax was known as E! (·!~·~~'). Reassessment 
of the production quota for each piece of land was re-
quired by law every twenty years. However~ the re-
assessment was not made after the first survey at the 
beginning of the Yi dynasty and the tenant rarmers who 
had no political in:t'luence bore the greater burdens in 
land taxation. 
The taxes were imposed not only by the state, but 
also by the Imperial Household,5 which dispatched its own 
commissioners for the purpose of collecting these taxes. 
The local magistrates also collected taxes. There was 
no unit'orm system of supervision over dift'erent levies 
and dishonest tax collections and tax evasions were common 
phenomena. A large portion of the taxes was often embezzled 
by the tax collectors before they reached the national 
t!'easury. Besides, there was a large number of yangban 
5The financial depa!'tment of the Impe!'ial Household 
whi·ch was inde.R2nden~ of that of the state was called 
1cyongni-~ ( ~~f'?CJ). It collected the mining tax, 
co~ie!'-Se!'vioe tax, and the house tax. The income from 
the sale of public offices was anothe!' souro~of income. 
Ktongn1-won had the monopoly of Ginseng (~~ ). It 
a so received large approp!'iations f!'om the Frnancial 
Depa:t"tment. It also cont!'olled the mint. 
·~,...,--~ 
~----
' 
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class members who were exempted from tax payment. 
The farmers were also required to deliver the 
~ tributes called kong ( ~ ) to the local and central 
government and to the royal family. The tributes were 
special local produc-ts such as handcrafts, livestock, 
marine products, etc. They were mostly produced by 
the farmers during the non-farming seasons.6 Af'ter the 
Imjin and Byongja wars of 1592 and 1632, the government 
was unable to pay the officials and the local magistrates. 
So, they in turn increased the burdens of the farmers 
by increasing the amount and the number of the taxes. 
Thus, the farmers were relatively poor and were often 
in need of borrowing even before the next harvest came. 
The hwangok (~~ )_ system, the grain exchange system, 
was to meet this need. All the transactions including tax 
payments were in rice or other goods so that the farmers 
were integrated into the money economy least of all. The 
6The tributes were usually silks, papers, bras aware, 
straw-works, minerals, leather goods, fruits, wooden products, 
medicine, salt, honey, oil, cotton, linenb e~. See Chofftn 
Sok-tam, Yi Cho Nongmin Kyongje Sa ( ~~If 1f:lr_Ek.; ~~ S jt__ , Tlie~icultura1 Economic Hi~orl,2_- .Y.i ~st J 
in Yi Cho """Sil:i:oe Kyongje Sa ( ::4;:: ~ , 
The soCial-Economic History J'lfJ~a'lty} J ed~ y Chosun 
Kwahak Cha Tongment (Seoul: Nonong Sa, l94b), P• 55. 
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taxes were levied iD money only under the rule of kojong ( ·~ * ) ,1864-1907.7 
The manifestation of rationality in the economy 
is measured by the extent to which the monetary system is 
. 8 developed in a society. Although silver coins first 
began to be used in Korea in 1101 A.D., it was not until 
1678 A.D. that money became the predominant medium. of 
exchange over rice or cloth. In 1678, under the rule of 
King Sukjong ( ~ ~ ) , th~ coins were .first used by the 
government, and the monetary system thrived .for about two 
hundred years. 
The representative commercial organizations o.f the 
Yi dynasty were: (1) chang, local community .fairs where 
producers and consumers met; (2) popusang ~ ~ ~), 
traveling salesmen guilds which contributed ~eati_ to 
the circulation o.f commodities; (3) Yuk ui cht"~n~ ~an 
' --- -
..<, ~ 
chon (~~), government commercial agents; (4) kaekchu 
( .$:- ']:: ) and yokak <~1l{ ) , organizations which combined 
the business o.f wholesale, consignment, warehouse, .forwarding, 
7yi Puk~an, ££• cit., P• 170. See also Chosen-shi 
gakkai, "saikinsei Sirl" (11Modern ·Historyll) in Chosen Shi 
Taikei (The OUtline o.f Korean History) (Keijo: 19 ),-p; 130. 
8According to Talcott Parsons, the exchange through the 
use o.f money is a paramount condition o.f the high integration 
o.f economy as a system and its clear di.f.ferentiation £rom 
other sub-systems o.f the society. 
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lodging, banking (J.oan, saving, issuing notes, monetary 
exchange, etc.); (5) kakan (~ ~dj ), brokers of local., 
national,and international. J.eveJ.; (6) and kongin c·J.!~ ), 
tribute deaJ.ers. 
The local. community fairs which were caJ.led chang 
were heJ.d every five days in the principal towns. Since 
the fairs were held in rotation in neighboring to~s, the 
fair was held every day at some town in a ~gt:vtanL·; J.ocality 
in Yi dynasty Korea. Each fair was characterized by its 
special J.ocal products and seasonal products. Many 
consumer goods and some a~icultural tooJ.s could be found 
in the fair. Some of their staple commodities were food 
products, yard goods, cattle, etc. .A~icultural pro-
ducers, hand-craftsmen, speculators, merchants, money 
lenders all gathered together· at the fair and performed 
':..- multiple economic .functions. For example, a producer 
could be a distributor, and a consumer could be a broker 
at the fair. There were 1064 towns in Korea where the 
fairs were held regularly during King Younjo 's reign ( * ~ 1725-1776) when Yi Korea was ~fu its Revival 
Period. Even during the periods of de olin~~ (1801-1910), 
there was little change in the number of fai::&-towna .9 Some 
· 9under the rule of King ia~o ( ~lt:J ~ , 1801-J.834) there 
we:tte 1061 towns which prov e the regular fair places in 
Korea. See Yi Puk-man, ~· .£!!•, P• 159• 
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£airs were known for their special commodities and served 
as the nationwide market for them. The medicine fair or 
Taegu, for instance, was held twice annually in spring and 
autumn and drew people from all over the country. Thus, 
the fair system provided both local and national levels 
of business activities. 
Pobusang ( f~}t~), traveling salesmen and porter~ 
were the organizations bridging one fair with another in 
the same localities. Pobusang means posang and pusang. 
The posang ('t~~ 1fJ ) which literally means ~undle merchant,tt 
carried a bundle containing goods, notions, cosmetic~ and 
personal things like pipes, pouches and jewelry. The 
pusang ( ~ i'iJ ) which literally means %ackload merchant, It 
carlr!ed on their backs some household utensils like pots, 
jars, brassware, dried fish, seaweed, oil, papers, and shoes, 
etc. Women were more likely to be posgns, while men engaged 
in pusang. Pobusangs were engaged in both inter- and intra-
town commerce by carrying rural products to cities and the 
luxury articles from the metropolises to the rural areas. 
Pobusangs formed guilds throughout the country and best 
developed a contractual relationship among themselves, 
which was not based on kinship ties. Pobusang was an 
example of secondary group development in Yi dynasty Korea. 
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~ ui chon ( -;),~JI:. ) were ~stablished in the 
capital by the government to collect and handle the 
tributes from the people.10 The stores handled six 
di.f.ferent kinds o.f goods which came .from people as tributes 
and taxes. Each store handled one kind o.f goods exclusively. 
The six goods were thread, cotton, silk, linen, dried 
.fish, and paper. The tributes were made by the people to 
the royal palace, and six boards o.f the government. Some 
o.f these stores handled mainly yard goods which had been 
paid by the people as taxes. These stores arranged the 
national tributes to Ching China, the suzerain~and re-
C'eived the government aid and protection. Nan chon 
( ~U~ ) had a monopoly o.f selling certain goods designated 
by the six boards and received government protection whenever 
another party interfered with its business. These stores 
were considered the best ones by the missi~aries who 
11 
visited Korea in the Yi dynasty. The .foreign materials 
or exclusive commodities were handled by these government 
10 In 1392, Xing Taejo ~stablished the stores in the 
capital. In 1399 more stores were built to assist six 
boards of: the government. In 1392 pyongshi so (~~~), 
an of.fice to supervise the .r~· s SJStem~was aiso e~~lished. 
Chungbo munhon ~, siyoko ~~· ~Jb~=~*-- ) {Revised Encyclopedia, Seoul, 907) .~'- ':J· - 'f"'Vl!! 5 
llsee r. B. Bishop, Korea and Her Neighbors (London, 1905) 
vol. 1, P• 37, and Hulbert, The ?aising of Korea, P• 292. 
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stores.. There were some private stores in cities like 
Seoul, Kaesong ( J\~ Pi&: ) , but almost none in the rural 
areas. 
Kaekchu <..%-~) and y'tgak ( ~ ~ ) were other 
integrative commercial institutions. They were usually 
located in the large cities. The main business of kaekchu, 
the wholesaler, was supplemented by the business of con-
signment, storing, forwarding, lodging, banking, etc. In 
the process of wholesale_, kaekchu and yogak, under their 
ow.n responsibility and rights, were engaged in consignment. 
Any economic gain or loss in the transaction was entirely 
their own responsibility. Kaekchu with some capital 
operated as bankers, lending money, issuing bills and notes, 
etc. to the oonsigners called kogaek. The consignments 
were usually stored and the buyers were sought by kaekchu. 
the 
With the good credit reputation of kaekchu, they could 
J'l 
issue promissory notes which were as good as money. 
Kaekchu and yogak also were engaged in international 
business transactions at the seaports with foreigners.12 
12shikata Hiroshi ( ~ '10 ~), ••chosen ni okeru Kindai 
Shihon Shugi no Seiritsu Kate1 11 ("The processor establish-
ment of the modern capitalism in Korea1') in Chosen Shakai 
Keizai Shi ~ (The Study of Korean Socio-Economic History) 
edited ~K~ei~ TaigakU {Keijo: 1933), P• 151, and 
Choe Ho-jin, Kindai Chosen Keizai Shi (A Studt of Modern 
Korean Economic History) (Tokjo: Keio Snobo, 942), PP• 
26-27· 
The guild o£ kaekchus, kaekchuhoe was established and 
they handled both national and international business 
transactions. Thus, kaekchu and yogak were the commercial 
capitalists in the Yi dynasty. 
Kogan ( ,.,% ~ ) , the broker,. was the instit.ution 
indispensable to Korean commerce in the Yi dynasty where 
there were more often temporary commercial institutions 
than permanent ones. There were various kinds or brokers 
dealing with movable property and realty. 13 There were 
brokers who acted as middle men between producers and 
kaekchu, wholesalers) and ~ ui chon, government sponsored 
retailers and consumers. There were brokers with or 
without capital. Some brokers lived with wholesalers 
and were their business partners as well as brokers. 
Thus, more than one occupational role was often played 
by the same individual. It was essential to locate a 
trustworthy and reputable broker for a kaekchu, wholesaler~ 
in order £or him to be successful in business. Kogan 
received kunlun ( P -3c_ ) , the brokerage :fee from the 
clients in the form of money in Yi dynasty Korea. 
Kongin ( j: A_ ) , tribute dealers stimulated circu~ 
~ 
lation of commodities and capital formation. Since the 
vast numbers o£ atributary goods 3 were collected from 
13among the brokers those dealing withrice and real 
estates were most numerous and had elaborate division of 
labor among themselves, bearing different names. See 
Choe Ro-jin, 2£• ~., PP• 39-40. 
di~~erent occupational groups o~ all levels (~armers, 
artisans, ~ishermen, etc.), it was dif~icult ~or the 
government to collect tributes properly. This gave rise 
to kongins, tribute dealers. Kongins invested th~ir own 
money to purchase the goods which were designated as 
tributes from the people. They then received the 
tributary products ~rom the people and sold them at rairs. 
Thus, the latent function o~ the tribute system was the 
increase of commercial capital. Most of the kongins 
were merchants who dealt with officials and yangbans, 
and could be separated :from other classe.s o~ dealers. 
Since kongins did not have commercial houses o~ the~ 
own and were not interested in reinvestment of their 
capital, they did not concern themselves with ~uture 
business interests or the establishment o~ business 
ethics o~ a relatively permanent nature. Kongins went 
out o~ existence, when the system o~ tribute was combined 
with the regular tax system in 1609. 
Since most o~ the commercial goods of Yi dynasty 
were agricultural products, many farmers carried on ~~ 
considerable amount o~ commercial activities. There was 
very little development o~ commercial houses which were 
bound timewise and spacewise. The apprenticeships in 
these commercial houses were mainly developed in Kaesong 
..... 
( ~-1/~), the commercial city of the Yi dynasty~ and 
very little in any other localities.14 Most of the 
commercial organizations were engaged in speculative 
functions of the commodities or money with relatively 
little capital. The chief capital holders, ~ ui chon~ 
were closely controlled by the government and organized 
toward the promotion and concentration o:f capital in 
the hands o:f o:fficials. Thus, no private capital 
accumulation on a large sca.le was .possible in Yi dynasty 
Korea. This hindered greatly the rise of the mer.chant 
class or entrepreneurs. 
14There were chain ( ~ ) , the c'f' clerks who were 
equivalent to banto in Japan; s'5sa ( · "ifi), clerks who 
were equivalent to tedai in Japan; an Jlhwan ( ), 
the lowest apprentices in the commercial house,· who were 
equivalent to detchi in Japan. All o:f them had to be loyal 
to their masters. The particularistic elements such as 
kinship tie with the head of the commercial house was the 
prime condition of their employment. However, the 
universalistic element such as honesty was quite emphasized 
and practiced in business transactions in the Yi dynasty. 
See Choe, Ho-jin, ~· cit., pp.- ??-83; Chosen Jin no Shogyo 
(Keijo: Chosen Sotokn-fu, 1924), PP• 14, 99. -----
CHAPTER III 
KOREAN RELIGION IN ~ ..... : YI DYNASTY 
a. A GENERAL VIEW 
Koreans have o~ten been misunderstood as being 
a people without religion. When they say that Yi dynasty 
Koreans believed in Shamanism, Buddhism, and Con~ucianism, 
etc. with the ~urther explanation that Co~ucianism was 
the predominant religion ~or the upper class and the 
was 
male population, whereas Buddbism.~or the lower classes 
and women, one might even wonder whether the upper clasa 
male had any religion. on the other hand, because 
Shamanism depends largely on magic, one can doubt the 
ability o~ the lower class men and the women, most o~ 
whom believed in it, to rationalize their means to attain 
the ends. As the title o~ this section indicates, 
Korean religion can be treated as an organic whole. The 
~ollowing two quotations, one ~rom a prominent Korean 
scholar and the other ~rom a ~oreign missionary, may 
clari~y the assumption o~ this section. 
11 In every Korean mind there is a jumble o~ the 
whole; that there is no antagonism between 
di~~erent cults, however they may logically 
re~ute each other, but they all have been 
shaken down together through the centuries 
until they ~orm a sort o~ religious composite, 
or each man selects his favorite ingredients 
without ever ignoring the rest. Nor need any 
man hold exclusivelft1 to one phase o~ this compos! te religion. t · 
uane may sa~ely say that the average Korean is 
a Con~ucianist when in society, he takes his 
religious-ceremonies rrom ancestor worship; 
and a Buddhist when he prays; and a spirit-
worshipper when he is in trouble. 11 . 
The above statement alone indicates how rational Koreans 
were in adopting and utilizing the non-rational agent, 
namely religion. It seems that Confucianism was the main 
sn'P':rdw of the ultimate values or the Yi dynasty Korean 
society which was maintained and revitalized by the 
various and detailed forms of religious action~, nameJ.y 
ancestral worship and ri tuaJ.s governing almost aJ.J. aspects 
of daily lire according to the Confucian codes o~ 
etiquette. Buddhism in Korea suppJ.ied the concept of 
salvation and the means to attain more general and basic 
salvation. The means of confronting ultimate frustrations 
such as death~ was best developed by Buddhism with ~"t;..,s; 
conception of reincarnation. Buddhism also had the most 
highly developed religious organizations which incJ.uded 
priests, both male and female; they had rituals, symbols, 
and prayers; and they had communities of worshippers, that 
is, the Buddhist's temples where numerous Buddhas of 
lLark-June Ge P·aik, The History of Protestant Mission 
in Korea, 1832-1910 (Pyeng Yang; Korea: Union Christian 
College Press, 1929), P• 3· 
different hierarchical order were worshipped. Shamanism, 
spiri~ worship, was used somewhat to supplement Buddhism, 
especially in meeting human frustrations. Shamanism 
developed mechanisms to con1Dont the wider ranges and 
the lower levels of frustrations of daily life than e~~her 
Buddhism and Confucianism. 
Needless to say, the three major religious sub-
systems of Korea, that is Confucianism, Buddhism, and 
Shamanism exerted tremendous influence ~ .. Onh. one another. 
Within the general characteristics of the Korean religious 
system, different classes and different sexes had different 
value hierarchies in adopting and utilizing the various 
elements of each religion in their daily life. 
It is said that, throughout Korean history, 
Korea played the role of bridging Chinese and Japanese 
cultur~ mainly by bringing culture from China to Japan. 
However, in the field of religion, especially ~~-~o 
Confucian metaphysics, the Japanese themselves recognized 
the original contributions of Korean scholars.2 
2xyongmo~ Yogyo1 ( ~ Essentia1s of Dispe11ing 
Ignorance)y Yi I (pen ame Yulgok) was cited as the 
examples of Korean influence in Japanese value system as 
w~l as~s religious development. ~e~ak!-~, Seiji 
( 12 1f/~ '::::::::-) and Fujiwara Ichiki ( 1 -~ Nihon no KfWtku e shin to Ri Tai Kai, Fu:r,Ri u dim no Gekimo -Yo~etsu to KJA.\ a~~I:!~"RA-~~~ Sp rit or-Japanese.EdU:0~§.briO'afy~~~~wftliYi -J[Jig~ts 
Kyongmon~ Yogyol and Current Events) Keijo: Chosen Jijo 
Kyokai S uppan-bu, 1934• 
It is this writerts opinion that the Korean 
religion o:f -~·:~:c: Yi dynasty can be studied as an entity 
despite the :fact that there are three major sub-systems 
as has been mentioned. Thus the three religions o:f 
Korea complement each other and different elements o:f 
each make up the structure o:f what can be de:fined as 
nThe Korean Religion.ur With this in mind, the :follow-
ing brie:f explanations are added on the three major 
sub-systems: Shamanism, Buddhism, and Con:fucianism. 3 
3There were other sects Tangun kyo, Toism, Tonghak 
or Ch'ondo kyo. Brie:f comments on-these sects will be 
added only in relations with the major religious sub-
systems. 
B. RELIGION AND THE ECONOMY 
1. Shamanism4 
There is a kind of hierarchy in the concept of 
the divine in Korean Shamanism, the oldest of all the 
religions of Korea. The Supreme Deity at the top of the 
hierarchy of numerous spirits was called ttHananim.~ The 
indigenous word, Hananim, ltHonourable Heaven, 0 is a 
compound !'JOrd meaning "heaven" {sky), or 1'Honorab1e One" 
or ''master,'' "the greatest, 11 and is t~~e Korean counter-
part o:f the Chinese word Sangti (..)::,.), "L<li'd o:f Heaven." 
The attributes and power ascribed to this being were in 
such consonance with those of Jehovah that Brotestant 
mission~ies almost universally accepted the term for 
use in teaching Christianity • 
. 4The following information is derived largely from: 
Charles Allen, Clark, Religions of ~ld Korea (New York: 
Revell Go., 15.2), P~· 173-219 and 275~m; Mura~a 
Ghijun <t{J..>. Jl J Chosen B£ Fuken ~ d) ~~7t.J 
(Shamans o:f Ko ea~(Keij~: ChOse~to~-~~ 1932); 
Mu.rayama Ghijun, Chosen ~ Fusui ·~~~~Korean Geomancy) 
(Keij5: Chos~ So~ku-fu. , 1931.); ~gyama Chijun, Chosen 
!!2_ Kishin ~ ~ai ") d7 (Korean Spirits) (Keijo: Chosen Sot~.. -fu,...,.'i'J ~9) · u.r1lyama Ghijun, Chosen Ruiji Shukyo 
, ...{'.).'.)._ b . (Pseudo-religions of Korea) (Keijo: Jl~ n'toku'if~35); A.kiba TS.kashi, Chosen Fuzoku to 
Genchi Kenkyii (The Field Study of Korean Shamanism !ij ~ 
a;.*C']l:'J(l~~) (T5kytr: Yotoku sfia, 19SO). , ... , 
Hananim is said to be controlling the entire 
universe and the lesser ttb_eavens" who in turn control 
the various spirits, demons,and the. 8 Tokkebi, 11 goblins. 
It is very interesting to observe that the said 
characteristic of Hananim is very much like that of the 
king or the head of the government. The Okchu Kyong, the 
Bible of Shamanism5 said: 
tt ••• The Nine Departments of Heaven are under my 
control, and under me is the Messenger Noimoon 
of the Nine Heavens, he who writes the law, and 
Yumpang, the Angel, who assists him. There are 
four districts - Yangingsa, Chukteisa, Yoowangsa 
and Poongsa. In each, there is a minister who 
has control. All of the spirits praise my 
government • 11 
The Supreme Deity is addressed by the Shamans 
as nThe Nine Heaven Original Controlling, Thunder Shaking 
Cht oncht on. 
One can observe the conception of .nature which 
was almost identical with the Supreme Deity in Shamanism. 
The terms which appeared in the prayer of the Okchu Kyong, 
were terms such as heavens, territories, mountains, thunder, 
etc., and all the spirits worshipped in Shamanism were 
nature spirits. 
5For the translation of Okchu K:yong, the Bible of Shaman-
ism, see Charles Allen Clark, ~· cit., Appendix II, PP• 
276-286. 
However, Koreans~. have never attempted to make 
~:ay physical representation o:f Hananim; nor ever really 
worshipped Him except in the Rain Ceremonies.6 Koreans 
say that Hananim sends the harvest, yet in the :fall they 
o:f:fer their sacri:fices not to Him but to the spirits o:f 
the hills, or to the house spirits~ or to the ancestral 
tablets. Hananim seems to be everything to them, and 
then again he is nothing, judging :from the way in which 
they disregarded Him when all goes well. The Supreme 
Deity is characterized as benevolent, yet there weRe no 
religious acts·".;·~·:.:.· to r etu:rn ~-;~'.d human gratitude or resp1ect 
:for his benevolence. Hananim, the Supreme God over all~is 
so :far above the human being that any relationship with 
Him was almost unthought o:f. 
The greatness o:f the Supreme Deity and the reasons 
:for not being able to understand Him and His doctrine by 
men is best explained in the Bible o:f Shamanism, the 
Okchu Kyong.7 
bwhen there was drought the rain bringing ceremonies were 
per:formed. These were Con:fucian ceremonies but the ceremonies 
were addressed to Hanan~. 
7Ibid., P• 286. 
There is an implicit yet de:finite concept o:f reincarnation 
as in Buddhism (re:flected by n ••• You do not really persist, 
but the truth that was in you persists). The passage, 3 To 
refrain :from all hearing and seeing, that is the true doctrine," 
reminds one so much o:f Taoist means to attain peace, that 
is the salvation :for Taoist. 
n ••• All o:f you heavens and men wish to heal:' the 
infinite docti-ine. It is very deep and cannot 
be gotten anywhei-e else. Since you desire its 
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the desire itself, even before you hear my words, 
bi-ings a realization o:f it. To refrain :from all 
hearing and seeing, that is the true doctrine. 
Hearing and seeing Will pass away, but you remain. 
You do not really persist, but the truth that was 
in you p~sists. What other doctrine is there 
than that? ••• ~t· 
Thus, the concept o:f the relationship between 
men and the Divine was relatively underdeveloped and it 
was only explained as a unilateral relationship o:f the 
Divine with men or o:r the Divine with nature. 
Among the more important spirits., those who came 
below Hanamism in the hierarch~ were the :five who rule 
the sky. They were the Q Pang Chang Kun, or Five-Point 
Generals. Each o:r them had a separate domain, the east, 
the south, the west, the north, and the middle sky. These 
spirits were o:rten considered as guardian spirits o:f 
various villages; and rudely carved posts which symbolized 
these spirits were installed at the village entrances 
- 8 
to protect them against any evil spirits. Acting as 
lieutenants to the :rive great spirits were eighty thousand 
other spirits, who were called upon by Shamans f'or assistance 
in driving of:f evil spirits. Among the most popularly 
8sometimes twin posts were set up side by side, one was 
labeled as tttGeneral o:f the Upper Heavens" and the other 
1
'Female General o:r Hell." The interesting parallel between 
:female and male status in the social structure and that o:r 
spirits can be seen here. 
worshipped spirits in Korea were spirits o~ the soi~. 
The ~our general types o~ soi~ spirits were the spirits 
o~ mountain, mountain pass (cal~ed sonwang dang) 1 ~ield, 
and o~ particular localities. The spirit o~ the ~ield 
was considered as agricultural spirit, because there was 
none which was equivalent to the Japanese Inari gami, 
the god o~ harvests, in Yi dynasty Korea. The water 
spirits were dragons, spirits o~ drowned peop~e, guardian 
spirits of boats, and were ~requently mentioned in Korean 
f'o~k lores. 9 The others were spirits o~ the house such 
as the sungju, (holy lord), the main spirit o~ the house 
and the kitchen spirits. 
All the above mentioned spirits were very al·of3ely 
related to the economic li~e o~ the Yi dynasty, that is, 
to its major economic activities, agriculture, ~isheries, 
and to the household which was the economic p~ant where 
the producer and consum~ carried on their work. There 
were more malignant or evil spirits than benevo~ent ones 
in the ~ower strata of the spirit hierarchy. It was 
these lower spirits who were more accessible to the shamans, 
than the higher deities. 
9The theme of Simch•ong ion, one o~ the most popular ~olk­
~ores (originally written y Kim Man-jung, 1617-1682) in Yi 
dynasty Korea,was the king o~ the water spirit rewarding a 
~ilial girl of a blind man ~or her sacrifice at the ~ishing 
vi~~age. See Cho Yun-je, Kodae Mlln~am (The Literature o~ 
the O~den Days) {Seoul: Tongguk MUn~wa sa, 1952), PP• 32-50. 
l~ 
j 
The lack of' development in the concept Hananim; 
no clear concept of' man's relationship to him, especially 
no reciprocal relationship developed between the Supreme 
Deity and men; no systematic worship of' Him, but only the 
worshipping of' lower dif'f'use and malignant spirits; the 
lack of' the positive or benevolent characteristics of' 
the spirits which were more regularly dealt with; the· 
lack of' the concept of' sin or ascetic discipline imposed 
by the will of' Hananim in the course of' perf'orming secular 
duties as well as 1Teligious~ duties - all these were 
f'ertile groundsf'or traditionalism, f'or conservatism, and 
above all f'or non-rational action. 
The essential belief' of' Shamanism is that the 
problem of' lif'e is to be adjusted by having a proper 
relationship with the world of' spirits. Each person can 
do this to a limited degree by himself', but in the case 
of' special dif'f'iculties one goes to a shaman, who has 
through religious experience attained an unusual intimacy 
with one or more spirits, and is thus in a position to 
explain and sometimes inf'luence the course of' eventsG 
Thus, Shamanism, unlike the Protestant ethic, does not 
possess any positive f'actor f'or stimulating perf'ormance 
of' an individual. 
There were two types of institutionalized priest-
hoods. One, the family Shamans, and the other the pro-
fessional Shamans in Yi dynasty Korea. Among the pro-
fessional Shamans, there were three unquestioned classes 
of Shamans: the mudangs, (sorceresses), the paksus 
(sorcerers), and the p 1 ansus (blind male exorcists). 
Besides, there were the non-professional village shamans, 
and the chigwan, geomancers and the ilgwan, or selectors 
of favorable days. The ShamaniStic rituals were called 
~· ptansu and yubok (female exorcist) co~d not hold 
~' unlike the mudang and paksu. This is an interesting 
division of labor among the priestly groups; theformer 
predicts the future, the latter solves the present problems. 
While in the minds of a great many the work of the p•ansu 
and mudang very largely overlapped, and at times in actual 
practice the one was called on to do the work of the other, 
theoretically they held two distinct fields. 
The mudang, sorceress was always a woman, usually 
uneducated, and was considered the lowest class in the 
social stratification. She was a social outcast, though 
genapally married, and her moral character was considered 
doubtful. She was considered to be a sort of spiritual 
medium, and to be able to influence the spirits as she 
wished through her good relations with them. The mudang 
used no book in their seances. Their possession by the 
spirits and their methods of controlling the spirits 
were not in any way standar-dized. They were handed from 
generation to generation. The ceremony performed by the 
mudang, and without which her services were of no avail, 
was kut. The paksu, the male sorcerer had a function 
identical with that of the mudang, but he was less 
popular .. 
The pansu, exorcist was more conversant with the 
tricks of spirits and better able to overcome their evil 
propensities.. It was presumed that ptansu had some contact 
with Confucianism. All the 2'ansu were blind, or pre-
tended to be so that people could believe in their ttinner 11 
vision. While the mudang was a kind of medium and 
influenced the spirits through her friendship with them, 
the p r ansu was rather the enemy of them. The p t ansu drove 
them out rather than trying to deal with them. His 
technique was somewhat baaed on certain printed books 
of incarnat1on.10 
The ohigwan, geomancer, unlike mudang and p•ansu, 
had a standardized book on which to base their skill. 
It is said: "'In 1022 A.D., Han Cho brought from China the 
10see H. Underwood, Religion of Eastern ~~ pp.12j-24. 
11 literature of geomancy, the book called Chiga ~·· 
Any man who mastered Cbiga ~ could become a chigwan. 
They dealt more with noxious influences, rather than 
with spiritual personalities such as the mudang and 
pransu dealt in. 
15$ 
Chigwan selected propitious sites for residences 
and other buildings, but they particularly selected sites 
for graves. All sites were supposed to have their guardian 
spirits, the earth spirits, the spirits of the mountain, 
etc., and the chigwan needed to cultivate them in order 
to be successful in his business. Some of the chigwans 
acquired national reputations and were called upon to 
locate royal graves and buildings. 
The ilkwan, the chooser of lucky days, was also 
a successful profession in Yi dynasty Korea, for many 
important things depended upon the matter of days and of 
hours. The dates for marriages, funerals, market days, 
agricultural activities, and many others were set by 
ilkwan. 
In Yi dynasty Korea, the Shamans, unlike other 
religious leaders, were social outcasts, and they were 
llRoyal Asiatic Society Records, 1900, P• 10. 
12 
not even allowed to live within the city walls. However, 
their services were in constant demand, and the Shaman 
priesthood was rather a profitable one. The term, 3 A 
fellow like the husband o:f mudang tt was used when re:ferring 
to a playboy who was totally dependent upon someone else~ 
This might be an explanation o:f mudangrs economic status. 
The priesthood in Shamanism was both hereditary 
and somewhat predisposed. Quite o:ften when the mudang 
had no children o:f her own, she could buy or adopt 
little orphan girls, taking them as servants and gradually 
training them in the vocation. They said in such a case 
that a special demon, the :falcon spirit came into them. 
-Thus, mudangs claimed that they were called to the pro-
fession o:f Shamanism by a spirit. 
The case o:f the ptansu was somewhat di:f:ferent from 
that o:f mudang. There was no concept o:f Calling :far them. 
Once blind men decided to enter the pro:fession, they had 
to excel in their skills to drive the spirits out and 
predict the :future, by mastering the books o:f the cult as 
12Tbis is the exception to Thorstein Veblen's statement 
that ltThe chie:f among tb.e honourable employments in any 
:feudal community is war:fareg and priestly service is 
commonly second to war:fare.' T. ·Veblen, The Theory o:f 
the Leisure Class (N.Y.: Macmillan and co:;-1899), p:-285. 
Although Yi dynasty Korea was not a feudal society there 
was some similar aspects between the :function o:f the Yangban 
and the :function o:f the :feudal lord. 
well as securing the "power. n It was said that a blind 
man who became p 1 ansu had to go into a mountain cave for 
a hundred days at a time to seek for power. Whether 
there was any mental and physical agony involved in 
securing the psychic power by either mudang or p'ansu 
was unknown. The cbigwan and ilgwan, as has been mentioned, 
were semi-religious and semi-economic professions largely 
based on their skills rather than the inner-vision or the 
Calling. 
In Yi dynasty Korea, it was the farmer who bore 
the brunt of national taxation, perhaps on the theory that 
nature did more than half of the work for him. The 
gov~nment successfully reckoned upon the passionate love 
of the Koreans for the soil. The people realized that 
the soil was the source of wealth, but they also believed 
that Hananim sends the harvest, that He sends the rain, 
and they could live by His grace. 
It was a common practice for the farmer at the 
time of their purchase of new rice paddies to consult with 
chigwan (geomancer) to select the ttfertilett lands where 
the land was free of evil spirits. The day of the ceremony 
was selected by the ilgwan, the chooser of lucky days and 
preparations were made for the feast. These practices 
caught the. favor of the spirit of the soil by sacrifice. 
When there were repeated crop failures, a Shaman was 
called to work out the cause and set up a do~en to 
intercept the malign influences that were playing upon 
them.13 When there was a continued spell of dry weather, 
the rain bringing ceremonies, a Confucian ceremony, called 
~ che #li~, were held. Sometimes a kut, Shamanistic 
rite, was held beside his shrine, the shrine for the rain 
ceremonies, and the blood of a cow or a pig or a dog was 
poured over the stones. They believed that then the 
spirit, to cleanse the rocks from defilement, would send 
the purifying rains. They also believed that the crop 
in the lowlands beneath the mountain depended largely 
upon the favor of the spirit of the mountain, sanshin 
rather than that of other spirits. 
The Thanksgiving ceremonies to the ancestors were 
held on the fifteenth day of the eighth month of the lunar 
calendar. This ceremony was a sacrifice to the moon also. 
Fishermen arranged periodically for ~ to lay 
the spirits of people drowned. Mudangs came and offered 
blood sacrifices by the side of the water to calm them. 
When a boat on the river or the sea started on a journey, 
13Even to this date, when a mid-morning ~ noon lunch 
is carried to the farmers in the fields, before eating 
they flip a spoonful of food out to the ground, saying, 
zrKo si nay, come and par~ake of this 1 n (Ko si nay was 
the Korean equivalent of Demetes.) - - -
.,. .. ' 
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they usually engaged in a big hurrah with drum beatings 
to attract all of the nearby spirits, then they dropped 
food and incense on a bundle of straw floating in the 
water, set fire to it and sailed away while 1•the spirits 
were busy at the feast and could not follow." on the 
river boats, while they were still beached, the fisherman 
made some noise and then sprinkled water on the ground 
around the bow and the stern of the boat, in order t~ cut 
off any clinging spirits. Sometimes, girls were sacrificed 
to calm down the spirits of water. 
Whenever a road went over a mountain pass, there was 
a little shrine by the roadside. Usually this shrine had 
an old gnarled, twisted tree beside it as well as a pile 
of pebbles, and usually there were some wooden pillars, 
(0 ~ changgun). Woodcutters or gatherers would not 
dare pass by these shrines without hanging some of their 
possessions on it, even a piece of paper. This woodcutter 
or gatherer believed that by so doing the spirit of the 
mountain pass would guide him throughout the day of work 
in the mountain. 
The above summary of Shamanistic doctrine, 
organization, and rituals indicates that Shamanism assumed 
both positive and negative natures for the deities, that 
is, that these were both benevolent and malignant spirits. 
It also had the conception of a hierarchy of deities, and 
the Hananim, the Supreme Ultimate which was at the top 
of its hierarchy. Hananim was characterized as predominant-
ly benevolent. At least His negative nature was not 
mentioned or implied anywhere. He was considered as the 
Creator and the governor of the universe. However, the 
concept of the Supreme Deity was left undeveloped. only 
the concepts of lesser deities were somewhat developed 
in Shamanism. 
As the various rituals mentioned above indicate, 
most of the ~s were concerned with fertility or pro-
ductivity, Whether it was of land, mountain, sea, time or 
day, etc. To achieve net production, consumption rather 
than production was controlled and frustration situations 
were met by eliminating evil forces rather than by promoting 
benevolent forces. There was an interesting parallel 
between the consumption oriented economy rather than the 
production oriented one in the Yi dynasty Korea which 
was rather negative than the positive approach, and the 
mode of dealing with the deities which was also negative. 
Moreover, this negative mode of religious operation 
was carried out largely by the aid of mudang whose skills 
were based on unsystematic and unsound assumptions of casual 
sequences, namely magic~ 
1~ 
In sho~t, the diffuse and complex concept of 
deities in Shamanism and the lack of development of the 
~eoiprocal relationship between the deities and men, 
and the unstandardized and undeveloped method of the 
mudang in promoting and performing religious action for 
the people, were fertile ground for traditionalism and 
non-rational actions. 
2. Buddhism13 
In Korean Buddhism, as in Shamanism, one could 
observe the hierarchy or the Buddhas. However, th~e 
was no recognition or the Supreme Deity in Buddhism, 
which is equivalent to Hananim or Shamanism. The Buddha 
repudiated the idea that there was an eternal deity. 
However, when he died, he was deiried and worshipped. 
It was his nature, that is, Buddha-nature, which became 
the basic conception or the divine in Buddhism.14 
Although the dirrerent temples worshipped dirrerent 
combinations or Buddhas and various numbers of them, 
three Buddhas were at the top of the Buddha hierarchy. 
These three consisted of Amida, the Savior Buddha; 
1 3nue to the lack or materials on Buddhism by either 
Korean and non-Korean scholars in comparison with the 
Shamanism or Confucianism, this section is heavily 
dependent upon the descriptive materials of Korean Buddhist 
temples such as Mark N. Trollop, "'Introduction to the 
Study or Buddhism in Corea, tt TAKR.AS, VIII { 1917) , pp • 
1-41; Frederick Starr, Korean Buddhism (Boston: Marshall 
Jones Co., 1918), supplem!i~d~y Charles Clerk, ~· cit., 
PP• 44-90; Kw~n Sang-no, ,..lf;t], Choson Pulgyo Yiiksa-
(The Brier History of Kor an Buddhism) (Kyongson (Seo~): 
Shinmun l;twa~ 1901); and Yi Nung=hwa, "chos~n Pu1g1o sa" fil:f ~ ~ ~ , (The History or Korean Buddhism), in 
~~s~tistli oza, II, which deals with only the Three King-
dom Periods-rup to 918 A.n.). 
14aobert N. Bellah olassifiesthis conception or Buddha-
nature as ''inner essence orreality" or "the ground or· being" 
and treated as a different kind of divine conception rrom 
the personal God conception. See ~· cit., P• 61. 
KwanseUm, the Goddess of Mercy, and Mlrok, the coming 
Messiah. Within the trinity, Amida the Savior Buddha 
seemed to be the captain of all, although a writer said 
that the Amida held primacy in Japan, whereas the 
Kwanseiim in China and the Mirok in Korea.15 There were 
numerous other deities of lesser degree. 
The Buddhas of second grade, the Boddhisattvas 
(posal) came below the three Buddhas. These were three 
persons, souls, who, in their coming incarnation were 
due to become Buddhas, but who voluntarily def~red their 
ow.n elevation in order that they might assist others 
working out their salvation.16 
There are three degrees of incarnation through 
which a man could become a Buddha. The lowest level of 
deities was called Naheun (Arhat in Southern Buddhism), 
the next Posal (Boddhisattva, Northern Buddhism) and Yerai 
(Tathagate of India).17 
15Gordon, Royal Asiatic Society Records, 1914, P• 10, 
cited by Clark, .21?.• cit., P• 64. 
There were anyWhere from a handful to over thousands 
of Buddhas which were recognized in the different temples. 
Almost no temples had only one deity. For example, there 
were fifty-three Buddhas in Yueh~msa, and thousands of 
Buddhas in Cht~nbul sa, located twenty miles south of Seoul. 
See Korean Repositorj; 1897, p. 321. 
16clark, .2£• cit., p. 21. 
17Between the lowest Naheun and Posal, there was the 
Yunka or ?yukji (Pratyeka) Buddha. 
Beside the t~inity or Buddhas, the~e we~e Buddhas 
or nat~e, such as the Buddha ro~ the Great Be~ Constellation 
(Ch•lsong), for the maon and sun, or the sea wate~; the 
ten Kings or Hell, the kings and lease~ Buddhas, such as the 
Divas (four Heavenly Kings) who were ~elated to the Buddha 
and who we~e the spi~itual attendants and guided the e~ly 
life of Gautauma (the Buddha•s name) from his birth, and 
such as Buddhats favo~ite disciples Kasyap and Ananda; 
then ••the various spirits that wo~shipped the Buddha~ lt 
The last categories included Kings of Dragons, Choowang 
(the kitchen god), and the mountain spi~it on which the 
temple was built (usually symbolized as an old man with 
white be~d). 
These deities were much like the spi~its of 
Shamanism. Howeve~, most or them were mo~e benevolent 
than malignant, unlike the situation in Shamanism. The 
Pop ££ Hwa Shin (the Buddha of Law, Compensation and Change) 
was an entirely new kind ofdeity which did not exist in 
the othe~ two religions. Yumna Wang, the fifth of the ten 
kings of hell ~eceived the greater attention in Ko~ea. 
He was conside~ed as the Pluto of Korea•s unde~world. This 
indicates that Buddhism was conce~ned with past, present 
and future, all three dimensions of time, whe~eas Shamanism 
had developed less conception of the future. Buddhists, 
unlike the believer in Shamanism did not worship these 
lower deities. 
Buddhism, unlike Shamanism or Confucianism, had 
a definite concept of salvation. Buddhists believed that 
human nature was good, but that life was full of evil and 
suffering; and that the salvation was a state of release 
from the human suffering, "the wheel of evils, n on attain-
ment of peace of mind. 
OriginaJ.ly, thirteen Buddhist sects were brought 
in .from China. But since J.422 in the Yi dynasty, the era 
of King Sejong ( ·~), only the Son (~ ) and the Kyo 
( ~) sects remained~ Even these two sects which were 
contemplative and practical did not remain in their original 
18 form in Korea. 
The means to confront the frustrations and to attain 
salvation was 3 Chamsun° (Indian Samadhi). It was to bring 
onets mind into a state of absolute quiescence by sitting 
in an empty room in solitude. This was an ascetic practice. 
The doctrines of Buddhism in Korea were the same 
as those of Mahayana. The principal concepts of doctrine 
were the Four Noble Truths (Sachei), the Eight-fold Path . 
18choi Nam-Son, Kosa ~ (The Cultural History of 
Korea) (Kyongson (SeoUl}: Samjung dang, 1943), P• 139• 
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(:P tal Chung Mun), and the twelve Nidana (Sipi inyon), the 
Six PBJ:>amitas (Yookto), and tb.e Three Re.f'uges (~ Kwi). 
No metaphysical addition was made to the Buddhists• philo-
sophical doctrine by Koreans. Even the basic Buddhist's 
doctrine was not .f'ully translated into Korean. 19 
It was believed by the Buddhists that man su.f'.f'ers 
because o.f' his desire; so, he must eliminate desire to be 
relieved .f'rom su.f'.f'ering; this can be done through the 
Eight-Fold Path; and the Eight•Fold Path was described 
as .f'ollows: 
"3) 
115) 
lt6) 
lt7) 
na) 
Right views (Chonggyon), i.e., freedom .f'rom 
illustions and supers.titions. 
Right aspirations (Ch~g Sayu), i.e., desiPe 
to attain sal vat ion. Desire to live in love 
with all men. Desire to serve all living 
things. 
Right speech (Chlngu), i.e., that which is kind, 
frank and truthful. No abuse or angry word. 
No slander or gossip. No impure or bitter word. 
Right conduct (Chongup), i.e., being peace.f'ul, 
honest and pure. This includes obeying the 
Ten Commandments. 
Right livelihood (Chongsin), i.e., one must earn 
a living Without hurting any live thing. 
Right e.f'f:ort (Chongchung), i.e., self-discipline, 
self-control. 
Right mind.f'ulness_ (Chongyom), i.e., be not 
weary in well doing. . 
Right rapture ( Chongmyong), i.e., meditation upon 
the transitoriness o.f' li.f'e, the .f'railty o.f' men, 
the sorrows o.f' exi~~ence, and the certainty o.f' 
the end to it all. 
19see Ibid., P• 
20charles Clerk, ~· ~., ppo 86-87. 
Unlike Korean Shamanism, the Buddhism had most 
elaborate religious organizations. There were numerous 
temples, statues, carvings, paintings of deities, bells, 
drums, rosary and bibles all over the country. 
The priesthood could be entered by any layman 
who was over twenty-five years of age upon promising to 
obey the Ten Commandments, and taking two hundred and 
.fifty vows. Five-hundred vows were required for women 
instead of two hundred and .fifty. One could enter into 
a semi-priesthood by taking a certain fifty vows called 
the 11PosalkyeP King Chongjong <.t-f~ ) and King Munjong 
( ~) entered the semi-priesthood in 104.5 A.D. and 
10.54 A.D. respectively. 
The believers in Korean Buddhism were those who 
agreed to keep the first .five of the Buddhist nTen 
Commandments.n They were: not to kill any living thing 
(Sasil), not to steal (Tuto), not to oommi t impurity o.f 
any kind, not to lie, and not to drink wine. The remaining 
five were largely .for the priests and nuns. They were: 
not to sleep or sit on a high broached bed (not to be 
lazy), not to take part in singing, dancing or theatrical 
performances, not to use .flowers or perfume .for personal 
adornment and not to eat at unreasonable hours (not to be 
greedy). P'algwanchai, the eight commandments were 
believed by the devoted believers instead of five. 
The peculiar institution of Budd.hism was the 
begging from door to door by the monks. This was a 
religious action of devotion required of all priests. 
Although most of the Buddhists' temples were supported 
by the endowment of fields and forests, begging was 
necessary to supplement the fund. When a gift was forth-
coming, the blessing was called for the house. If the 
gift was not made, they believed that there was apt to 
be a curse. 
Korean Buddhists did not have household shrines 
for Buddhas as the Japanese had Butsudan. AJ.l the 
worshipping was held in the temples and l~gely by proxy 
through the priest's ministrations. Most of the ceremonies 
held at temples consisted of simple repetitions of 
Sansk.vit formulas called Dharani by the priests. However, 
ordinary priests did not know the meaning of them. Thus, 
the prayers and the mode of worship were to most people 
rituals without meaning, although the rituals were more 
systematic and standardized than those of Shamanism, and 
were based on ~itten scriptures. The Buddhist's 
scripturea were possessed by some believers as a fetish. 
They were not for reading, and were supposed to bring good 
omens. There were numerous scriptures but their contents 
were incomprehensible to most of the priests. 
The presence o~ numerous deities o~ a benevolent 
and o~ a malignant nature overshadowed the object of 
worship or the attainment object, namely the Buddha-nature. 
The means of salvation, that is lrthe elimination of one t s 
desire" was very much a negative mode of adaptation to the 
world. Korean Buddhism was similar to Shamanism in this 
respect. In spite of its well developed doctrine, p.artly 
due to the lack o~ translated bibles and partly due to 
the inability of both the priests and the laymen believers 
to read S~nskrit, the Buddhist religious actions, such 
as prayers and ceremonies became meaningless customary 
· actions without con tents. 
However, the concept of the divine, the Buddha-
nature was little more concrete and clearcut than that 
o~ Hananim in Shamanism. The better developed concept of 
salvation in Buddhism was definitely a step toward the 
clarification of men's relationship with the Supreme Deity. 
Buddhism had more systematic and standardized religious 
actions accompanied by more elaborate symbols and material 
means than Shamanism. It had a metaphysical basis of 
its action and the ethical relationship between the divine 
and men. Buddhism provided better grounds for rational 
actions than Shamanism. 
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. 21 3· Confucianism 
The Supreme Deity in Yi Confucianism was that o~ 
T1 aeguk. T•aeguk:, (~~) the Supreme Ul.timate, was the 
.. . 
ttmoral law11 and 11l.aw o~ nat~ e 11 which control.s the 
positive and negative forces o~ the universe through the 
Five El.ements, the f'ive moral. expressions. The Five 
El.ements were benevolence, in ( 1=-
!E:.. ( ~ ) ; loyal.ty, Chtung ( }!s ) ; 
); righteousness, 
wisdom, .Q.h!_ ( ~ ) ; 
~ . 
and good ~ai th, !.!!! ( 1 ~ ) . The Five El.ements were 
al.so expressed in seasonal. and material props such as 
Spring-wood, Summer=metal., Autumn-Fire, Winter-water, and 
Earth. This concept was developed by the' Sb'ng-ni (;~i.TI!> 
School, the dominant pbil.osophical school. o~ Yi Confucianism 
and the chief f'ol.l.owers of the Chu Rsi doctrines. The 
emphasis of' Confucian teachings was on the level.s of' Five 
El.ements throughout the Con~cian history in China, Japan 
or Korea. In the Yi dynasty in 'Korea the concepts o:r 
moral. l.aw and of' l.aw of nature were much more developed 
by the dominant Confucian school, Song-!!!_~· Korean 
21The argument of whether Cont'ucianism can be considered 
a rel.igion or not has been a very preval.ent one. We have 
said in an earl.ier chapter that religion is man's attitude 
toward his ul.timate concern and his actions with respect to 
it. The implicit .function o~ this section of' study will 
provide a positive support for this common argument. 
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Confucianism was thus said to be developing. on a more 
phil.osophical level than in China and Japan. However, 
it was still on the level. o:f ideology rather than on an 
ecclesiastical one. This does not mean that the7 
denied the existence o:f ttHeaventt or Its (kadinance. One 
.. 
can J.ocate v~ious teachings o:f Confucius and his disciples 
on "Heaven, lt or just ttProvidences u in the Confucian Classics 
, .. _ ' ... 
commonly read and required at all levels o:f schools. Among 
them were the Four Books, called Saso ( ri">. ~2 Confucius 
- w 
said, ~ithout recognizing the ordinance o:f Heaven, it 
' 23 is impossible to be a superior man •••• n Mencius devel.oped 
it :further and said that ''He who has exhausted al.l his 
.... 
mental constitution knows his nature. Knowing his nat~e, 
he knows Heaven. To preserve one's mental constitution, 
- 24 
and notn'ish one's nature, is the way to. serve Heaven. tt · 
· 22The . Four Books are th~C nfucian An ale ct (Non'6 ~), 
•Gtoeat Learn~ • (Taehak ) , •Doctrine of: Mean • . 
(Chungftn _),and the. rk_,f~Mencius, ttsmall-Doctrinelt ~ • ee Yi Man=gyu (-a-:.a;~) Chos~n Kzo~ Sa _ (The-History o:f Korea·n.Educat!onJ, :BeoUY: a Sa, 1947, Vol.. 1,. PP• _172, 238, 250 •. 
. 
23confueian .A,rialeets, Bk. XX, Chap. 3 in Vol. 1 o:f James 
Legge, The Chinese Classics ••• (Oxf'erd: Clarendon Press, 
1893, 7 voJ.s. 
24The Work o:f Mencius, Bk. vii, pt. 1, Chap. 1, J. Legge, 
~· .ill•; vol. 11, PP• 448-449• 
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There was some evidence that even until the period 
of the Koryo dynasty in K~ea, Heaven was talked about by 
scholars without much qualification. Yi Chick (~, pen 
name Mongum) who claimed that the Confucian concept of 
divine is the srune as that of Buddhism said, ~The origin 
of !.2_ ( ~, Chinese tao) is in Heaven."25 The literal 
meaning of ~ is the r_ight way. It is the ••inner 
essence of reality" that is the supreme object of human 
attainment in con:ruci.anism. Theref~e, it means that 
the inner essence of reality is in Heaven. 
Ancestor worship which was the core of the 
religious actions of Confucianism and also of that of 
Yi dynasty Korea indicates that there was respectfUl 
recognition of the spiritual world and some devotional 
action toward it. The ancestor worship itself is the 
implicit recognition of future life~ One of the popular 
ceremonies of Confucianism on both the local and the 
national level in the Yi dynasty was rain-bringing 
cereroonies, ~ ~ ( ;ffr~ ~) .. 26 This ceremony was 
25Yi Cllik ( ~.fl), Moldtn .J..!R_ ( ~'Pil The Col.lection 
of Yi Chik). Chiks~l Samp 'Zo1:J. ( ~'i'rv=..~ ) quoted by Yi 
Mon-kyu, ~· ..£!.:!!•, P• 132:.. .AfP 
26Tb.e descriptions and the concrete .a!!!ts in the Yi 
l'Jynasty are rec~ded in Chefn§._Ya&~~ -:r~ Mon~ S1.msa, 
Yejon, Che~i ( tx.~l~~-:l.J,'?{df~ ·, (Sect o_n oftirua!s in ~e GUi e to Govern~--biie '.l"Erop e). See Murayama Chijun ( # d.\ -!rJ JJ~), Shakutin: Kiy; Antaku (Sacrifices to Con-
fucius; Prayers for Rain; Sacrifices to Family Spirits) 
(Keija: Chosen S5tokn-fu, 1.938), PP• 76-120 and pp. 33~68. 
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always addressed to Heaven. This is a sign of the 
recognition of benevolence in Heaven. 
The concept of sin in :Korean Confucianism was 
fairly liberal. The concept was somewhat s~lar to that 
of guilt or shame. The common phrase that "one who 
--
opposes Heaven will be punished" in Korea implies both 
the unconscious recognition of ifsin_,it and the respectful 
attitude toward Him. This was also supported by a common 
saying, 1twh.ere is there a man without sin?" ~his is a 
popular phrase among the Koreans even today. These phrases 
seem to have a basis in Confucian classics: ••He (a gentle-
" 
man) does not ~mur against Heaven nor grumble against 
men .... ••
27 In view of these statements, the basic idea 
• I 
that ''the cosmic spirit in the universe is the only 
" 
Divine" in the Yi dynasty was only an argument about the 
. . . 
structure and the function of the Divine and not the 
denial of its personal nature. 
The major philosophy about which the Yi Confucianism 
had so much discussion might show the levels of truth 
which they dealt with. It was argued that the original 
quality of human nature must be cultivated and balanced 
by virtue; this can be done by accepting "nature" and 
27Miles M. Dawson, The Basic Teachings of Confucius, 
(New York: The New Home--Library, 1915), p-;-68. 
acting according to her princi.ples. The 1•nat~e 11 was both 
" ' 
the mind (/\:)') and the natural worl.d. The "nat1re 11 had 
two characteristics I ( lJ[ ), Natural and m~ral. la~, and 
Ki. ( ~), ether or substanc~, etc. 
It shows that the Confucian concept of the Divine 
was much more abstract than the other two religions in 
Korea, Buddhism and Shamanism. However, the nature of 
. . 
the Divine was argued on the metaphysical. level rather 
than on the ethical level. among the Cont'ucian scholars of 
the Yi dynasty that the eXistence of the Supreme Deity 
itself' was blurred by their argument. 
The basic conception of' the divine, which was 
different :from Hananim or Heaven ( e}(o.-, :JC. ) was i 
( ~ ) , often translated as principle or reason, and sim 
-
( 1~), mind. I (~) was said to be the moral law and 
- -
law of' nature and ~ (J~) was the f'ull.y cultivated mind 
according to the "nature.tt Religious actions toward the 
- -divine was the attempt of' men to attain some state of 
union with it. The religious action to-W'ard it was self-
cultivation and moral action, which was the reciprocal 
obligation or loyalty and the return of gratitude. The 
reciprocity was liWited to the reletionships within the 
world and not with the Supreme Deity. In Korea, self-
cultivation took primacy over moral action, whereas in 
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Japan, the reverse was true. This difference will be taken 
up again in a later chapter on Religion and polity in re-
lation to the levels of the object of moral action, namely 
family vs. state. 
The essence of the Yi Confucian concept of the 
\ 
Divine and of man was that the principle of man and of 
Heaven is the same. ttTosim insim:': ( ~uA.L.::r->, the mind 
o:f men equals the mind of the divlne. 1t28 Man is considered 
a microcosm and divinity and nature are the macrocosm. 
Economic ethics both implicit and explicit in 
Confucian doctrine will be examined here before turning 
to the study of the types of religious actions. The 
center of Confucius• teaching is the concept of !a' 
<1:::::., jen in Chinese), benevolence. One ean cultivate 
his moral nature and can keep 1 t only when he maintains 
2 8a,-on Sang-yun ~"#! fu , Chos~n Yuhak-sa *Mm1~~ 
(Ilistory of Korean Confucianism), Seoul: Minjung S6glran, 
1949, P• 65. · . . . . . . 
One of the heated arguments among the predominant · 
schools of Yi Confucianism, the School of·s~ng and I was 
upon the differ~tial. analysis and equation of these two, 
namely tosim ( 1.::r) and insim (AI~) • See Takahashi T x-u -
ltRicb.O Ju~lp!=s ni Mker shuriha Shugiha no Rattatsu"~1"~ -:1-ttt~ :3i:'~U62-'3:: '~ (Development of the Schools 
of ~ and I in lie story of Confucianism ~ the Yi ·~) 
Dynasty), Chbsen Shina Btmka !!2_ Kenqii {~~~Pi-1'~~~YU 
Studies, of Korean and Cl3Inese Cultures). edit d bythe 
Keijo Teikoku Dai~aku Robun Gakkai. (T'Okyo: TOko Shoin, 
1929, PP• 141-281}. . 
an attitude appropriate to every given moral situation. 
Such a man is Kunga, 29 a gentleman. This gentleman. 
becomes a member of the larger group such as family, and 
society. It means that Kunja•s family will be well 
regulated, and his state well governed, and the whole 
empire will be tranquil and happy. 
According to Confucius' teaching, virtue is tbe 
essential requirement to.attain perfect humanity, or 
8 1nner essence oi reality" called~ <sll , Chinese !!2)• 
. 
The master said, .,If a man in the morning hears the right 
way, (tao, ~ ); he dies . . lt30 in the evening~without regret. 
Since the virtue comes above all, naturally any activities, 
including economic ones have to be sub jec.t to it. Con:t'ucius 
said, lfaiches and honours are what men desire. If' they 
.. 
cannot be obtained in the p~oper way, they should not be 
. 
29Klja ('~t, Chiin tzu in Chinese), ·literally means tta 
prince y man, a man of' complete virtue. It is an ideal 
man of Confucian teaching as well as that of Korean moral 
writers; for which there is no exact cor~espondence in 
English. In Analect the concept Kunja was expressed in 
:the following terms: man of m~al, l';llan of. virtue, man in 
position, man -of virtue and position, good man, great 
nian, scholar, master, and Confucius himself. Many writers 
on Confucianism in the English speaking world referred to 
this concept as Gentleman. It is around this Kunja ideal. 
that Confucian teaching was built. 
30James Legge, trs. "The Chinese Classicsn (Second Edition, 
revised), 7 vols., ·confucian Anaieet, Bk. iv, .c. 8, P• 168. 
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held. Poverty and meanness are what men dislike. If 
they cannot be avoided in the proper way, they should not 
be avoided. If' a superior man abandon virtue, how ean b.e 
31 f'uJ.:f'ill the requirements o:r that name? 3 He also said, 
'~y unrighteousness I might get riches and honours, but 
such riches and honours are to me as floating cloud. It 
is vain to grasp at them, so uncertain and unsubstantial. at32 
Thus, virtue is atemporal but economic gain is temporal 
in its value. Therefore, any pursuit o:r material gain or 
any economic activities are desirable only when acts of 
virtue are not impaired by them. The primacy of virtue 
and virtuous action above all human goals and actions 
are stressed here. 
The Gentleman or Kunja ideal emphasizes the 
cultivation of' a whole man and not a specialist, an 
Deconomic man,~ or a mere learned man. 33 The fundamental 
31Ibid., Bk. iv, c. 5, P• 166. 
32 . Ibid., Bk. vii, c. 15, P• 200. Legge's translation of 
this chApter is somewhat modified by this writer in view 
of the original text. 
33rn this connection, Confucius said, '~en a man•s 
knowledge is sufficient to attain, and his virtue is not 
sufficient to enable him to hold, whatever he may have 
gained, he will lose again. 11 Confucian Analects, Book 
xv. 
assertion that 11the accomplished scholax- is not a utensil."34 
means that the Kunja is not a specialist or a tool used 
for a special p~pose~35 He should aim for self-perfection 
based upon univezasali ty and the virtue derived from 
education. To obtain virtue is more important than to 
secure the wealth by a specialized skill. To become a 
princely man is the means to obtain the world ;eeace and 
the salvation of humanity and not the means to obtain 
material weal.th. Max Weber interprets this Confucian 
attitude as follows: •The Confucian attitude toward 
vocational life and possessions is opposed to the feudal 
enjoyment of lavish expenditure prominent in statements 
of the prophet in eax-ly Islam, and it is opposed to the 
Buddhist rejection of attachment to worldly goods .tt36 
. 
Thus, Confucian ethics rejected professional 
specialization, and training in economics for the pursuit 
of profit. 
The universal. means for the Confucian to perfect 
himself' was unceasing study. It was believed that a man 
34Legge, ~s. Confucian Analects, Bk. ii, c. 12, P• 161. 
35Max Weber interprets this phrase as that "'he was an 
end in himself' and not just a means far a specified useful 
purpose.~ The Religion of China translated and edited by 
Hans H• Gerth; Glencoe, Irl. (The Free ~ess, 1951), 
P• 160. 
36Ibid. 
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cou~d best serve Heaven by deve~oping his true nature. 
The true nature of every man was believed to be good 
and the Confucians thought that his good nature wo~d 
·unfailingly appear U he sought the truth by incessant 
study. Tsu-hsia~ one of Confucius• disciples expressed 
this by saying~ DJust as the hundred apprentices must 
live in their workshop to perfect themselves in their 
craft~ so the gentleman studies~ that he may improve 
himself in the Way ( .:ti!_ ) • 37 ·Nevertheless, the entire 
educational system was geatted toward the production of 
government officials. The position of a government of:t"icial 
was the only position that gave a person supeuior~ty 
because the office alone allowed the perfection of person-
ality. 
Tsze-Hsia said "The officer, having disch~ged 
all his duties, should devote his leisure to learning. 
The student, having comp~eted his learning, sho~d app~y 
himself to being an officer .'•38 Thus, he urges every man 
to apply for an office upon completion of his study (that 
r 
is, their study of the classics). And yet once he is in 
-
the office, he should resume and continue his study. 
37A. Waley, trans. Analects of Confucius (London, 1938), 
P• 225, Bk. xi:x:, chap. 7. - . - . . 
38conftteian Analects, Bk. :x:iii, chap. ~9. Legge's 
t~ansiation, P• 344• 
Learning appears to be his means to enter office and to 
be in office with his profound knoWledge and virtue is 
. . 
thought to be the· way to tranquility :for· the count.t'y. 
Conf'ueius said·, ttrt is not easy to find a man who has 
I . ' . 
learned :for three years Without coming to receive 
emolument;t3.9 This expresses the idea· of' how quickly 
learning may make a man an officer. Confucius pointed 
out that learning might be quite beneficial even from 
the economic point of view, apparently meaning that 
learning results in the emolument o:f the of'f'ice. "The 
object of' the superior man is truth, :rood is not the 
object. There is ploughing; - even 1n that there is 
sometimes want. So with learning; ... emolument may be 
f'ound in it. The superior man is anxious lest he should 
not get truth;" he is not anxious lest poverty should come 
upon him, tt4° said the Master. The main theme here is 
> 
tqat the superior man should not be mercenary. but have 
truth for his object. It also implies that learning has 
its advantages on the material side, too. There is 
39underline is supplied. Ibid., Bk. viii, Chap. 12, 
"to receive emolument~was translated by Legge as 3 to be 
good. 3 Although the ~]t_(Kok) which means grain repre-
sents.both of' these meanings, i.e., good and emolument, 
this w.riter considers the emolument more appropriate 
translation here. 
40ibid., Bk. xv, Chap. 31, Legge's P• 303. 
Jl.8]. 
pl.oughing, etc. means that husbandrz _!! 'the way !2_ 
' 
abundance. Yet a famine, drought or other misfortune 
sometimes occurs and causes want. Learning may al.so 
be affected by natural misfortunes, but it was somewhat 
true in olq China or Korea that once a man was in office 
he was relativel.y less affected by these natural mis-
fortunes than farmers, .for he could get his emol.ument 
in some way. 
The Master warned officers by saying, 9A minister, 
in serving his prince, reverently discharges his duties, 
.41 and makes his emolument a secondary consideration.• 
While Confucianism encouraged men to study and 
apply .for offices it always reminded them that the desire 
for office should be qual.ified by sel.f-respect. There is 
an interesting parable. Tsze-kung, one of the Confucian 
disciples said, »There is a beautiful precious stone here. 
" Should I lay it up in a case and keep it, or should I 
seek .for a good price and sell it?~ The Master said, USell 
it1 -But I would wait for someone to offer the price.a42 
A beautiful precious stone can be onets high qualification 
.for official employment. 
41Ibid., Bk. xv, Chap. 37· 
42Ibid., Bk. ix, Chap. 12. 
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As has already been mentioned~ study or learning 
meant Confucianism literary study anQ the learning of 
old classics, preferably Confucian classics. It indicates 
that education is the better means to pursue the ultimate 
goal than economic activity. 
As to the Confucian attitude toward wealth or 
material gain one may easily misinterpret it as a totally 
negative one, for there are so many teachings of Confucius 
in Analect which seem to negate wealth. Confucius said, 
"He who aims to be a man of complete virtue in his good 
.. 
does not seek to gratify his appetite, nor in his dwelling-
place does he seek the appliances of ease; he is earnest in 
what he is doing, and careful in his speech; he .frequents 
the company of men of principle that he may become righteous: 
such a person may be said indeed to love to 1earn."43 And 
43Ibid., Bk. 1, Chap. 14, Legge., ~· cit .. , P• 143• The 
following are some mare teachings imply~ng similar ideas: 
1. "Dressed himself in a tattered l'obe quilted with hemp, 
yet . standing by the sioe of men dress eo in furs, ana not 
ashamed; ahl it is Yu who is equal to thisl He oislikes none 
he covets nothing; -what can he do but what is good.~ 
Analects, Bk. ix, Chap. 26, Legge's P• 225; 2. ~The scholar, 
whose mind is set on truth, and who is ashamed of bad clothes 
and bad food; is not fit to be discoursed with.tt Ibid., 
Bk. iv, Chap. 9, Legge's P• 168; 3· Tsze•kung askea-the 
Master, ''What do you pronounce concerning the poor man who 
yet does ~not flatter and the rich man who is not proud?\t 
The Master replied, ltThey will do; but they are not equal 
to him, who though po~, is yet che~ful, and to him, who, 
though rich, loves the rules of propriety. tt Ibid., Bk. i, 
Chap. 15, Legge's P• 144; 4• Confucius said,-'*He who acts 
with a constant view to his own advantage {i.e., sometimes 
for economic gain) will be much murmured against." Ibid., 
I. 
he a~so said, wAdmirab~e indeed was the virtue of Huil 
With a sing~e bamboo dish of rice, a sing~e ground dish 
of d:t'ink,. and ~iving in his mean nawow ~ane, whi~e ot~rs 
could not have endured the distress, he did not a~~ow his 
joy to be affected by it. Admirab~e indeed was,: the virtue 
of Hui!44 The first quotation means that a man of ~earning 
may be we~~ fed or ~odged but he should not seek food o:t' 
~odging: his aim should be higher. The second quotation 
Pz-aises a man whose fee~~g is not bothered by his poverty. 
However, thePe are a~so positive app:t'eciations of 
wea~th throughout Confucian c~assics. Mencius reasons that 
without a steady income (or fixed ~ive~ihood) on~y the 
educated man can be of fixed mind and not the common peop~e.45 
Wea~th was an important means for promoting mora~s. It is 
be~ieved that on~y when clothes and she~ter are provided 
that a common man knows of propriety and roi tuu. The 
Master 1 s answer as to the means of improving peop~e was 
Bk. iv, Chap. 12, Legge's P• ~69; 5. 3 Those who aroe without 
virtue. cannot abide ~ong in a eondition ot ioverty and 
hardship oro in a condition of enjoyment.... Ibid., Bk. 4, 
Chap. 2, Legge's P• ~65. . . -
.44Ibid., Bk. ·6, Chap. ·9, Legge's P• l.88 • 
. 451-feneius, Pt. 1, Chap. 7, See~ 20: Meneius, The Work of 
Meneius, trans~ated by James Legge, op. cit., vo!. ~-­
P• 148: 3 They are only men of education, who without certain 
1ive1ihood, are ab1e to maintain a fixed heart, as to the 
peop1e, if they have not a certain live~ihood, it follo~s 
that they wi~l not have a fixed heart •••• tt 
"enrieh them. u46 Confucius ala o said that 1'When a 
~ ~ . 
country is well-governed~ poverty and a mean condition 
are things to be ashamed o.f. When a country is 111-
governed~ riches and honors are things to be ashamed o:r. ,.47 
It was a disgrace to be needy when there existed in the 
country the possibi1ity for being rich. However~ one 
.shou1d not acquire wea1th by dishonest means wbi1e in 
office. The riches and honors in suchoases are things 
to be ashamed of. 
For fear that the positive recognition and 
encouragement of economic activities might result in 
shaking the poise and harmony of the soul without too 
much success in material gain~ reservation of economic 
acquisitiveness were advised by saying, uif the search 
'. 
for riches is sure to be successful. though I shoul.d become 
a groom with whip in hand to get them, I will do so. As 
the search may not be successful, I will follow after that 
which I 1ove.u48 
• 
46when Confucius went to Wei. (~), Zan Yu acted as a 
driver of his carriage. When MasiitJr _ adm.ix'ed Wei and said 
"How numerous are the peop1e! tt Yu asked him "Since they 
are thus numerous, wb.at more. shall be done for them?" 
"Enrich them" was the rep1y. Analeets, Bk. 13, Chap. 9, 
Legge, ~· ~., P• 266. · 
. 47Ibid., Bk. viii, Chap. 1.3, P• 212. 
4-8Ibid., Bk. !.~1, Chap. 1.1, P• 198. A groom With whip 
in hand (!:lih •• ~ ) means the attendants who cleared the 
street wit~~ir whips when the prince went abroad (i.e.~ 
the most menial). 
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'S om.e other way~, of discouraging peopJ.e t s··· desire 
for wealth, which Confucius admitted as universaJ. 
characteristic of human nat~e,49 was the theory that 
nvirtue is the l"oot; weaJ.th is the resuJ.t." A/!. long 
as Kunja possesses his vil"tue, he wiJ.J. be in office 
and wiJ.J. be given the people, his subject, and the 
tel"l"itory. The tel"ritory will yield wealth, then be 
will have resources for his expenditUI"e. Thus, virtue 
becomes the principle, whereas the weaJ.th is an unintended 
result.5° When a man is primariJ.y oriented towai"d the 
accumulation of weaJ.th with little concern far virtue, 
he will be likeJ.y to lose his friends and the respect 
51 
of his people. "The virtuous :ruler·," accoi"ding to 
Great Leai"ning, ''by means of his weaJ.th makes him.sel.f' 
mo:re distinguished. The vicious ruler accumulates wealth, 
-49see Sup:ra, p. , footnote J.l. 
5°Great Lea:rning,. Chap. J.O, Sec. 6, P• 375: 11 ••• the l'uler 
will 1"1:t;tst.~iike pains about his own.virtue. Possessing 
virtue will give him the terx-itol'y. Possessing the 
te.r:rito:t;*y will give him its weaJ.th •. Possessing the 
wealth, he wiJ.l have resources for expenditure. Virtue 
is the root; wealth is the result.n 
51Ibid., Chap. 10, Sec. 9, P• 375: 11The accumulation of 
weal ttl.Ts the way to scatter the people, and letting it 
be scattered among them is the way to collect the peop1e.R 
Gx-eat Learnin,, Chap. 10, Sec. 9; Legge, Confucian Classics, 
Vo!. 11, P• 3 5· 
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at the expense of his life." Thus, for the Confucian, 
wealth was the important means to dignify l.i:f'e and to 
.attain self-perfection, l~gel.y because it enables a man 
to dedicate himself to it. 
Therefore, al.though Confuciariism·mdght seem to 
reject wealth or the acquisition of wealth, it is not 
the rejection of wealth per ~· fu the contr ~y, wealth 
was considered as the most important means for promoting 
morals. It seems, therefore, that the point of concern 
was not the weal.th itself, but the possibl.e impact on 
one's virtue when certain means were used to acquire 
wealth. 
For this reason and concern a Confucian advocates 
several other things as desirable such as elimination of 
material. want, satisfaction with poverty, wealth and honor 
as ordinances of Heaven, or savings and economdzing. Thus, 
the acquisitiveness, acquisitive activity and wealth are 
all. subjected to virtue. In short, there was positive 
valuation of the material. wealth and the suggestion of 
the means to attain it without hampering the most valuable 
things in human life, virtue. It was an important virtue 
for man in olden times to be economizing his expenditure. 
Because it was believed that there is a limit of productivity, 
52~., Chap. 10, Sec. 20, P• 379• 
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and the budgeting and economizing was necessary in order 
to maintain social wel:f'are. Moreover~ the abstinence 
' from consumption was a necessary corollary to the 
abstinence from desire. This is almost similar to the 
Buddhist•s concept of elimination of desire. 
Confucius urged one to be economical even in the 
case of rituals. He said, ttThe linen cap, is that pre-
scribed by the rules. of ceremony, but now a silk one is 
worn. It is economical, and I follow the common practiee."53 
And the Mastel' also said that "In ritual at large it is 
a sage rule always to be too sparing rather than too 
l.avish.u54 It.means that the r.oot of propriety is to 
be economical rather than extravagant. However, thrift 
was not to be positively valued. The often quoted passage 
of Confucius in this connection is ~travagance leads to 
insubordination, and parsimony to meanness. It is better 
to be mean than to be insubordinate. 1155 
Thus, parsimony or thrift per ~ was not valued 
positively but only as a means to eliminate, or at least 
53Analects, Bk. ix, Chap. 3, Legge, .2.E.• .ill·~ Vol. l, 
P• 217. ' . 
~~Ibid., Bk. iv, Chap. 4, Sec. 3, Waley, op. cit., P• 
55ibid., Bk. vii, Chap. 35, Legge, ~· cit., Vol.. 1, P• 
207. --rs'ze-cheng, a Confucian, includes striiginess in the 
four bad things which government should do away with. 
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diminish man's desire far weaJ.th. The abstinence of 
materia1 desire in tttrn wi1l 1essen the temptation of 
dishonest acquisitive activities.56 In fact, a Confucian 
be1ieved that the regu1ation of the desires is essential 
to the nourishment of the mind.57 This, then, wi1l be the 
best social c1imate to produce a man ot virtue and wi1l 
pave the way far social tranqui1ity. This was ethics 
directed tow~d consumption economy, yet it indicated a 
display of rationa1i ty of means t<!>ward the given economic 
goal. 
A distinct concept of a deity who is the ruler of 
the universe is found in the pre~Confueian literature, 
the Shih Ching or Book of Odes and the Shu Ching, or 
Book of ltlstory. Ancient Chinese and Koreans regarded 
Shang-ti (Hananim, in Korean) as the ruler in heaven but 
. -
the Emperor as the ruler on earth. The Emperor was a 
56Inquiry of how to do away with ~hieve.s in the State was 
answered by Confucius by saying., "If you., sir, were not 
covetous, althou§h you should reward them to do it, they 
would not steal, ~., Bk. xii, Chap. 18. 
57Mencius said~ ifTo nourish the mind there is nothing 
better than to make the desires few. Here is a man whose 
desires are few: - in some things he m.ay not be ab1e to 
keep his heart, but they wil1 be few. Here is a man 
whose desires are many: - in some things he may be ab1e 
to keep his heart, but they will be tew."' The Work of 
Mene.ius~ Bk. vii, Pt. 11, Chap. 35, Legge, op. c!t.,-
Vol. 11, P• 497• · ---
personal god who received the Will o£ God (Heaven) and 
ruled the earth accordingly. Although ohe cannot find 
the same concept in Confucius' sayings through the 
Analects, there is a concept, Heaven which seems to 
represent a similar concept. Acc~ding to the Analects, 
Confucius said that llW'ithout recognizing the Otodinance 
. 58 
of Heaven, it is impossible to be a superior man ••• ·" 
and. that u ••• ·Death and lif'e have their determined 
appointme~t; ;icbes and honours depend upon Heaven.'t59 
Thus, Confucius more or less took the attitude o£ 
resignation and believed in the predestination. 
In regard to the Doctrine o£ the Mean, Conf'lltciu.S t 
Disciples described their Master by saying, ttne does not 
murmur against Heaven nor grumble against men. Thus, it 
is that the superior man is quiet and calm, waiting for 
the appointments of Heaven, while the inferiol'" man walks 
a dangerous path, looking for lucky occurrenoes.360 
Menoius developed his Master's theory further 
and derived the concept of the Heaven~y nature o£ man. 
5~k. xx, Cb.ap. 3, Legge, 2E,• ~·, P• .354. 
59Ibid., Bk. xii, Chap. 5, Sec. 3, Legge, ~· cit., 
PP• 252-253• 
60Miles M. Dawson, The Basie Teachi~s of Confucius, 
(New York: The New Home Library, 19~ p;-68. 
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ttHe who has exhausted all bis mental constitution know 
'. 
his nature. Knowing his nat'UI'e, he knows Heaven. To 
p~ese~ve onets mental constitution, and nourish one's 
nature, is the way to se~ve Heaven,tt said Mencius. 61 
Mencius believed in the appointment of Heaven o~ the 
o~dinance of Heaven. The idea of a,~ Providence which 
denotes the reward of good deeds and punishment fo~ evil 
evo~ved :f"rom this belie:r. 62 He said, "The~e is an 
., 
appointment fo~ eve~ytbing. A man should ~eceive sub-
missively what may be correctly asc~ibed thereto. 
Therefore, he who has the true idea of' what is Heaven's 
. 6.3 
. appointment will not stand beneath a p~eeipitous wall.." 
Thus in Confucianism there was a concept simil.ar 
to God's cal.ling of the Protestant ethic. Confucian 
ethics and Protestant ethics had different concepts of' God 
and consequently different means of' acting upon this ttcal.l. It 
The duties of piety had an unconditional precedence. 
It was said that Wof' all menta actions there is none ~eater 
61The Work 2£. Mencius1,Bk. vii, pt., 1, ·chap. 1, Legge, ~· cit., Vol. li, pp. ~8-449• 
62
"God and evil. do not wrongl.y befall. men, but heaven 
sends down misery ~ happiness according to their conduct.w 
Shi Ching, Pt. iv, B~· v:i, Chap. 2. 
63The Work of Mencius, Bk. vii, Chap. 2, Legge, 2E.• ei.t., 
Vol..JI, --pp; !i49-45o. 
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than f'i~ia~ piety.tt64 It was considered to be the 
requirement of' Hea,;.en. 65 In rep1ying to the inquiry of' 
a dise1p1e, Confucius said, "The f'i1ia1 piety of' these 
times means the support of' one's parents. But dogs and 
horses 1ikewise are ab1e to do something in the way of 
support; without reverence, what is there to distinguish 
... 66 . the one support f'rom the other?•• This assumes that the 
minLmnm requirement of f'ilia1 piety is to support one's 
parents. In the Hsiao Ching, the Book of F11ia1 Piety, 
the sacrif'iee of personal comforts is required even :for 
the 1owest order of' :fi1ia1 piety. It reads, ttThey are 
caref'uJ. in their conduct and economical. in their expendi-
tures, in order to nourish their parents. This is the 
64Hsiao King, Chap. ix. The same meaning was expressed 
in a reverse way such as •There are three thousand of'fences 
against which the f'ive punishments are directed, there is 
none of them greater than to be un:fi1ia1." Ibid., Chap. ix. 
At the beginning of' the Chou period f'i~iai piety was 
not mere1y a moral but a 1ega1 ob1igation. Times the 
unf'i1ial crime was considered worse than the murder. See 
H. G. Creel., Chinese Thouttt :from Confucius to Mao Tse-tung 
.(Chicago: University of C cago Press, 1953)-;---
65r~11ia1 Piety is the constant requirement of' Heaven, 
the righteousness of' earth, and the practical. duty of' 
man. t.t Hsiao King, Chap. xi. 
- . . 
66 .AnaJ.e c ts, Bk. 11, Chap • 7 • 
fil.ial. piety of the common people. tt67 While the parents 
were alive a man had to devote his mind, energy, wealth 
and what not for his parents t we1J.•beinge Mencius re-
garded laziness in employing one 1 s legs and arms to 
support parents as the first of the five, commonl.y re-
garded, unfil.ial things. Prizing goods and money, and 
seJ.fish devotion to wife and chil.dren which results in 
fail.UPe to support parents is another. 
The duty of onets piety does not end when one•s 
parents are deceased. It goes on as 1ong as one 1ives. 
That is to say, the funeral., mourning, periodical. sacrifices 
for one•s dead parents accompanied by one's good deeds 
I 
which will. not disgrace one's dead parents are incl.uded 
in the duty of piety. "The superior man whil.e his parents 
are alive," Li Chi recorded, ltreverentl.y nourishes them; 
--
and when they are dead reverentl.y sacrifices to them. 
His chief thougl:J.t is how, to the end of life, not to 
disgrace them. 1t 68 
67Hsi.ao p-ng,.Chap. vi. Li Chi, i.n this connection, has 
an express on, ttwhile his parents are alive, a son shou1d 
not dare to consider his wealth his own nor hold 1 t for his 
own use on1y. 1t Bk. xrlii, Chap. 30. 
68Li Chi, Bk. xxi., Chap. l, See. 5. 
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The period of mourning for a fathe.p had been 
decided as three years even bei'ore the time oi' Confucius. 69 
During this period of mourning the son, ii' he can af'ford 
it, ~ives retired from his secu~ar activities, leaving 
his norm~l duties to others and lives in meditation, in 
spiritual communion with the departed, and in grief.70 
Thus, the duty of filial piety has both materia~ 
and mental (spiritual) elements. To nourish one's parents 
and do one's best in providing them with the utmost 
physical comforts were the minimum requirement oi' the 
filial deed. Since a Confucian regards filial piety as 
ltthe root of all virtue, tr and one • s duty of i'ilial piety 
a~ the y~dstick of judging the ext~nt of one's attainment 
of self•perfection,71 one cannot but be concerned with 
69con:f'ucius t reasoning :t"or three years mourning period 
is, 3 It is not till a child is three years old that it is 
a~lowed to leave the arms of its parents •••• 11 Analects, 
Bk. xviii; Ch~p. 21, Sec. 6. 
7°Li Chi records that "The saying that the superior man 
mourns arr his li:t"e for his parents. has reference to the 
recurrence of the day. of thei:P death. That he does not 
do his ordinary work on that day, does not mean that it 
would be unpropitious to do so; it means that on that day 
his thoughts are occupied with them and he does not dare 
occupy himself, as on other days, with his private and 
personal affairs .u Bk. xxi., Chap. 1, S.ec. 5. 
7lconfucius deems mourning the severest and most reliable 
test of the earnestness and depth of filial devotion, 
saying, 11Men may not have shown what is in them to the 
full extent and yet they will be :round to do so on occasion 
o:r mowning :ror their parents." Analects, Bk. xix, Chap. 17. 
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one's economic situation in o~der to support them. 
The duty of fi1ial piety extends also to one's 
family affairs. ~The root of the empire is in the State. 
The root of the State is in the family. The root of the 
family is in the individua1, 372 said Mencius. Thus, the 
end of self-cultivation is to get _the family regulated. 
Although the principle of Confucianism, that family is 
above everything was only the means to attain one's 
persona1 tranquility, this principle was often over-
emphasized and people believed it to be the e~d in itself.73 
The basic value reflected here is the selfless sacrifice 
for parents, family, state and eventually for mankind. 
The object of ~everence was limited to these w~ldly 
objects. 
One cannot over-emphasize the importance of 
propriety in Confucian ethic. As has already been 
mentioned, the observance of prop~iety is one of the 
basic qualifications of Ch~ Tzu, and the numerous rites 
~
are mentioned in~ Chi, Record of Rite. 
Formality was the means and the yardstick for the 
degree of one's self-cultivation. The basic principle such 
72The Work~ Mencius, Legge, op. ~., Vol. 11, Pt.2, p.171. 
73Li Chi, Bk. vii, tran~lated by Max Muller, The Sacred 
Books-otrtne East, Vol. xxvii, (Oxford: The Clarendon ~ess, 
1885),-pp:-)65-366. Confucius proposes the eventual e1imina-
tion of the family system which was considered as the mother 
of particularism in order to attain universal peaee called 
Grand Union or Great Unity in Li Chi. 
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as reciprocitz is accompanied by the concept of duty 
(especially in inter-personal relations) and stimulated 
formality. 
The Confucian ethics which have both direct and 
indirect connections with economy can be summarized as 
follows: Confucian ethics valued material wealth positively. 
However, the consumption end of economy was stressed 
instead of the production end for fear that valuation of 
material wealth might over-shadow the higher value, virtue. 
The virtue in turn is the means to attain the ultimate 
goal, tao ( ~ ) , the unity with the divine. .A:ny 
productive activities of material goods were compared 
with learning as a means to attain the higher goal, the 
virtue. 
In short, there were both positive and negative 
economic ethics in Confucianism which were necessary for 
the deve~opment of modern economy and which demonstrated 
a certain kind of rationalism. The position of economic 
value in the ethical hierarchy as a whole was lower than 
. in the Protestant ethic. 
The difference between Confucianism and other 
religions can be observed in its lack of an institution-
alized priesthood and in the fact that its organization 
of worship was not separated from its educational system. 
The religious o~ganization was almost the same as the 
educational organization, because learning was a type o~ 
religious action in Confucianism. Freeing onese~ from 
ignorance by unceasing study of Confucian classics was an 
action required by Confucius teaching in attaining the 
inner essence o~ reality, to (~). 
one of the two major types of religious actions 
in Confucianism was moral sel~-cultivation. As has already 
been mentioned, the true nature of every man was believed 
to be good and identical with the essence of nature. The 
cultivation of one's mind was to bring union with the 
essence o~ nature, the Divine. Menoius developed this 
philosophy even be~are the Chu Hsi School had cultivated 
it.74 Mencius indicated the se~-cultivation as a means 
to confront ~rustration in the following manner: "When 
neither a premature death nor long life causes a man any 
double mindedness, but he waits in the cultivation of his 
personal character ~or whatever issue; - this is the way 
in which he establishes his Heaven•ordered being.u75 
It was the Neo-Confucians o~ the Sung Dynasty in 
China who developed this idea, which in turn became the 
74see Supra, P• , fn. 60. 
75The Work of Mencius , Bk. vii, Chap. 2, Legge, .s!.. ~· 
pp. li49-li50- - . 
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core of' the Korean Chu Hai Con:f'ucianiam. The Korean 
Chu Hai Con:f'uoianiam was mainly developed by the School 
of' Song-ni (/}4:..~). They believed that in order :f'ar a 
man to unde:r:-atand I. (~, the essence of' the Supreme 
Ultimate, he must have knowledge. Knowledge could be 
g~ined by incessant study. One of' the :rounders of' the 
Song-ni School, Yi Hwang (pen name, T'oige) considered 
education as the means 11to cultivate the quality of' mind 
and regulate one's soul and body which is the teaching 
of' Sages.u76 Since men of' the lower class and women were 
. 
not allowed to receive any institutionalized education 
in Yi dynasty Korea, one can safely say that there was 
no institutionalized community of' worshippers of' any 
kind which embraced the entire society. 
The second type of' religious action waa reflected 
in the wo:t'ship and in the various ceremonies in Yi 
dynasty Korea. !mong the most common and indis~ensable 
one was ancestor worship. Considering that the Universe 
(Divine) and men we:r:-e a continuum., ~hey thought that when 
a man dies, he becomes a kind of lower deity. It is only 
logical to worship one • s ancestor, far no deity could 
better protect and bless the :f'wnily than their own ancestors. 
76y1 Hwang, T'oege Jip, Songhak ~' haesol ~~·~~~-~ 
Yi Man-gyu, ,22•- cit., P• 371. 
) 
For all classes there were elaborate sacrifices and 
thanksgiving services to ancestors of both sexes. 
This selfless sacrifice to one•s superior started while 
the parents were l.i ving. Acccn:o ding' to Confucius~ "Filial 
piety is the constant requirement of Heaven~ the righteous-
ness of earth,· and the practical. duty. of man.u77 This 
.. 
second type of action could be considered as the means 
to the first type of religious action of self-cultivation. 
Al.so it was an overt action of self=eultivation through 
moral actions instead of learning and studying Confucian 
cl.assics. This means of confronting ultimate frustration 
in Confucianism was one way of worshipping the D'imper sonal • 
Supreme Deity.78 The object of sacrifices was extended 
to the Heaven and Earth at the :Sajik Shrine, the national. 
altar. This worship was only done by the King and the 
high government official.s. There was no place :for la~en 
in this sacrificial. ceremony. 
There was no institutional.ized priesthood in Con-
fucianism. The heads of the family, o:f the local. community~ 
of the government and of the educational. institutions 
assumed the role without any uniformity in their knowledge 
77asia Ching, Chap. xi. 
786.ne cannot say that the concept of the Divine iB 
Korean Confucianism is an impersonal one if the ancestors 
were considered as some kind of deity and man and universe 
to be a continuum. 
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or the Doctrine. Due to the vast number or Conrucian 
classics~ it was very dirricult for even all the literati 
to master it. It required a liberal wnount or time to 
study the Chinese characters alone with which all the 
Confucian classics were written in the Yi dynasty. So 
the genera1ized interpretations of the doctrine were 
difficult and the "true hierarchy or· the reiigiou.s val.ue 
system" might be presented differently to different groups 
both consciously or unconsciously. Therefore~ any meta-
physical development of the doctrine, or the priestly 
movement was limited to the class who not only had the 
motivations to do so~ but also the means to inqu±re into 
the Doctrines. Although the role of the priesthood in 
Korean Confucianism was unstandardized and uninstitutionalized~ 
only men of the Yangban class could assume this role. 
In the following section~ I will examine~ then, 
how these three sub-systems of Korean religion were in 
reality integrated as an entity in Yi dynasty Korea. 
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c. FROM MAGIC TO METAPHYSIC 
A brief review of the history of Korean religion 
may indicate the rationalization tendency in the philo-
sophical and ethical development in Korea. Since the 
detailed studies on Korean religion in its sub-systems 
are already presented, it may suffice here to indicate 
whichre~igious sub=system took pr~macy in the different 
historical p~riod up to the _Yi dynasty. 
Korean historians say that the mythical founder 
of Korea~ _Tangun (~)lived in 2332 B.C. He was the 
son ·of Whanung who in turn was the son of the Creator. 
It is said: 
1
"In 2265 B.C. according to tradition, Tangun 
first offered sacrifice to Hananim, the God 
of the Heavens, at Hyulgu on the island of 
Kanghwa in the mouth of the Han River, twenty-
fiye miles below the modern Seoul. _Later he 
erected on that island on the Marisan Mountain 
a great altar of stone and earth seventeen 
feet high and six feet six inches square at78 the top, and that altar is standing today.tt 
The archaeological evidence_ also shows that the 
' paleo-Asiatic inhabitants in the Ko~ean peninsula were 
animists. As early as the tb_ir.d century after Cb:J:tist, 
Chinese li teratu:re described the Han Koreans as worshipping 
the spirits in the fifth and tenth months when the sowing 
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and reaping of the year were concluded. none particular 
person was set apart to sacrifice to,the spirit of' 
Heaven, and he was called the •Heavenly Ru1er.,u79 
. . ~ 
There is enough evidence t~oughout the Korean history 
to indicate that the earliest and predominant religion 
up to the Ko:r-yo dynasty was Shamanism. 
The Koryo period (918-1392) was the golden age 
of'. Buddhism. The first King Taejo of Koryo established 
the Buddhist temple Kaethe !! ( ~ );t when he f'inall.y 
achieved the unification of the country in 937 by 
conquering Hu P•aekje { ;ftk,.:a~). He issued a proclama-
tion, the ending of' which read: "· •• May the dignity of' 
Buddha protect (the nation) and the power of' Heaven 
suppor-t (us) .tt80 TWo of' his ten commanda which he left 
to his successors in 943 A·D· re-emphasized the above 
message and said: 3 The grand operation of' our national 
·. 
affair requires the protective power of' Buddha. The:r-e.f'ore, 
build many temples and follow the teachings of' Tos~n (~ 
~~ . ~7U ) • • • .. and install the b~ning l.amps on p • algwan 
(..7'-llj\ , eight-f'ol.d paths) • The burning l.amp is f'oJ! 
Buddha and the eight-f'old paths are f'or the Heavenly spirits, 
the spir:l. ts of' the f'ive hills, o:f the mountains and the 
79Ibid., PP• 176-177• 
80Kwon, Song-na, ~· ~., P• 92. 
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rivers. This is the way to eliminate f'uture national. 
81 traitors. It 
-
The above two quotations indicate the recognition 
of' both Shamanistic and Buddhistic deities, but it was 
always the Buddha which occupied the prime importance in 
the Koryo dynasty. The extent of' the government support 
of' Buddhism in the Koryo dynasty is well r ef'lected in 
the edict of' 1036 by King Ch~ngjong ( .it~ } . · It was 
decreed that any f'amily with f'our sons should dedicate -
at l.east one to the priesthood.82 The death penalty 
was banished in accordance with the Buddhist's ten 
commandments, one of' which was not to kilJ. l.iving things. 
As has al.ready been mentioned, in 1045 and 1054, 
the King Munjong ( ~) and Sunjong {JJ]~ ~ ) took vows 
f'or the semi-priesthood. Thus, Buddhism took its strong 
hold in the polity, and the number of' priests, templ.es 
and Buddhist books were greatl.y increased in the Koryo 
dynasty. 83 In 95.ft, the Buddhist competitive examinations 
81Ib1d., P• 95· 
'82Ibid., P• 108. 
83There were 300 temples in the capitaJ. where there were 
onl.y one hundred thirty thousand popul.ation; over 15,000 
Buddhist books in sanskrit or Tibeta11 characters were brought 
:in th.e year of' 314 alone f'rom Nanking. Se~el.ark, ~· cit., 
P• 34; and Yu, Hong-yol, HQnguk: Munhwa sa /ili:Jt1 ~ , 
The auJ.tural. History of' Korea) (Seoui: Yong sa, :9~. 
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for public office were established and, thus, proviqed 
for the promulgation of its institution. Qne may safely 
say that the backbone of Koryo society was Buddhism. 
With the _change of regime f'rom KoPyo to the Yi 
dynasty, the anti-Buddhists, the first few Yi kings ~a­
placed Buddhism With Confucianism a~ the state religion. 
The n rulers' efforts were, on the 0ne hand, to c11t'b 
the power of Buddhism which ruled the former dynasty and, 
on the other band to. spread Confucianism throughout the 
country. The major events of suppressing Buddhism we~e, 
confiscating the property of a great many monasteries; 
ordering thirteen existing Buddhist-sects to b~ merged 
into seven and finally into two (in 1.422 A.D.); prohibiting 
f~ther establishment of temples around eachroyal tomb 
(1507 A.D.); mel.ting a great bronze Buddha to make arms 
and ammunition (J.659 A.D.); and abolishing Buddhistts 
examination system, sung kwa <1~if). Confucianism 
was supported by publications of its classics with the 
use of new metal type printing (1400 A.D.). The Confucian 
Academy, Songgyun Kwan ( ~'-J;.,.d~'J) ~hich ~as aJ.so the 
biggest Confucian temple was established in J.420 A.D. 
The Confucian scholars were protected .from criminal. law 
by the provision of special trials among themselves (1.472). 
The government also published and distributed the Confucian 
literature, and established the Con:t'ucian examination 
system. They also instituted the national sacri:t'ices 
for the historical ancestors of' the nation such as Kija 
and 1'Hanan:tm,u the Heaven at the Sajik shrine. In 1792, 
. ' 
the mythica~ :rounder of the country, Tangun (2332 B.C. ?) 
began to be worshipped by the governmental sacri:t'ieial 
ceremonies together w~th Taejo (the founder of the Yi 
dynasty). 
One can say, Without :t'urthe.r specifications of 
the history of Korean religion, that there was a definite 
tendency toward the higher rationa~zations in the Korean 
re~igion during the Yi dynasty. The Supreme Deity, 
Rananim, began to be worshipped by the state. The 
Con:t'ucian doctrine was developed by :t'ive major Confucian 
schools. Thus, as has been studied in the previous 
sections, a greater degree or metaphysical development 
in the doctrine was accompanied by national re~igious 
actions of' greater ration~ity in Yi dynasty Korea. This 
rationalization tendency in Korea, however, seems somewhat 
di:t':t'erent from that in Tokugawa Japan. In Japan, the 
se~:r-sacrifice aspect of religious actions took primacy 
over the self-cultivation aspect, as was best represented 
in the concept of Roon ( ~) • This involves 11reciproca~ 
obligations o:f l.oyalty and the return or gratitud~.tt84-
8JL --~ellah, ~· ~., pp. 78=82. 
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In Korea, the selr-cultivation aspect seemed to prevail 
over the self-sacririoe aspect in the action levels. The 
concrete ideas toward the self-cultivation can be seen in 
the writings of representatives from di~ferent Co~ucian 
sects in Yi dynasty. Cb.' ong To-Jon (pen name Samhong, 
~~i~, ==-~) a poet, scholar, and politician who helped 
Yi Ttae-jo (the ~irst King o~ Yi dynasty) to gain the 
throne said: "The purpose of school is lfio enlighten 
(k:yohwa, ~1l:J) men, to cultivate human morality and 
produce capable men (for public of~iee) • tt85 The term 
k:yohwa (~-/l:J) in Korean means to enlighten, to evangelize, 
and to humanize. No separate term which means "evangelize•• 
exists in Korean independently or that of 1'enlightenment.n 
His partner in establishing Confucianism and the 
new regime of Yi, Kwon Kun (1352-1409) (pen name, Yqng 
ch'on ~:ft'> suggested this view and. said: 86 ••The capable 
-
men are the ltie of state and the holy doctrine is the 
oJ?iginaJ. substance o~ the capable men. lt The balancing, 
. 85ch1'i'ng To-jO'n, Sombon~-jip ~.!;~ (co~~ected works o:f 
Sombong) (Keij~: Chosenosno Ka ~o Kai, 1916) vol. 7 
and Yi,. m ... k P• 32. 
86Kw'5n Kiln, Yonch• on Jib ~- (anthology_of Yongch' on) 
Item. 13 of the Cn'tfsen SE:ir'![ SOk:an (183) (KeijO; 1937, 
8 fascicles). Y8iian, Hyang yo !!_ ~~- (~&p~~:z;). 
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expanding and cultivating o:f this substance will. !"esult in 
an abundance of capable men, and this wiJ.J. gJ.orify the 
influence o:f the King and straighten out the pubJ.ic mo!"aJ.s, 
sedo Cilt~).B7 
...J"-.J Kwon Kun designated the :following motto for his 
son, !I'!i.. ( ft.): 88 "Be public minded and do not be selfish 
or gl"eedy. This is so called honestly. Be diligent and 
do not be lazy. You will not :fail i.n your work when you 
dq your best. Be generous and do not be critical.. 
Benevo~ence is a vil"tue and joyous events will follow it. 
Be trustworthy and do not lose good faith. Be sincere 
in your thought and do not be cbangeabl.e.tt Th.e above 
., 
motto stresses self-cultivation over self-sacrifice as 
the religious action. This seems to be the common trend 
of the sixteenth century also. Cho Sik ( 1-tt, .• , pen 
name, Nammy~ng ~~ 1501-1573), a known poet and famous 
philosophel" of Song-~ Rakp•a stressed the importance o:f 
both actions and criticized his contemporaries as :fol.lows: 
ttch'ungso ( ~~) (meaning l.oyalty and benevolence) 
.Is. the virtue of. heavenly men. Loyalty is the end-
l.ess and absolutely sincerity, and the structure o:f 
to (jJ, the way). Benevolence is iustice to al.l. 
living things, the :runction of to (~t;). Thus, 
loyalty is to do one's utmost with.o Ys mind and 
87Tbe literal tran~lation of Sedo ( ~ is the way o:f 
the world. The way means the ul.timate concern. There:rore, 
it means that the ultimate concern o:f the world is the 
moral. world. 
88KwO'n Ktfu, .QP..• cit., Sajamyong ( ~ ~tt meaning Four 
Mottos). See Brso"'"Yf, Man-gyu, £E.• ill•, P• 329. 
benevo1enoe is to be thoughtful of others by 
seJ.f-saerifioe. 
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Todayts scholars ignore their immediate duty~ 
that is, piety to their parents, brothers, 
elders and minors but onlf seek •the deeper 
truth of J.ife. 1 What one couJ.d gain by seeking 
the heaven1y, 1i (~ ) wi tb.out performing 
manly duty. •Br 
89cho Sik, Nammyong-_fu (.Anthology of Nammyong), r/¥1~~.:/t 
Ch•un.gso To~ )k" ~~. See also Hyon Sang Yun~ ~· ill_., 
PP• 104-1069 I'-\S l!!§.,J 
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D. THE SIRHAK P•A (ECONOMIC SCHOOL OF KOREAN CONFUCIANISM) 
As has been mentioned, the various studies of 
religion by both sociologists and anthropologists 90 seem:: 
to agree that the major functions of religion in the 
society is· to supply some basic common value orientations 
of the society and the mechanism of maint·aining these 
value systems. That is to say, religion defines the 
ultimate values, and supplies one of the most important 
means to adjust to situations of stress. Ultimate values 
are necessary for the members of the society to predict 
the conduct of each other and to integrate their behavio~, 
so that the dynamic equilibrium of the society can be 
maintained. This ultimate value is defined in relation 
to the idea of the 11sacredtt or supernatural in religion. 
Religion also provides the mechanism to meet ultimate 
frustrations resulting from unpredictable and uncontrollable 
forces, such as death, famines, flood, etc. When the 
90Emile Durkheim, The Elementar~ Forms of Religious Life 
(London: Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 1 15); B. Malinowski, 
Magic, Science and Religion (Boston: Beacon ~ess, 1949); 
A. R. Radcliff-Brown "Religion and Societytr in Structure 
and Function in Primitive Societf (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free 
Press, 1952), pp. 153-177; Kings ey Davis, DReligious 
Institutions, n in Human Society (New York; Macmillan Co., 
1949), PP• 509-545, and William J. Goode, Religion rong 
the Primitives (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1951 ; 
Robert N. Bellah,~·~., especially Chapters III.and 
VI. . 
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existing re~igion became inadequate or unab~e to meet 
these frustrations, the re~igious institutions were 
. . . 
modified or rep~aced by other religions so as to meet 
the new needs of the society. Re~igion is not on~y a 
force for rein:f'orcing existing value systems, but a~so 
is the source of riva~ value orientation to challenge 
the existing centra~ va~ue orientations. It supp~ies 
the basis of rationalization and justification for a 
cha~lenge of the prevailing norm. When the old re~igious 
system ~oses its power to maintain the va~ue pattern and 
to manage tensions within the system without the rep~ace­
ment or modification of such institutions, the result is 
socia~ disorganization, the so-called Wanomie. 3 Although 
a society can function with a considerable rate of 
anomie, the normlessness, and anomie is only a normal 
process of social change, it requires re-organization and 
new combinat~ons of social institutions in order for the 
society to function eontinuous~y. Beyond the certain 
rate and . d'tlt'ation of anomie and Without change in the 
religious institutions itse~f, socia~ change occurs in 
the society on the general institutional level. 
The history of Yi dynasty religion seems to fit 
we~l in the above-mentioned generalization. Genera~ Yi 
Song-Ge (1335-1400), was successful in overthrowing the 
~as t of the wang monarchs, the King Kong Yang, and 
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established the Yi d~asty in 1392. The '"expulsion of 
Buddhism$ the promotion of the Confucianism" movement, 
called ch•ok-puJ. hung-Yu ( lf1lf~1'' ) wa~ carried out 
by King Se-jong (J.4l9-l450) with the help of Chong To-Jon 
(pen name, Sambong) and Kwon XUn (pen name, Yangch•on). 
Thus, Confucianism replaced the former national religion, 
Buddhism, and began to take a strong hold on the people. 
The rationale was that Buddhism was unsuited to the 
ttmodern governm.enttt and the Buddhists who actually 
governed the Koryo dynasty With the military foztce wwe 
coztrupt both morally and spiritually. Therefore, they 
said, the new state, in order to be ~goodtt and stztong, 
~ 
needed a new ethical foundation and political philosophy 
as well. as a new leader, the King. The new ethics must 
be rational and suitable for the "bureaucratictt government 
of the new kingdom. Thus, the new regime challenged 
the old not only with.force but also with religion. 
The Yi regime justified its revolution by changing 
the religion. They also enforced their governmental 
position and status on both a national and an international 
level by doing so. Nationally, it was done by suppressing 
the power group and ideology of the ~ormer regime, and 
internationally by re-establishing and re-assuring their 
relationship with the new suzerain, the Ming dynasty of 
China which had Confucianism as its ethical foundation. 
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Although the hegemony o~ the Ohu Hsi School of 
Confucianism in Korea~ which was the main stream o~ the 
Yi dynasty religion, was o~ten questioned and challenged 
by various schools of Confucian interpretation~ and 
91 
sometimes by Buddhism~ the basic doctrine of Con-
fucianism was accepted by most of the religious seats 
and po1itiaal factions in Yi Korea and continued to be 
the underlying agreement and the ethical basis of the 
Korean society of the Yi dynasty. 
The disruption of the social and economic as 
well as the political order after the Hideyoahi 
invasions 
{1592-1598) and the Manchu {1637-1638)~required some 
' 
modification or alteration of the emphasis in inter-
preting the existing value system. The Sirhak I!.!.!, 
the Economic School of Yi Confucianism arose to meet this 
need. Although this school was d~~erent .from other 
Confucian schools due to its indigenous nature and 
original interpretations of Confucian doctrines, the 
that of 
metaphysical :foundation remained the same asA the Chu Hsi 
School. One of its stresses was on appli.cation rather 
91.AJ.moat 'Without exception, the conflict between Buddhism 
and Confucianism was closely tied with the power struggle 
of the different political factions. The triumph of one 
did not eliminate the other entirely. Buddhism was 
tolerated in the Yi dynasty as long as it did not inter• 
fere with the existing political power. 
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than on the metaphysical spec~ations of the doctrine, 
and especially upon the application to the economic 
ethics. It was a case of re-interpretation and the 
shifting of emphasis in the same doctrine upon different 
elements. Sirhak ~ was one of the main causes o£ the 
so-called Revival Period o£ Korean cultUPe (1725-1800). 
However~ the Revival Period lasted only :for seventy=:five 
years, during which time King Yong-jo (~) and King 
Chong-jo ( ~ ) reigned. Both o£ these kings were 
very liberal toward illegitimate sons. The Sirhak 
school was largely supported and carried on by the 
illegitimate sons, ChunginS, and political factions out 
o£ power, mainly the Nam-in £action.92 
The e:f.f"orts o£ the Sirbak pta could not last 
more than a cent'tll-y. The result was that the high rate 
and long duration o£ anomie without any further re-
interpretation or replacement o£ Korean religion lasted 
almost one hundred years. The Period o£ Decline in 
Korean history ended with the loss o£ the national 
independ~nce in 1910. 
What was the Sirhak ~ movement? The Sirhak 1?...!.!1 
like most other Confucian schools in the Yi dynasty, 
92There were four political factions known as the "tour 
colours,n sasaek. They were the Nam-in, the Puk=in, .the 
soron, and the !!2.~· - - - -
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emphasized the action level of the Yi religion against 
the Song-~~ (School of Song and Li), then, the major 
force of Kore~n Confucianism.93 Their major concern was 
to provide some rational means (i.e., economic and social 
policy and institutions) to pursue the goal of the state. 
Their proposals were based upon the fundamental Confucian 
concept of the role of the state, namely, Uto administer 
th6 state and to assist the people," the so-ealled 
Ky~ngguk Chemin ( ~liJ rtf~ ) . 
The reform proposals of :LSi:rhak ~ were first 
known to the J.i ter~te of the J.ate Yi dynast7 through 
the twenty-six fascicles of the founder's work, the E~nge 
Surek ~~ ~) which was not publ.ished until. 
.. 
1769, almost one hundred years after the death of the 
author. Uthough some of the followers of Yu Hyh'ng 'W"6n 
C~f~~ pen name p'gnge*~t_) developed his thought 
and proposals more fully, and influenced their oon-
tempat"aries, it was the ponge' s work which laid the 
foundation of the ;.Si.rhak ~· 
Yu Hyong ~ (1622-1674) bel.ieved that J.and reform 
was the basis of his social., economic and political. reform 
93The other schooJ.s were the Chucb.i Chui P• a ( 3::: ~ 3::~U~ 
tb.e Legal.ist School) which stressed the socre:I reform by 
exalting tb.e J.aw, education and authority of the State; 
the ~ Hak ~ ( ;f!}~$1k.._, the Scb.ool of Rites) which. 
emphasi~ed ~e observince of the detailed rites; and 
the Korean ~. Yang~hg School which proposed unifi-
cation of kilOWledge · action. 
proposals. According to his reform theory, land should 
be nationalized and there should be a rule prohibiting 
totallY.Private ownership and the buying and selling of 
land. Tb.e privately o'Wlled land, which composed most o:f 
the land of the Yi dynasty, should be confiscated and re-
distributed for cultivation in accordance with the 
r~gulations on public land. His beginning paragraph of 
the ponge S.lll"ok says: 
»when the economic world (the relationship 
of land ownership) is c~rected, all other things 
will fol.low it. When the land system is not clear, 
the people t s property will be obscure; the mi.l.ita.ry 
duty will. be unevenl.y distributed; the accurate 
ac~ of popul.ation can not be obtained; the Army 
ranks cannot be put into order; legal quarrels will 
not end and the task 9f punishment will not be 
simple; bribery cannot be stopped; and the social 
customs cannot be maintained. How could a good 
administration o:f a country be possible? Why is 
all this so? B4ecaus e the land is the. grand capital of the earth. tt9 · 
His extensive reform proposals included abolition 
.. 
of tribute, abolition of the grain loan ·system, abolition 
of the system of exemption from military duty by paying 
kunp'~ i('_f~, ~bolition o:r the royal hoUsehold treasury, 
and the establisb.n'ent of the system of a· stipend for the 
94yu Hyong Won, Ponge Surok (The Stray Notes of Ponge) 
(Seoul:. 1769), Vol. I; no. 1. See also Cb.'on Kwon-U . 
nPonge Yu Hyong Won Yongu, '' Yoksa ~o, The Korean 
Historical. Review (Pusan, Korea: 1· 3 , v"'!:'" 2, no. 3, 
P• 15. Tile above information is derived mainly from these 
two sources. 
King and for the budget for the royal household. They 
also included the promotion and subsidizing of commerce 
and industry, and finally, reform of the educational 
system and revision of the mi.li tary system. 
...., 
Ponge's 
reform was to be carried out through the conscience 
. of the rulers rather than by the efforts on the part 
of the ruled. .J To realize his utopia, Ponge made the 
following proposals: 
1. The land reform - by enforcing the state 
ownership of all lands inpluding forests and pastures 
and by distributing the land to the farmers regardless 
of their social status. The distribution of land was 
to be strictly enforced according to the number of the 
family members and by ret'tl.I"n of land to the government 
v . v in case of death, ete. Ponge revised the existing Kwajon 
( ~'\W) system and proposed that the high officials 
be given the tax collecting rights to some lands. The 
above land reform policy was based on the· new system of 
measurement of the land. The old system of E ( ~) 
and Ky~l ( ~t ) was the subjective measurement of the 
land. P~nge revised this system fu:t: measuring land by 
taking into account not only the size of the land but 
also its fertility. 
2. The organization of al-l, the peasants into a 
civilian defense corps. One soldier and three auxiliaries 
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were to be made into a unit o~ operation. High of~icials 
were to be exempted f.'rom military duty. Thus, the higbJ.y 
particularistic dra~t system was to be revised into a 
mare equalitarian one. 
3· Tb.e standardization o~ tax payment into a 
single tax payment system. The amount o~ tax payment was 
to be ~ive per cent o~ their annual crop output. 
The miscellaneous tributes95 and service duties 
were to be eliminated entirely. 
4· The establishment of an independent and sound 
:financial. poll cy in both the local and the central govern-
ment. This was to be done by balancing the income with 
the ezpenditure, by establishing the budget of the central 
government; by eliminating the royal household purveyors, 
the ~exploitation headquartersW of the people; by 
,, 
standardizing and raising the pay of public employees 
including the lowest public servants; and by abolishing 
the much abused granary system •. 
5. The promotion of commerce and industry, by 
granting subsidies to the extent that they would not 
hamper the agricultural activities. The promotion of the 
95The reform proposal of' Chinese~ang YU Wei~~'~ 
(1859-1927) called Toe tong ~*-~~only simplified 
the diverse tributes-wbereas~gf?hak proposed theiP 
abolition. ·· 
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circulation of nationa1 currency and the prohibition of 
the exp1oitation of merchants and artisans by numerous 
tax enforcements. 
6. The estab1ishment of the standardized schoo1 
system on three 1eve1s and the provision of opportunities 
for education according to one's abi1ity and regard1ess 
of one•s status. The nationa1 examination system was to 
be abo1ished and the officia1s were to be se1ected by 
onets virtuous acts and know1edge rather than one's 
status. 
7• The reorganization of both central and 1oca1 
government offices by 1essening their bureaucratic 
offices to 70°~, the officia1s to 609b of their present 
number. The absentee offices 1ike Ch•ea (~~) should 
be e1iminated. The re-establishment of communication 
channe1s, and the revision of rrues and regulations in 
the governmenta1 organization were also necessary. 
Thus Ponge's reform proposa1 reinstated the 
existing 1oca1 self-governing system and its re1ationship 
to the central authority. He did not propose to rep1ace 
the old governmenta1 system by the new one. 
Thus, ~ Hyong Wonts proposa1s were directed, on 
the one hand, toward the provision of capital for the 
people (f~mers, merchants, and artisans) and the mobilization 
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of labor through elimination and regulation of their 
public duties~ and by providing the •runiveztsalisticw 
means of education and status - occupational mobility. 
on the other hand, the proposals were directed to the 
maintenance of a stable and adequate state economy. 
His reform proposals demonstrated the mani-
festation of universalism. The seeming particularism, 
especially the special treatment of high officials was 
not to be based on their status but rather on their 
performances. His methoo of selecting officials clearly 
indicates the universalistic characteristics of his 
proposals.96 Ponge made these proposals on his investi-
gation of history~ geogpaphy, languages, literature and 
phil6$ophy of Korea. This empirical approach to the 
practical social problems was'new in Korea, for at this 
t~, metaphysical speculation prevailed and exerted a 
great influence upon Ponge 's followers .. 
Pongets reform ideas and his empirical approach 
to the problems was admired by Yi Ik (~Jpen name 
96choi Ik·Han, a North Korean writer implied that the 
Pon~e' s. treatment of Confucian scholars and officials was 
par lcularistic by saying: m .... he revealed at the same time 
the f'tllldamental limit of his idea of reformation in his 
cardinal reformation plan, i.e., the Kwajon system, by 
granting land to those who do not cultivate by themselves 
as well as to those who do •••• n· See Profpessive Scholars 
at the Close of the Feudal ~in Korea pyongyang: 
Min~y of Cuiture and Propaganda, D. P. R. K.), 1955, 
P• 21. 
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Songho, ~~ ) ~682-~76lt-· 97 It was Songho who developed 
the wo:Pk o:f Ponge into a systematized school o:f thought. 
Songho was much more the promulgator and the practitioner 
o:f his theo.t'y than Pongee Songho developed the st:Pategy 
o:f his reform proposal which Ponge had not done. Songho 's 
st.t'ategy might be observed, :for instance, in his land 
re:form p~an. His plan was a combination o:f k:run;-j~n 
( ~lfl ) , equai land and o:f a yongop-jon ( "'*-l'EET ) , 
permanent land system. It was a policy o:f guaranteeing 
the permanent possession o:f the minimum amount o:f land to 
the people and limiting the maximum amount o:f the possessions 
of the individual. Thus his strategy was to :Pedistribute 
the land without confiscation or any other drastic soci~ 
change. 
Some o:f Songho 1 s positive evaluation o:f wealth and 
productive activity can be observed in his :following remarks: 
"I:f a man talks about to, the Way, by learning 
classics and still heaoes not have the skills 
to govern the country, what is that g:peat learn-
ing :for? What 1 s the use o:f reciting poetry i:f he 
does not appreciate the :feelings o:f people re-
flected in it? Whatts the use of learning classics, 
when the household is poor and ••• the parents and 
the children are su:f:fering :from cold and hunger 
97yi Ik commented in his Songho Soesol, ~ ~ 1!f ~ 
(Essays ~r~~~o) (y~~L3,~~· 2( Ohido Munsang, ch'oijfnon, pyonp~ ~ EU::- , ~~_, ~ " J that ponge and Yi . Y -ghk 
wereo 0 h~ g:peatest sc 0 ar . since the oeginning""Of t e 
Yi dynasty. See Oh•on Kwan-u, .2£• cit., P• 180. 
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ana the slaves ar~ scattering. The same is ~ue 
with the state. tr.9tl 
He thought that the sources of evil in ~ Dynasty 
Korea were the sJ.ave system, the nati:onaJ. examination 
system (kwago), cJ.ass system based on J.ineage, .conspicuous 
' 
consumption, especiaJ.ly in superstitious rituals, and the 
unproductive monk system, because these systems all contri-
buted to the less productive and lazy attitudes of the 
·people. . These ttsix evils tt were said to be greater than 
robbery. Songho, like Ponge, believed that merchants t 
circulation of currency and the promotion of trade were 
positive contributions to society because they increased 
its wealth. 
Songho•s Saengjae ~ ( ~~~ ), the theory .2! 
increasips wealth was based on the four principles: to 
increase producers (saengju.ng, i..~), to dec:rease con-
sumers ( sikkwa,1;:-$.), to produce rapidJ.y (wijil.,,i ~) 
and to consume slowly (:yongs'C:, ijl-1t ) . He said that one 
should :reduce one's dependents to increase one•s pro-
auction, and that the number of Buddhist.monks and enter-
tainers, and government officials who were onl.y consumers 
of goods should be decreased. He a~so urged the pl'ohibition 
of luxury and the practice of economy and the cultivation 
98:B?om Songho Soesol quoted by Yi M(\_n-gyu, op. cit .. , P• 
389 •. 
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99 
of wood1and as the means of increasing productivity. 
Over one hundred vo1umes of his writings exerted 
a tremendoUs infJ.uence on his contemporaries and successors 
includirig both his offsprings and pupi1s and in the fie1ds 
or history, 1iterature, economics, archaeology, mathematics, 
geography,. etc. Some of his followers were: An Jong-bok, 
Hwang Wun-dae, Chong Sang-gi, Yun Tong-gyu, Sin Hu-dam, 
Kwon Chol-sin and his brother Kwon Il-sin.100 Among the 
distinguished scholars of :~ Sirhak ~ were three 
k~ms~k:Wan (~t't ) , a professional class occupation 
of Chungin ( tfA_). -· All t:b:ree of them were the sons of 
. 101 Yangbants concubines. These three scholars were: 
Yi TM'k;..mu ( ~~ ~ , pen name Hyonggam~'@'~), Yu 
Duk-kong <~{Jt*-, pen name, Yungjae .. ), and 
Pak Che-ga <-it~ pen name ChojO'ng ~~ ). They 
contributed greatly to the development of :: Si:Phak ~ 
but the work of Pak Che-ga, ~-hak Ui_ (Study .2.f ~ 
North) was most notew~Dthy. He described the details of 
the Ch'ing dynasty in China and its social, economic and 
99see Yi Ik, Kwak wu rok ( 
country) quoted by Hyoni[Qng 
M /.,~ ~ The worry over the 
, ~· cit., PP• 331-334-;-
lOOseeCh'ae Ik-han, 1'Li_ Ik, 11 in ProfPessive Scholars at 
,2 Close ~ the Feudal.~ in Korea p fyong yang 1955);-
PP• 23-43. - -
lOlsee Maema Kyosaku "lshosetsu.ko,tt nconsideration on 
Illegitimacy in Koreatt -in Chosen gakwho, No. 6, PP• 82-87• 
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political. J.i.fe and said in Chaebu ~ ( 'f[;j ~'*) 
economic theory: "Those who do weJ.J. in administering 
economic property do not lose the heavenly time, earthly 
interest and the human e.f.forts •••• "102 Re advocated 
that the Yi ruler and the people should not lose time 
in learning .from the Ch•ing dynasty, its agricultural, 
commercial and administrative tecbhiques. He stressed 
that the fail'tlt'e of maximizing economic resollt'ces in 
the Yi dynasty was due to the lack o.f techniques and 
practical skiJ.J.s. He was also concerned with the 
corruption of of.fioia1s and proposed to remedy it by 
an adequate remuneration system .for the o.frtcials. Thus, 
be emphasized the economy as the basis of virtuous and 
moral. actions. The need of .foreign trade was emphasized 
in promoting economic prosperity o.f the country • 
.Although )lirhak ~ was characterized by its 
effort to seek the truth by the empirical study of 
reality rather than by metaphysical. speculations, it does 
not necessarily mean that they were totaJ.J.y unconcerned 
with the Supreme Being or Hananim. Chong Yak-Yong 
( T~~, pen name Tasan~~~ 1762-1836), the most 
influential and productive scholar and administrator o.f 
J.02pak Che-ga, Puk-hak &, Oep'yon :lb~~.A'\-~ 
quoted by Hyon, ,2£• cit., P• 359. 
the Sirhak ~ expressed the view on the Supreme Being 
that Hananim was neither a ki ( 1fL , substance) nor 
!!, ( ~, principle); but that . the existence of' Hananim 
could not be denied, although it was unknowable. He 
illustrated the work of' the Supreme Being by mentioning 
the power of' emperors and kings, fear of' the scholars 
and their reasons for prudent behavior. Among his 546-odd 
fascicles of' Conf'ucian economics, politics, phonetics, 
geography, poetry and medicine was the famous Mong-~ 
Simso ( l:ctJc"Bvl~t) (A True Guide to Governing the 
People). The scope and applicability of Sirhak ~ 
was further developed in this book and was read very 
widely among the literate. The Sirhak's great influence 
on the mind of the people of the Yi dynasty may be also 
illustrated by citing the very famous and popular book 
Yol-ha Ilgi ("'Jehol Diary") by Pak Chi won C;f.l-~~ 
1737-1.805), a .. diary novel" 10.3 
The Sirhak ~ proposed that the purpose of the 
l.and reform and the revised tax system should be to provide 
the maximum availability of capital. The organization of 
the civilian corps on a more universal.istic basis was to 
make the labor power more conducive to the maximum re-
l 03Pak Chi won, Yol-ha Ilgi ( ~~~'EJ ~d, Jehol diary) 
(Seoul: Chason Kwangmun--noe, 1911, P• 286). 
cruitment and utilization. Through the educational 
reform and the abolition of the particularistic examina-
tion system which was the only way to recruit the govern-
ment o~ficials, they wanted to establish more repre-
sentative government, and consequently the unified and 
re~esentative collective goal for the entire society. 
The Sirhak school advocated that the government and its 
officials should carry out economic reform by efficient 
utilization and mobilization of the capital and labor. 
Above all, they advocated the economy and economic 
rationalism within the government in its own operation 
and then to the society. They used the inductive method 
of research to survey the need of the society and to 
establish the reform policy upon it. Thus, the Sirhak 
movement promoted the scientific and economic rationalism 
toward the development of more rational economy. 
The entire movement emphasized such religious 
actions as self-cultivation and self-sacrifice to the 
levels of state rather than to the family or class. The 
movement was against the yangban class and their particular-
istic practice in the government and their deductive and 
metaphysical approach to the ultimate concern of the 
society and the people. They advocated the rational 
practice toward the universalistic goal of the society 
with action rather than metaphysical speculation. This 
action was advocated with the implicit assumption of 
attaining the way, the self-perfection and the perfect 
humanity. 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSION 
The major findings are that the pre-modern 
Korean value system put more stress upon the integrative 
values as compared with the political or economdc values 
than did Ch'ing dynasty China or Tokugawa Japan. This 
integrative value appears in the emphasis on the harmony 
and solidarity of the famdly rather than that of the 
state. Loyalty to the family head was stressed more 
tb.an loyalty to the king, the head of the more extended 
collectivity. These characteristics of the pre-modern 
value system were expressed in the concrete social 
structural units, in the elaborately developed honorific 
and kinship terms, and in the rigid stratification of 
roles according to sex, age, birth, and lineage. 
The integrative value was supplemented by strong 
cultural values largely based on Confucian ethics. Morals 
in the Korean value system occupied a position similar 
to that of science in an industrial society, such as the 
United States. The goal .of Yi dynasty Korean society 
was to have a harmonized society based on ConfUcian ethics. 
Power and wealth were valued only in so far as they 
contributed to the attainment and maintenance of harmony 
of the mind of the individual, of the family, and of the 
nation. Since any change in the society implies at 
least a temporary disruption of the equilibrium of the 
social system, the central value system of Yi dynasty 
Korean society which put good emphasis on harmony, was 
not conducive to change in general. 
Yi dynasty Korean social structure had a rigid 
class system based largely on lineage. An individual's 
prestige and power were directly correlated to his lineage. 
~.··-.·) ·occupation and possession of lands were secondary 
factoi's in d~termining his status. Since only the yangban 
and chungin classes had opportunities for formal education, 
it was mainly in these two classes that education was a 
determining element of social status. The sangmin had 
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only limited opportunities fOI' education, thus, education in-
frequently affected status in this class. 
The yangban, the government officials and their 
families,were at the top of the social hierarchy just 
below the royal. family. Although the king and his royal 
family had absolute power in theory, in reality the 
social function of the royal family was integrated the 
least into the society and its function was suboi'dinated 
to that of the yangban class. 
Below the yangban class, there was the ehungin, 
the professionals of the central government, who served 
the king and ministers with their learning. The ajons 
who were government clerks of both central and local 
had 
government had less prestige but functions similar to 
those of the chungin. While the chungin were the policy 
makers, the ajons were the administrators without formal 
power or prestige. However, ajons had the reflected 
power of their superiors, and they had wealth, while 
chungins had only wealth and they did not have prestige 
or power. One became a chungin upon passing chapkwa, 
the miscellaneous tests of the national examination 
system. Passing these tests brought only a small amount 
of prestige. Chungins were largely.from the group of 
more learned sojas, (the sons of concubines and remarried 
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women), as well as from the ·sangmin class. This was i :~-esult :of 
ih:e legal provisions disqualifying them· from ~~ candidacy 
for the taekwa, the major test, ·whieh was like the higher 
civil service examinations. Thus, chapkwa was the only 
avenue of success open to non-yangbans and more especially 
to sojas. 'Sojas were motivated to attain the yangban 
class goal of getting office by means of learning, as their 
legitimate brothers did, yet they had limited opportunities 
to attain official positions in Yi dynasty korean society. 
Below tbis class of chungin were the sangmin, the 
commoneps. They were producers; such as farmers, artisans, 
and merchants. Commoners alone had to pay taxes and 
contribute their services to the state through ~litary 
and other duties. Yangbans and their slaves were 
exempt from military and other duties and paid only the 
land tax. 
The ch'onmin, humble people (both free and unfree), 
were at the bottom of the social strata. This class 
included Buddhist monks, nuns, shamans, buffoons, 
travelling dancers, singers, and paeckchong, (slaughterers 
and butchers), and it also included private and public 
slaves. 
There was a considerable amount of downward but 
a small amount of upward mobility in the class system. 
When a :yangban was considered to be a "political criminal, D 
his family was demoted to the status of public slaves. 
Some meritorious sangmin or ehungin were promoted to the 
military officials• status which had less prestige than 
the oi vil officials' status in the yangban class. The 
promotion took place only when there were changes of 
regime or big wars. 
In this role structure, the roles of chungin and 
more especially soja-ehungin were points of tension and 
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strain. Sojas were deprived of the means of attaining 
the culturally prescribed goals in the Yi society. A 
group of soja-ehungin, together with some unsuccessful 
and dissatisfied politicians of the opposition factions, 
promoted the Sirhak P•a, the Economic School of Confucianism. 
These founders of S:;.;;;..;;;.ir_h_ak_ ~ were motivated by the need 
of social reforms. They formulated reform policies based 
on Confucian ethics in order to regain social solidarity 
after the disruptions of the Japanese (1598) and the 
Manchu (1752-58) invasions. About forty years of the so-
called Revival Period of Korean history was the period 
when the Sirhak P•a flourished. However, the Revival 
Per-iod and the influence of the Sirhak ~ lasted only 
a little less than a century. 
The role which favored change and which attempted 
change was that of the soja-ehungin, whereas the role 
which resisted change was played by zangbans. The social 
context within which these roles were played may be 
summarized as follows: 
There was a considerable amount of differentLation 
of roles among the officials of the central and local 
government. The formal structure of the government, the 
sach'ang (granary establishment), the hyangyak (local 
constitution), and the ~ (guild}, all demonstrated the 
tendency toward the development o:f :,:,, contractual. 
relationship rather than : __ :· ; kinship reJ.ationship. How-
ever, in reaJ.ity, ·:·,.-:·:, contraetuaJ. reJ.ationship was quite 
J.imited in Yi dynasty Korea. The principJ.e o:f coJ.J.ective 
responsibility re:fJ.ected in the 0 kat•ong (neighborhood 
group) o:f the J.ocaJ. government, as welJ. as in the hyangyak, 
~ {guiJ.d), and hwangok {grain exchange) systems, emphasized 
the 11.representati ve 11 roJ.e of' the heads of each unit l.'"athe.r 
.. 
than the individuaJ. .role o:f its members. Emphasis was 
the 
pJ.aced onAvertical integration o:f the membe.rs, that is, t~e 
loyalty of the members to its head ratbe.r than the 
horizontal reJ.ations among the membe.rs themseJ.ves. The 
role o:f the individual. was decided not by what he could 
contribute to the system but by his status in accordance 
with sex, age, generation, birth, and lineage. This 
partieula.rism b.rought about the identification of' an 
individual with the goal o:f the sub-collectivities of the 
societ:V:~~ such as :family, guild, political factions, ete., 
.rathe.r than with the goal of' the entire Yi society. This 
gave rise to the corruption o:f the local and central 
government, o:f the grain exchange system, and to the 
prevalence of' :factionalism, and thus polity in the Yi 
dynasty Korean society was weakened. 
There was no separate legal proression and no 
judicial system independent ::~·of~·: the executive branch 
or the government. Thus, there was little development 
of civil rights, of ·::~ .. -, contractual relationship, and 
above all, of ~,:: ~ checking system of the government and 
of positive channels of social change. 
While the legal system represented the. secular 
force for social change, the religious system provided 
another more sacred force. In Yi dynasty Korean 
society, however, there was neither an independent 
religious organization nor an institutionalized priest-
hood which could help to set up a common goal for the 
society in a detached manner. By the same token, there 
was no sacred power checking the particularism. The 
religio-educational organizations were closely inter-
related with the government. The majority of the religio-
educational organizations were administered and subsidized 
by the government. They in turn provided government 
officials by means of the kwago, the national examination 
system. However, this system was also influenced by the 
strong integrative value of the society and became highly 
particularistic. 
Unlike Tokugawa Japan or in the Koryo dynasty 
preceding the Yi dynasty, +!'t.lf~·.-:;.:,"::.·~;:. ·:~<:~~.--~'·'"~:.:Gil the military 
forces which were the institutionalized physical arm 
of the polity were completely subordinated to the 
polity. 
The monetary system~ the development of which 
is considered as the yardstick of the rise of rational 
economy, grew on a national scale in the Yi dynasty. 
The development of chang, market system, chon, commercial 
houses, especially in cities, and of the commercial 
institutions such as kogan, ~he broker, and kaekchu, 
the wholesaler, ete., provided -:.·:8lf·_. relatively efficient 
. mechanism for the distribution of consumer goods, and 
promoted commercial activities. There was a large scale 
development of the guild system, ~~ and almost every 
business group was organized into a ~· Among the 
most tightly organized was the peddlers' guild, the 
pobusang ~· The pobusang ~ stressed honesty and 
regularity and above all promoted ·:,·~~: discipline and 
devotion to the economic and integrative goal. It also 
provided a channel of communication through its regular 
routes of travel across wide areas~ At the end of the 
Yi dynasty, the pobusang ~ was often utilized as -:~ .. -
the 
source of physical power in political struggles rather 
" 
than as ·a.:·, source o:f economic development. There was 
little emphasis by the guild system on the efficiency of 
production. 
Free competition was inter~ered with by the 
government, which contro~~ed the ~arge sea~e retai~ 
stores~ ~ §.! cb.O. The ~ill.: chon had a monopo~y 
ott selling six basic consumption goods submitted to the 
s' •.· 
government by the commoners in the ~orm of' tax (tribute). 
Thus, private~y owned commercia~ organizations had no 
basis f'or ~ree competition and the accumulation of' 
capita~·was possib~e on~y ~the c~ass o~ government 
of'~ieia~s who contro~~ed the ~ Ui chon. 
The major avenue of capita~ accumulation by 
the c~ass of' government o~ficia~s and the roya~ :rami~y 
was the taxation system. Taxes were co~~ected both by 
the government and ~y the treas~y of' the,Imperia~ house-
ho~d. The unscientific and particularistic methods o~ 
al~ocating taxes, the unstandB.I"dized methods o~ ~evying. 
taxes,and the ~ack of' supervisory institutions weakened 
the national. treasury and the economic power o~ the 
commoners, whi~e enriching the of'~icia~s and ajons. The 
~ack of' funds f'or government operation f'urtherr.:;{ 
weaken~:e.d;• :· :· the po~i ty. 
The motivationa~ system which maintained the va~ue 
system and institutions in Yi dynasty Korean society was 
the 
close~yre~ated to the discip~ine of' family and school. 
"' 
The aesthetic components required in the family and the 
tension management mechanism had little connection with 
the motivation for productivity and productive labor 
ar with the motivation for public interest, that is for 
interest beyond that of the family. There was no 
concept of retirement equivalent to Japanese inkyO· 
When a family head became old, his duty diminished but 
not his power. The value of productivity was subordinated 
to that of power or solidarity. 
The literary wozaks, f'olk music and dances, and 
the f'ine arts such as cezaamics and paintings, caligraphy, 
etc., were -<!.~:: e:x:pzaession of' the love of' nature and ·':· r, 
means to control the internal tensions of' an individual 
in the Kozaean society, but they were not accessible to 
all classes or both sexes. Women and the lower class 
people had no place in the educational institutions. 
It was considered undesirable or even disgraceful f'or a 
woman to publish her literary works. There was no 
universal means (such as love of' order or neatness) 
common to all people zaegardless of' sex and class differences 
to handle the internal tensionsof' an individual. 
Kozaean religion of' the Yi dynasty supplied a 
context of ultimate meaning of the central value system 
of' the society and in the meantime provided the basis f'or 
.. -
a rival value orientation to the central value system. 
The concept of the sacPed characterized as 
ttnature3 or "izmer essence of reality, tt tao in Korean 
religion ,was neutral in charactep and less concrete 
reference for religious action than a personal God. 
There were two types of religious action toward these two forms of 
sacred;:;: which were not exclusive but complimentary. 
one was self-cultivation by unceasing study of the 
Confucian doctrines, the other was to return grace to 
the ancestor, a ltsacred being. 11 The former action 
~ 
was stressed more than the latter. The object of worship 
was determined· by the nature of its 1'beingtt rather than 
by its action. Neither the concept of the sacred nor 
religious action could generate an economic· ethics 
similar to those generate'd by salvation religions. 
There was neither a community of worship independent of 
the educational institutions, nor an institutionalized 
priesthood, which could help to set up the common goal 
of the society in a detached manner. The Sirhak ~ 
stressed political and economic ethics, but was little 
concerned with the redefinition of the concept of the 
sacred. 
Korean religion reinforced the primacy of the 
integrative value through the yangban class. It rein-
forced the particularistic relations and the family, and 
emphasized ~ess the universa~istic re~ations or the state. 
Oonverse~y re~igion fai~ed to he~p the efforts of the 
chungi~ to emphasize politica~ economic va~ues. These 
are among the essentia~ factors responsib~e f~ tbe 
fai~ure of Yi dynasty Korea to deve~op the basis of a 
modern industria~ society. 
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RELIGION, SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT IN YI DYNASTY KOREA 
(Library of Congress No. ) 
Hesung Chun Koh, Ph.D. 
Boston University Graduate School, 1959 
Major Professor: Professor Albert Morris 
The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate 
the key variables related to the economy of pre-modern 
Korean society. Similar studies have been made on China 
and Japan, but no comparable study has been made on Korea. 
Our hypothesis is that pre-modern Korea;: failed to develop 
the social and cultural bases tor a modern industrial 
society largely because of its weak polity and its lack 
of favorable religious elements, and because ot the formi-
dable resistance to change of the Korean family and class 
system with their stress upon their own integration and 
solidarity. 
On the assumption that the functional sub-systems 
ot a society and its values are closely interrelated, 
especially with religion in Far Eastern societies, and that 
a change in the economic sub.-system requires changes in the 
religious and other social suh-systems, examination is first 
made of the social structure to locate the points ot tension 
and strain and consequently the possible area mere c.bange 
could have started. The lack of material on Yi dynasty 
2 
value systems and institutions compelled the writer to 
present first the value systems and the concrete 
stru~tural units of the Yi dynasty society in detail by 
locating, tr~slating, and organizing the materials in 
Korean, Japanese, and Chinese. These include legal codes, 
travelling diaries, anthologies, and religious ethical 
writings of the later Yi dynasty. 
Because in Far Eastern societies religion and 
economy are closely related -~ther directly or through 
polity, and because religion supplies the ultimate sanction 
for social behavior, stress is placed on the religious 
basis of Korean ethics. The religious basis is examined 
not only in terms of the interaction and inter-relationships 
of the concepts of the sacred, religious action,. the 
priesthood, and the community of worship, but also in terms 
of its changes in relation to the economic ethics. Because 
an industrial society is above all eharacterized by strong 
economic values ~ich facilitate the rationalization of 
the means, the tendency of the religious elements toward 
rationalization is·.H~mphasized. 
The major findings are that the pre-modern Korean 
value system put more stress upon the integrative value as 
compared With the political or economic values than did 
•, 
Ch' ing !ynasty China or To~gawa Japa.n. This integrative 
value appears in the emphasis on the harmony and solidarity 
or the family rather than that of the state. Loyalty to 
the ramily head was stressed more than loyalty. to the Ring~ 
the head of the more extended collectivity. These characte:rt~'; 
istics of the pre-modern val~e system are expressed in the 
concrete social structural unit~~ in the elaborately developed 
honoriric and kinship terms~ and in the rigid stratification 
of roles according to sex, age~ birth, and lineage. 
The roles of women and soja (the sons of concubines 
of the yangban class) were the points of tension. Women 
and s~ja were deprived of. the means of attaining culturally 
prescribed goals in·the Yi dynasty social structure. Women 
had no institutionalized channels or communication. However, 
more learned soja could belong to the chungin~ proressional 
class who served the king and ministers "1!1. th their learning. 
The chungin had no.political power .and had lower p~estige 
than the yangban, the class or government officials. It 
was the soja chungin together vd. th some unsuccessful and 
dissatisfied politicians 'll!ho pr.omoted the Sirhak ~~ the 
Economic School of Confucianism. 
The concept of the sacred characterized as "naturett 
or ffinner essence o.f realitytt in Korean.religion was neutral 
in character and a less concrete reference .for religious 
action than a pers.onal God. There were two types of 
religious action toward the sacred. One was self-cultivation 
4 
by unceasing study of the Confucian doctrines. The other 
was to return grace to the ancestor, a nsacred being.« 
The rormer action was more stressed than the latter. 
The object of worship was determined by the nature of its 
nbeingrr rather than by its action. Neither the concept 
of the sacred nor religious action could generate an 
economic ethics similar to those generated by salvation · 
religions • There was neither a community o:f' worship 
independent of the educational institutions, nor an 
institutionalized priesthood, which could ~~lp to set up 
,. 
the common goal of the society in a detached.manner. The 
Sirhak ~ streesed.politi£al and economic ethics, but was 
little concerned with the rede:f'inition of the concept of 
the sacred. 
Korean religion reinforced the primacy of the 
integrative value through the yangban class. It reinforced 
II• •' 
the particularistic relations and the family, and emphasized 
less the universalistic relations or the state. Conversely 
religion railed to help the e:f'forts of the chungin to 
emphasize political economic values. These are among the 
essential factors responsible for the ~allure of Yi dynasty 
Korea to develop the bases of a modern industrial society. 
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